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ABSTRACT
‘She purpose of this thesis is to compile a glossary of those 
words used in the French spoken in St* Landry*
She material of this thesis does not represeat the spoken Frenah 
of the whole Parish of St, X*aadry* but is restricted to the agrteul* 
tural section in the vicinity of leonville, ArnaudvllX©* and Qrand 
CSteau.
Each word is given as closely as possible la conventional ortho* 
grapfay* transcribed phonetically* defined in English and exemplified 
in sentences now la Standard French* now In the dialect* Where the 
sense might be ambiguous* the English translation of the French example 
is given. Where a Standard French word resembles the St* Landry Parish 




The phonetic symbols used in this study are those of the Inter** 
national Phonetic Alphabet, with certain modifications, as indicated 
below*
(c? j as In natte*. but much more lax*
(& ) as in pas
ce ) •* 1 M
(i) m  lafll 
(3) as in aa» Ja
(  O) almost as open as in English lam 
In couteau 
in coup 
in English air 
in deux
In pur* soeor. but muoh more open*
In iu
In anse* This sound Is often articulated much more forward
than in Standard French* It often closely approx!** 
nates ( S' )*
In fin* This sound is much more open than In Standard 
French. It approximates a nasalization of the 
English sound ( ) *
in s o p* mop, but much more close* It approximates the 
sound (o').
in bmn* but somewhat more open*
The consonant sounds are practically the same as in Standard 
French* To these must be added the soundst




( j f ) as 
(cC) as
(M) M  
(<l) *•
{ £ ) a«
( 3 0  *»
Coe) m
vi
(+S) as la English children
as in English Indy,
In the spoken French of the area studied the sound ( <1 ) has r e ­
placed ( cl } • The investigation shews only one word in which the 
sound (*.) occurs* passer.
The sound ( o ) is much sore open in standard French, It Is 
much nearer to the English in such words as law and p&w. On the 
other hand, the nasalised fora { D ) has a tendency to a closer pro­
nunciation which often approximates the sound ( O )*
As a general rule, there is a tendency to a much acre open pro­
nunciation than in Standard French of the sounds* (€~), ( ot ),
( ̂  )» ( ^ )i and ( 0€ }*
The sound (a) is often articulated much more forward them in 
Standard French and would approximate (<?)* The Standard French ocat* 
binations pronounced (a) vary in pronunciation in the dialect from 
( 0 . ) to ( 3 ) with many intermediate stages in between. The compiler 
of this thesis has not been able to formulate any fixed rule which 
deteralnes these variations* There seems to be a tendency to round 
( A )  when it occurs in a stressed syllable, but this is not invariable* 
This sound (CL) as used in this study when pronounced by different in­
dividuals ranges then from (£) to (3 ), and this should be taken in­
to consideration when interpreting the symbol*
The sound ( Ji ) as in Standard French anaoatt is often replaced by 
(7j)f as in { m a n  i f f  K )j (*y) * * ln ^ r S r ) / e  h  t f r e  P * n{ ^  )> 
and ITp ) as in ( I  * 'ip ) •
The sounds ) and {rfj ) occur In a few words* (</̂  ) occurs
vii
©specially in English words adopted in the dialect*
for tii© source of the variants from Standard French that are 
found in the dialect of the Parish of St. Landry* on© must seek in 
the French dialects themselves. Except for English words that haw 
been adopted and are in current use in the dialect* a few words of 
African origin* a few of Indian origin* a few of Spanish origin* and 
a few words coined by the populace* the vocabulary was brought over 
by the French immigrants from various districts of France* It is not 
the purpose of this study to establish the origin of the words die-, 
cussed but rather to make a compilation of the words la actual use.
The author gathered the material in the following manner*
First she selected a member of the community who spoke the dialect 
of the area studied and together they checked* Read’s Louisiana French* 
Pitchy* s Lee Acadjens Lottiaianajg et Istpr Parlor* and various glossaries 
of Louisiana French compiled by state students* gathering from the con* 
tents of those works the words which occurred in the vocabulary of the 
St* Landry dialect.
Several French students in the area studied also contributed by 
making individual Hats of the variants found in their home converse* 
tlons. Each list was discussed with the contributor.
The compiler also gathered her material from conversations heard 
in public places. This was done by jotting on a pad the phonetic sym­
bols of various words as they occurred In the course of a conversation, 
the speaker being totally ignorant of the fact that such was being done* 
Several clerks in general merchandise stores were interviewed from 
time to time and most of the articles of domestic use were contributed
by them*
1
A ( d )> pare* proa*
Generally used instead of EU*K before a consonant only*
A a* ft dit qa. She told me i&at* (gee AL1R.)
X ( a ), prop*
1* Of, to indicate possession* Let robe X Marie* Marie1 fl 
dross*
V« Frequently used instead of 0®. Veoes X bonne heure. Como 
early* St* Fr*, OS*
ABlM£R ( obi>ne)# v# tr.
To hurt someone seriously* espeeielly In a fight* XX a abtml 
son frfcre. He hurt his brother seriously* 8t. Fr., RATTRR*
St. Fr., AB&ttSR, to engulf* to swallow up, to overwhelm, to 
spoil*
ABOMIBABkE ( a^y'^xnaA), adj.
Extraordinary. IX y & dee pommes oette anndef e*est abomimable* 
Vo have an over-productive apple crop this year* St* Fr*, SXTRAOHDIHAIRE. St. Fr., ABQMISAB1E, abominable, heinous.
ABORDSH ( a b a r d e ) ,  tr.
To run against accidentally, to collide* Sa voiture a abordA 
la miemne. His carriage ran Into mine* St. Fr., BERRTRR, S£ 
HEURTER* St* Fr*, ABORORR, v* tr., to approach, to accost 0 
person* (Bout*), to run afoul* Reflexively,. to accost each 
other* (Saut*), to come into collision, to run against each 
other*
ABOUTKR ( 3 6 u-tre), tr*
To add to* II a aboutA une cuisine a sa a&ison. He added a 
kitchen to his house* St* Fr*, AJOUTBR. St* Fr*, ABOUfBiR, to 
join end to end*
ABRIER ( v# tr*
X* To clothe. L*enfant est bien atoriA. The child is well 
clothed. St. Fr., RABftXRR*
2• To prop a plant* II faut abrier la vigne# The vine must 
be propped. St. Fr., ROHAlASSER.
A&JTER ( a 6 cute.), v. tr.
To prop. Abater uxt pied de male. To prop a corn stalk.
St* Fr., APHTftSil. St. Fr., ABUTER, (Quoits) to throw nearest 
the mark for the right of having the first go* (Shipbuilding) 
to abut, to fit exactly (of wood)| to aim at.
ACC8QCH2R ( v. tr.
To fasten. II va accrocher la ports. Re will fasten the door. 
St. Fr., FARMER. St* Fr., AflGRGGHKR, to hang upon a hook, 
to catch, to hitch.
2
m m tA m w  ( a s c r - t ^ e j j  V4 ^
To prove, to declare, 'tovtototo* . II e aceriainA qu*!! avait 
w*a Tatt ca, Ha debS&^ed to tod not dona ttot«' St- Fr.,SwrATfia.
ACHAtf ( a^ele), adj.
Vary warm, Je sule actoll.
ACDItflBS { a K y l u r e r  &*>fy
Fteee of harness fastened tothe ©haft, dose ending behind tto 
thigh* oT tha shaft-horse to jhold a vehicle in going downhill* L’aculoira aat viaille^ St. Fr*, AVAIiOlfiE.
m m nm os ( a d ^ o s ) , .■»* f.
Coincidence. C*eet une a&oanance. St* Fr*, CO1&ICI0E1SCE*
ADOttBSB ( a d  5-ixe) # v# reflefc*'
1* To be on good torias vith eoaeone- Je madonna bien avec 
lui.
' £♦ To happen by ctoboe*' :Vo\4,a3E'-'y<>tov du' totor$V Eh bleu,
0* B*adohne .aaal*. Je-’n'*:.sn ■ topyeo/''̂
Well, it happens thai'l/ASa dbtbf it*' St* Fr*> ''p ' to' 
apply; to tidce :im§- .̂ fgiipa' to to4 - totoe*
AFFEOBtoR ( 8 f d 6 I  i r  ,}; tr *
To weaken, to l^a.effeufoll. St* . Fr.*., AFFAlB&lR.
iFTLIQl ( a f  ), «*i.
Crippled, infirm* Stra affligA d'un brae* To be crippled in 
one ara* St* Fr.* BS:w>FiS.',: St. Fr., ^ distressed, 
grieved*
m u o n  ), v. tr.
To cripple, to ml*. Tu vss l'affllger. St. fr., HENDBJB 
FEBCLUS. St. Fr., * to afflict, to trouble, to distress, 
to toreent; to eortify, to chasten*
AFFIDiTIT < a f i d a v z t ) , n. «.
Affidavit* On l'a fait oilier uh affidavit. We mad© him sign 
an affidavit. St* Fr., Di&AtoTlOK, DfipQSITlGh, m m  SERME8T DEVANT UH MAOXSTRAT.
affrkux ( a f - r f  ), «dj.
Aweeoae, expression to indicate greatness of quantity. C1 est 
affreux, lee pomraee sur l*arbre dans la court My goodness, 
tto apple© on the tree in the yardI
$GE ( <3- J5- ) * n. f * t .
1 ? Stre CE to m m  S.GE* tp be of the sea© age* St. Fr.,
■ iGft, *»
2. fiTRE KSAGE, to tove attained the age of twenty-one.
St. Fr*> AVOIR ATTBSXwT LA MaJORIT®, h*m% m  VIHOT'ET H».
S. AVOIR to TOtlR D*iGE, having passed through the menopause*
$
AfiGBXSER ( v. tr*
fa overwhelm* Agoniser da settles* To overwhelm with foolish**- 
ness* St* Fr., ACC ABLER (RE) * St* Fr*, « to bo at the 
point of death*
AGRES (ag^e)# n.a.
Harness• Je m’ai achetA des agree neufe* St* Fr*, HABBAIS,
St. FT., AGRE8, n* a. pl*f rigging (of a ship); apparatus, 
gear (of a gymnasium)*
AGRflS ( part* adj*
Well supplied with clothing. M& vieille est bion agrdy&e 
pour I'hiver. St. Fr., BIER MIS.
AH QA ( <?S3 }p int.
Exclamation of distrust referring to & person* Ah $al c,e«t 
bonrien comae tout* That! that is a really good for nothing 
person*
AHGKTKR ( e f i t t e , )p Ye tr.
To belittle* to make someone feel ashamed* <?e l*ai ahontd 
devant tout le mende* St* Fr*, FAtKE H08TE A QUE&Q0*U8.
A1M&K ( entc)p v* tr.
To love* Xn the Imperfect Indicative the following form Is usedi g|AXMAI8SAIS ( ye. »̂ e, 5 e. )
TP AXMAXSSAIS 
XL AIMAISSAIT
GB AXHAX3SAXT (instead of HOPS)
TO AXMAXSSAIS (instead of VOUS)ILS AIMA1SSAUSKT«
Quand j*Stale petite j1 aimaiesaia aller A l*Acole« St* Fr*, 
Imperfect Indicative, J,AXMAIS> etc.
AIR (B~r ) ,  n. f.
Air. L'air est bonne et fratche. St* Fr*, « »* a.
AJOUTEMEHT { )f n, m>
Piece joined cm, annex* XI a ais un ajoutement apree sa malson* 
St. Fr., AjrOOTAGE.
ALS8T0UR { adv.
Approximately* J*ai alentour trente v&ehes. St* Fr., u il * 
about, around, round about (with reference to place)•
ALLS (a 1), eubj. pron.
She, always used for SLLE before vowels and sometimes before 
consonants* Alls est venue hier. Alls m9a dlt $a. (Bee A, 
pare* pron.)
ALLOHGE ( 3 l ? ;l), n* f*
Hew compartment on an old building, annex* VoilA la nouvell© 
allonge* St. Fr., * a piece of stuff to eke out anything)
leaf of a table*
4
ALOISE ( Qi2urd2:)f n .  f %
Lightning* J*ai peur da X aloiee* St. Fr*, FOOBRB.
ALPHABET ( alfakfct' ), su
Alphabet* Pauvre bite, il conriait pas eon alphabet* St* Fy*,
» ( B l f a b t  }*
ALTERS { a l t e r )  n* m.
Artery* 1 1  a coupA eon altere* St* Fr,, ASTERS.
AMARRAGE ( a ^ a r 6 J . ) # n* n .
Knotting* XI pourra jamais dlfaire oat amarr&ge* St* Fr*, 
AfiQR&ASSCE BE NOKtfDS. St* Fr* , * (flaut.) mooring, anchorage*
AMARRE ( d » v d r)f  n. n*
AMARRK BE COLLIER, (harness) strap at end of collar* L'am&rre 
do collier est eaes*. St* Fr*, m m m  (3 M a r ) ^  (Bant*) 
cable, repo, hawser.
AMARRER ( a w a r e ) ,  v* t r *
To fasten, to tie* XI a amarrl le cheval avec one cord©*
St* Fr., ATTACHER, ROGER, HER* St* Fr*, * v. tr*, (Bant*) 
to moor, to make fast.
AKfDAILLK ( a>n,ec£aj ), n* f.
Tonsil. Mee *u&4dailles font mal* St* FT*, AMYGBALE.
AMSBER (dv^erve), v* tr.
To carry, to bring* Amlrne-moi le Here* St* Fr*, AFFORTKR.
3t* Fr., * to lead, to conduct*
AMU.ULER ( 9 M j  ole )f v. tr*
To flatter* Amlauler quelqu* un. To persuade someone by 
flattery* St* Fr*, KXABLER, to aew*
AUICABLKMKHT ( a m i  K s 6 b>«.^)
Amicably. 11 * fait 9 * amicableaent. St. Fr., iBUHJBHM.
AJMOBITIOB ( a m 3 - r i i s j S ) f n. f.
Asaunitlon. Lea amaonitlans de guerre. War ammunition. St. 
Fr., MUBITIOS.
AMOLLESIH ( <»»v*l*.i-r)( T. tr.
To soften. Amolloslr la pa tie. To soften the pastry. St. Fr. ,  
AMOLLIR.
AMOOB ( a w w ) ,  n. n.
1 . KIRS SB AJK)UBf to be In lov*. II est *n anour avec Loulou.
St. Fr., fiTRK AMQURRUX.
2. FAXKB L* AMOUR * QUELQU'UH, to court someone. St. Fr.,
COOHTXSER, FAIRS LA OOUR.
S. TOURER SB AMOUR, to fall In love. 11 a tombj an amour avee 
sa sal tress* d'Acole. St, Fr., KMBKR AMOURE0X.
8
AMPaS ( * / ’ <’ } , » ,  a ,
Laapas, swollen gums of animals. Mon ehevul a l'aap&e* St*
Fr* , 1AMPAS*
AMFOULEK ( cfc ptele ), v» tr* and Int.
FAIRS AMPOULER, to cause to blister. Leo brOlures font 
ampouler la peau* St. Fr*, BOUBSOUFLKR, to cause to swell.
ANBAN CONNER ( f r b e t d L ^ n e . ) , tr.
To abandon* Leo parents ont anbandonnj leurs enfants* St.
Fr*f A Sm w m m  (&£>&<£ awe.) *
ANIMAOX < Qyu±-nt,o)$ n, *# pi.
Domestic animals, livestock* Lee anim&ex sont dans le clos*
St. Fr.f . animals, beaeta, brutes, sots*
AHSE (#*), n* a.
Handle* L*anse du panier est pas asses; fort. St. Fr,,
ASSB, n. f.
abturasse ( Ckt^as ), B. r.
Carbuncle* J^ai une anthrass© sur men bras. 1 have a c&r~ 
buncle on ay am* St* Fr#, ANTHRAX, n* a*
AHTIQOITS ( fc-ttfOTLtre. ), a. f.
An old object of little value. Cette chaise est plus bonne; 
va la mettre avec lew antiqultfis dans le grenier* This 
chair is no longer good; put it with the old furniture in the 
attic* St. Fr#, ANTI QUITS, relie of ancient times*
AO0T ( Oslo)9 n . n .
Month of August* On est au aois d’aodt* St* Fr., AQ0T ( <tu, 
or ^  ) •
Am^OlE ( dp€,-rsw/dr)# Ym reflex.
To catch eight of oneself; to remark, to notice, to be aware 
of; to find out, to discover* 11 v& s'aper^olr* He will 
catch on to it* St* Fr«, APEHCEVOIR*
APfcS ( 6/>e )
Used to indicate the progressive form of the tense*
Pres* IL EST APES LIRE.
IMP. XL fiTAIT APES LIRE.
Tut. XL SERA APES LIRE. Etc.
APPARAGES {-apa--ra$)t f. pi.
Parts, neighborhood• Venes dans nos apparages* St. Fr*,PARAUES*
ApPELER ( d/>Xe) v, tr.
APPELEJFt BgS E0M3, to call bad names, to tease* Mam, fait
Charles arrBter m*ap;>eler dee noma* St# Fr#, DQNNBR DES ROMS,
TaQUIEjEB, St Fr., . to call, to name in order, to send for*
m m o m m  ( a  p i  i  tea 3 3
Application* X I « fait une application pour teach* Ho made 
an application to teach* St* Fr*. FAIRS UHE DEMANDS. St* Fr*, 
* applying, laying or fixing (something on)*
APPQI8TBMEKT ( e p i ^ e ^ t  >^3T), a. f*
Appointment* J*ai fait une appointement avec le docteur*
St. Fr*, * fixed salary or stipend (of m  employee).
APJP0I8TKR ( apotre'te.), v. tr.
To appoint. 11 a 8tS appoints president do sa class*. St.
Fr*, 8QM&SH. St* Fr*, , * v* tr-, to sharpen to a point?
to give a salary to? to settle *
AFBfcS ( )
(See APES.)
APFBOPRIBR ( 6 p r o / 5 ^ i j 6  ) 9 v# tr.
To reserve, to set aside* Approprier une aomme d*argent* To 
reserve e sum of money* St* Fr*, R&BRVER. St* Fr*, ,, . » 
to make appropriate, to accommodate, to adapt*
AHCOSKaITRE ( V. tr.
To recognise* Quand tu m»as besoin, ta eels a m* arconnettre* 
You can recognize me when you need me* St* Fr*, BBGQRMiTRE,
ABCOQUIH ( ar/co/cf), n. m.
Gocklebur* Lee cochons ont zaangA des arcoquina et <ja lee ft 
tufa* The pigs ate cockleburs and that killed them*
AHCULER ( a-r^yJLe), v. int.
To draw hack. Quand j'ai dit $», 11 a arculA* St* Fr*, 
RECOLER,
ARGOT ( otgo ), n* f.
Spur of certain birds? claw of chicken. Jrai coupA leg argots 
de l,oiseau. St* Fr*, BEGOT* St* Fr., . slang for BEGOT,
ARISX ( n. m.
nothing. AEXES Is used with negative FAS. XI ft pas arlen.
St. Fr., RIBR, usftd with MB or alone*
ARJOIBDRE ( a t j u / ? ;  ) # v .  t r .
To meet* le  tfarjoindrai domain* St* Fr*, RBNCGMTREB*
AHftOIRE ( 0f wLuxa* r), n. f.
Wardrobe; armor In which wearing apparel is kept. Ffai mis 
le linge dans l'armolre* St* Fr*, ARMOIRE 1 GLACE, St* Fr*.,
. closet, cupboard, clothes-press*
ARSACLJSE v. int.
To snort. Las chevaux sont apes arnacler* The horses ere 
snorting* St* Fr*, KBMACLER*
arrahger ( a r a i j t  ), v. tr.
To repair. ttTi Remo” arrange bien lea pendules* St* Fr*, 
to put in order, to settle, to compromise.
ASSAPSR { « s a Pe  ) ,  v . t r *
1* To beat or whip someone. Je l*ai bien asaapl. St* Fr*. DOKBER IS  FOUST X.
2* To peek. £»a pluie a bien assap6 Xee terras* St* Fr*.TASSER.
ASS4TIS ( a ^ e  3 e ) f tr* and int*
To try* Allone assayer* St. Fr*, ESSAXER*
ASSJK (a Sc), adw.
Tory* Elle eat asaea grande* St* Fr*, BEAUCOUP, TRES. St* Fr., 
* enough, rather*
ATRXQOfi past part*
Poorly dressed* Sire atrlquX comma im nfegre* To be dressed 
like a negro* St* Fr*, AFFOBLf, MAL MIS.
ATTELAGE ( o t l d j j j ,  n* a.
Harness* II a als l'attelage dans la remise• He put the harness 
into the coach-house. St. Fr*, . * harnessing, yoking, team,
yoke*
ATtELER ( d t }, v. tr*
To harness. Attelle la vlellle Jumeat grise* Harness the old
gray ears* St. Fr*, HABHACHER (OH CHEVAL)* St* Fr*, ____,
to put horses to*
ATTENDEE ( at^drct~r ), ▼. tr* and int.
To hear* XI dit qu'il m*a appel&, mala je l*ai pas attendu*
He says that he called me, but 1 did not hear him* St. Fr*, 
BRTEHBBB. St* Fr., * to await, to look forward to.
ATTRAPEB ( dtra^e. ), v. tr.
1* To take* J'ai attrapd le livre. X took the book.
2* To get* XI a attr&ps du mal» (idiomatic.) He got hurt*
5* To hand. Attrape-aoi la gazette* Hand me the newspaper*
St. Fr., . to entrap, to ensnare, to take in, to over*
reach, to cheat, to trick, to catch*
AUDXEBCE ( ocij cts ), n. f.
Audience* XI a par IE devant une audience de trois cents per**
sonnes* He spoke before an audience of three hundred persons.
St* Fr., AUDITOIRE. St. Fr*, * hearing, reception, court.
AVALASSE ( Cv'^las ) p n# f*
Downpour. On a eu une belle avalasse* We had a heavy downpour. 
St. Fr*, AVERSE, PUJIE TORHERTIELLE. St* Fr., ____, torrent.
AVOIR
third person plural, Present Indicative, AVXOBB ( < 3  vj 3 ) #
Ils avions beau coup d* argent# They have a great deal of money* 
St* F r * ,  ILS OBT*
A1AR { a u r a r ) t j**, and auxiliary*
To have* Apres awar tr&v&ille 11 a 4tf. au bal* After having 
worked he went to the dance* St* Fr*, AVGHt*
axaxaib { eia^aj ), int.
Cry of pain: Oh! Ouch! Ayayale! wee j&mbesl St* Fr*, All*
9
B&Ba ( £>ej6a), n. *u
Water, In child1 a vocabulary* Toot, J© veuac du baba* St* fr., 
SAP* St* Fr., * (slang) astounded*
BABICHS ( 6aJbx$ ), n. f.
Harrow atrip of leather used for shoe strings on work shoes* 
lies babiches soot oass&ss* St* Fr., LACJBT,
BARILUffi ( babxj e ), v. tr* and int.
To scold, to fuss* 11 X*a bleu babtll$* 8t« Fr. , GRORBER.
St. Fr., , ■ * to babble.
BASISS ( 6ob x n , )> a. f.
1* lip of persons. Bile est jolle male sea bablnee aont trop 
grosses. She is pretty but her lips are too large. St* Fr*.
u m .
E. FAIRS DBS BABXHES, to show dissatisfaction by extending 
one*s lips* Quand je l*ai dit qs elle a fait des b&blnes*
BACK ( 6a&/c) f y, tr. and int.
Tran sitivelyi XX back lfautomobile. He backs the auto*
Intransitively: II back. He backs, backs out*
FAIRS BACK L*AUTOMOBILE, to back the automobile. St. Fr., RBCOLER*
BACLfi ( 6eACle. ), past part.
Snded completely. L*affaire est baelAe. The thing is completed. 
St. Fr., * barred; finished rapidly; closed (as a river 
harbor)•
RACOL ( batcy ), n. a.
Singletree. Le becul est cassA. St. Fr., PAL0NKIS1R.
L BAD LOQOB ( />ectl5>c), n. a.
Bad luck. JJai eu du bad loque. St* Fr*, SSAUVAISE FOBTDHE.
BAI ( b d j )  p adj.
Yellow. Un cheval bai.
BALIEB ( 6dlj'e ), v. tr. and int.
To sweep* Va bailer la malson. St* Fr*, BALAIER.
BALLEUSB ( b o l o L X * ), n* f.
Dancer. VoilA lea balleusea. There are the women dancers•
St. Fr., DANSEUSK,
BAUD ( bt'Tir ), n. a.
Band, orchestra* Je joue dans le band. St. Fr., ORCBBSTM, VOSIQUE MIUTAIRE.
B m m m n  { k & K , o t ) 9 n. r.
Sidewalk, Marche* aur la banquette! St* Fr. * XROTTOIR.
St. Fr. * . footway (of a road).
BAPTIST&RJS ( b a t )# m#
Baptismal certificate. XX faut qu1!! pradult son b&ptlst&re.
He mist show his birth certificate# St. Fr.* &STRAXT DB BAX&*SABCS, EXTRAIT BAFTISTAIRE,
MQBS ( />**.)* a, f.
Wooden trough. La baque eoule. St. Fr.* AUGE BN BQXS, n. f.
BARBfGUE ( £>e-rfce.ASy )* n* a.
Barbeque* AXlona fairs un barbecue domain*
BARBUE ( ibaxjby )* II. f*
Catfish. J*ai attrapA trois barhuea*
BARGUIBS ( n. ®.
Bargain. <Ja c'est un bon barguine. St. Fr.* MARCHE, feiANGE*
BARGUIBBR ( Jt‘>te*)* v. int.
To bargain. J*aime bargulner. St. Fr** BARGUXGNER ( h a rg i l j * c . )„
BARGOIBBUR ( A«rgt>vflBr }f n. su
Trader* a person who makes a bargain. XX est un b&rguineur 
de chevaux. St. Fr.* FEBSmW QUX AIMS 1 iCHANGBft.
BARX^BARA ( 6 e r i ^ a r a  )* n# »•
Commotion. Quand j*a± arrlvd oh©a Marie, Ils avion* le plus 
grand bari-bara qu© j *ai jamais eniendu, St. Fr., BKEDI- BREDA.
BlBEl ( Aare.), adj.
Striped. L'Stoffe b&rrde. Striped material. St. Fr.,
E1YE, 1 RA1ES* St. Fr.* . barred.
BARRE ( tXL T' ) f n. f.
Sharp pain in the abdominal regions. Jfai une barre d'estomac.
St. Fr.* DOULEUR.
BARREADTf ( A a r o t e  ), adj.
Une chaise barreaut&e. A chair with cross-bars* St. Fr.*
BARREAU, noun only) It is not used as an adjective.
BARKER ( bare. )* tr.
To lock* As-tu barrd la portef St. Fr. * FERMJ5R k CLEF.
St* Fr. * . to fence up.
BARRXkHE ( ba 'T jE t - t ' ), n. f.
A fence enclosing a field, either made of wooden boards nailed 
her! a on tally on poets, or made of wire. La barrier© du par­
terre a tombd. St* Fr., . . railing.
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BAS ( h a ), n. m.
1* S3 BAS, adv., souths down the bayou* St* Landry residents 
ill the Arnaudvill© section refer to New Iberia and the auger 
section of that perish as £H BAS* XI tr&vaill© ®n has pendant 
la roulaiaon* He works is the Iberia section during sugar grinding time.
B« EB BAS, prep., under* II est cachA en bag le lit*
St* Fr*, SOUS, HMOOS*
BASSIkRB ( t e y j e r  )# f.
Lowland* L'eau a restA dans la bassl&re* St* Fr*, YEBHAXH BAS*
BASSIB ( b d s f  ), n. q ,
1* BASSXU 1 MAXR, wash basin* 11 a lari see pieds dans le baeaia 
It main* St* Fr., CUVSTIE.
2. BASSIN D*£CQLE, lunch bucket* Le bassin d*Acole eat dans la 
salle k manger*
BATISSE ( 6 d ti5 ), »* f.
Building, house* La batisse est presque finis* St* Fr*, COHSfBUCtXOB, EDIFICE, BXTIME3ST*
BAVETTK { have,t), n. f*
Automobile license* Jfai achetA la bavett© k Betel** 1 
bought a license for my car Betsy* St* Fr*, LICENCE. St* FT*, 
 , bib*
BAYOO », ffl.
Tern applied to a sluggish stream that Is smaller than a river 
and larger than a coulle. Bayou BourbA passe devant la 
malsoa*
bSbKLLK ( h e i c l  ) ,  B. f .
I*y, J’al apport4 *u blbS une ball* b^bello. I brought « 
pretty toy to the baby4 St. Fr., JOUJOU.
BSLU ( fie.1 ), adj.
Term used in telling an infant to stand up before it has 
learned to walk. Pals belle, ch&re.
BELLE-DAME ( b c l  d a b m - ), n* f*
Bench* Garde la belle-darn© dans le chemln. St* Fr»,
DORZSLLE. St. Fr*, .* goose foot, thistle butterfly*
BEQUXLLEB ( 6eft Jf j ), a. f. pi.
Stilts* Tu ccnnaie pas marcher eur dee blquXllee* You cannot 
walk on stilts* St* Fr*, feSHASSK.
BfcUIBE ( 6 e,*x>u ), n# B.
Bacon* Charley a mangA du bAquine vsndredi* St* Fr*, LAUD.
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BERCB ( b c v s ), n. f.
Rocking chair* La bare© est cassia* St* FrBERCEUSE*
BERDaSSER ( ^crcta se ), w* int.
Te d© Inferior work* Gfest mieux que iu travaillea pas plubdt 
quo berdasaer. It is better for you not to work at all rather 
than do inferior work*
BfTAlLLE ( b & T a j  ), m. f*
1. Wild animal* XI y a des bltallies dans Xe boia ehea M* Roy* 
There cure wild animals in Mr* Ro *s woods*
2* Insect* J*ai one b&tallle dans 1 *oeil* St* Fr*, IlfSEGTK*
5* BETAILUS k FEU, lightning bug* 0*est pas un char, o*est 
une bdtaille k feu* That is not a car, it is a lightning bug* 
St. T r . , LUCIQLE.
bRtaSSE (Atfas ), adj.
Stupid. II est trop betass© pour rien faire* He is too stupid 
to do anything. St. T r * , BETA, n. ®*
b8ts ( hbcir ), adj.
1. RESTBR bBte, to remain speechless when alarmed* J*&1 
reatA beta.
&. a. FAIRS SOH BtTE, masculine $
b. FAIRE Si BSXE, feminine, to act stupid*
II fait son bWte qu&nd 11 la volt falre sa bdte* St* Fr*.FAIRS Li BST£.
BITE k CHARDELLE ( bx/t o 5 & d L tl ) # n# f .
Kay beetle* illume pas la Xaxepe, lea bStes A eh&ndslle vont 
reatrer dans la chamfcre. St* Fr., HAB$U5TQ8.
BtTE HOUOg ( 6ctrax.), n. f.
Red bug that bi&rowe under the skin. Lea bites rouges seat 
k me manger.
Bftnss ( b&tix.)t a. r.
Joke* XI a racontA une bltise. St* Fr., FLAISAHTKRIE*
bStXSKR ( 6et**e. ), T. int.
X. To Joke. II *lm« bStiser. St. Fr., FLAISARTBR.
2. To hare en affair with. IX bitise aweo oette femme.
bJtISKUH ( ), n. m.
Practical Jolter. Camille est uo bfttiseur. St. Fr., FAKCHJR.
BIO-BOG ( Axgfeag, ), n. a.
A man of good financial standing* 11 est un big-bug, St. Fr.* homm RICHE.
BILL ( 6x1), n. m.
Bill, account* Est-ce que t*a fait non bill? St* Fr., BILLET*
is
r  BIROOffim ( h x - r v u i - t  ), a. t .
Wheelbarrow. La birouette est ehea Eos®. St. Fr., BHOUETTE*
BIS-COIH-GOIK ( 6 i 3  / C u r & '^ u r t ), adj.
Crooked, slightly turned around. Depuls la cyclone la mats;on 
est bis-coin-coin. St. Fr, , BE TILLERS.
BISSISSE ( s ), n, m.
Business. C*est non biehl38©. St. Fr., L&b AFFAIRES.
BLACE-EYE ( b Z & t < * B J ), n. m.
Blaok eye. J1 ai re<}u un black-®y©. St. Fr., OEIL POOH®.
BLAOOE ( 6 1 5 ^  ), n. f.
Bladder. II est apes se faire traitor pour s& blague. He is 
being tx*e&ted for his bladder. St. Fr., VBSSXJS.
BLEU ( fcXff ), n. ®.
VOIR BLEU, to suffer intensely. J*ai vu bleu ce ©a tin aveo 
cette main. St. Fr., SOUFFRIE.
BLEUZaTRE ( b z p x . a t r  >, adj.
Bluish, somewhat blue. Xvfti vu Rose avec sa robe bleus&tre.
St* Fr., BLgDlTBB.
BLGFFER ( b l o f  e. ), v. tr. end Int.
To bluff, to deceive, to fool. II bloffe quand il peut.
II bloff*, le canaille. St. Fr., TROMFKR, DUFER.
BLQFFEDB, .JHJSE ( bZofc^^  tt. « , n d  f t
Bluffer. II eet un bloffeur. St* Fr*, CELUI (CELLE) QUX
TBGIIPB, QDI DUPE.
BLOQOS ( b Z * K - ) f n. a.
Blocks used as pillars* La nelson est b&tie aur des bloques.
BLOQUER ( hloK,e* ) ,  ▼. t r .
To obstruct* Ta voiture bloque la rue* Tour carriage obstructs
the street. St. Fr., BLOQBJSR, to blockade (a fortress or port).
BLOUSE ( b l a z . ) ,  n. f.
Bight-govn. J»al fait trois blouses. St. Fr., CHEMISE BE NUIT.
BLUFF ( ) ,  a . n*
Deception. 11 dit qu*ll est staled®, male oveat settlement un 
bluff. St. Fr., DiGEPTION*
BO ( /f>o ), ▼• tr.
To kiss (in child1 s vocabulary). Bo-mol, blbd. St. Fr., SUBB1SSEE, BAXSEB.
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Bm &  ( b o f Z o ) 9 n,
Buffalo* Jo vois m  boflo dans lo ehemin, Si* Fr.,
BGXS ( 6 w q  ), a.
1* Tree* C’esb ua joll petit beis* St* Fr*, AHBBE.
2* BOIS D'ARC ( ), a. m*, Osage orange tree*
Los bole d*Arc au cSteau oat it£ pl&ntds par las prBtres 
jesuites.
6« BQXS m  U f  rn m t  ( 6wra c L + l ' L & f v T ' ), n. a., iron bod* 
On va aoheter un bols do lit on for- St* Fr*, LIT DK FSB,
St* Fr*, BOIS m  LIT, bedstead*
4* BOIS PUAHT ( b p y  £>£r ), n. m*, catnip* tree* Jfal 
uont# dans le bola puant*
5* BOIS BOSS ( b t/or-a- r  32. ), n* m,, crSpe-oyrtle tree* II
y a dee bole roses aur la rue Panola on ville*
BOL { 6oZ), n. f.
1, Bowl* Hettes l*eau dans la bol* St, Fr*, BOL, a* a*
2 . BOL 1 QUEUE ( b ? Z  d K^p ), a* f*, bed pen* Prliteeoi
ta bol a queue* St* Fr., VASE DE LIT,
BOMBS ( b  ), a. f.
Water kettle* Wets la bombe eur le feu* St* Fr*, BO0ILLOXHE*
bob-bies ( ), n. »*
Good-for-nothing fellow, scamp* Bon-rien de la premiere 
olasse* A first-class good-for-nothing* St* Fr., BQB-JU- 
BIBS,
BOKD { b > v ' ), n* »•
1* Side* II rente I9autre bord* He . lives on the other side of 
the bayou* St, Fr*, BE L1 AUTRE COTE,
2* DK TOWS LES B0RD6, from all sides* L9eau est venue de tons
lga^bords. Water came from all sides* St* Fr«, BE TOCS
B08C0I 0 ( 60**0030 ) ,  n , « ,
1* Cypress knee, one of the conical outgrowths from the roots of 
the Bald Cypress* Le bayou est plain de boscoyos* St* Fr., 
JET DK C1FRES*
2* A tough fellow* Prenda garde de ce boscoyo* Be careful of 
that tough fellow*
BOSS { b o s  ), n* m*
Waster, head* C9est eon boss, qa* He is my boss.
B0S8K ( 6 ^ 5  ), n. f*
SE KJUTRE UlfUg BOSSE, to overeat* J*ai Je&nd pendant carBme 
mais hier je a'al foutu une bosse. 1 fasted during Lent, 
but yesterday I ate to my heart9s content* St* Fr*, BOSSE, 
hump*
BOSSAL ( 6 ocraI), n. m*
Halter, for a horse* Le bossal est dans l9£ourle* St. Fr*, LICG0.
u
r BO*B a. t .
SOMBER M  BOTE, to foil to pieces. La maieon est aprss tomber 
an bote. The house is falling to pieces. St. Fr.f TOMBIR E8 RUXHB.
BOUBO0CES ( 6 u 6 u s  )* n. f#
Ladies* high-top shoes, usually worn toy old women. Bens le 
boo vleux temps on mettait dee bouboucea. tn the good old 
days we used to wear high-top shoes.
BOBGAHB ( h u s t t f rv i , ) , n. f.
Smoke. La bouc&ae de la chemin^e* St. Fr., FOU&S.
BOGCAHER { few//ca?^e ), ▼. tr. and int.
To smoke. XI a bouo&nl la maieon* Re smoked the house out.
Le plat boucane. The dish smokes. St* Fr*, FUMIGERj F0MER.
BOOCASIfeRK ( Jb n. f*
Something that smokes, as a stove, lamp, etc. XI a aXlumd 
eette boucani©re~la encore. He lit that smoking thing again.
BOUCHER { btcje, ), v. tr.
To slleneei to get the better of someone in an argument. XI 
l*a bouchie avee un parole. St. Fr., AVOIR LE DRSSBS SUE, L'SMPORTER SUR.
BQUGHERIE ( b t c j e r ' i  ) ,  n.  f .
Butchering. Faire beucherie, to kill an animal and sell the 
meat to the people of the neighborhood.
BOO!** { b v u ^ t ), 0. t .
Box* Donnee-aol cette boufete. St. Fr., BOATS.
BOHDG0DQ0ME ( hi^ctu^cL co>n.), n< f.
Boom) the sound which results from a fallen object. Bsed 
usually with FAIRS. XI a fait boudoadoume. He fell down*
BOUDCXJHB ( btAsdLoums), n . f .
Same as BOOBOBDOHMB.
BOUGIE 1 FEB { b  ll£  -i 9 f ' P  ), n* m*
Spark plug. Le bougie a feu est cased. St* FT*, BOUGIE 
D'ALLUMAGB.
BcmaOB ( 6 ^ ^ ) ,  n. m.
1. Small ear of com with few grains. Le mats a fait settlement 
des bougons eette azmde. The corn produced only inferior ears 
this year.
S. A short, heavy-set man. Je n’aime pas oe petit bougon.
St. Fr., BOUGGfi, grumbler.
BOUGUE ( busg ), n. m.
Fellow. II est un bon bougue. St. Fr., BGHGRE.
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w m m w %  ( n. * .
Anjr ball-shaped oraoaont. One rob* av*c d*» bouloaqoo*.
BOOQOS ( .6u.#oe), adj.
JOl© ©at bouquSe.
B00RGSQ8SBR ( 6u.tv3"^t ), v* tr*
BGURGB013NER L£ MAl$f to thin out sprouts at roots of corn 
stalks* Ils out bourgeonnd 1© maXs hier*
BOUT ( b u X ) 9 o* *.
1* OS PETIT BOOT, a short while* Veness lei en petit bout*
Z.  W BOH BOOT, a long while* Ils ont reetfi un bon boot*
5* BOOT POOH BOOT, completely reversed* XI a tourat 
bout pour bout* He turned completely around*
BRAXjULKR ( 6 r d  j'e. ), y* let*
To weep* XI eet a brailler. St. Fr., * to bawl, to
shout, to be noley* St* Fr., PLSOBXR*
BRAIhLSRIS ( A^rajeri )# tt# f.
Bawling. Dans touts ma vie j *ai jamais ©ntendu une paroilX® 
bralllsrie* St. Fr., BRAX1MIEHT.
BRAXLLIUR ( 6 r e ]  oc*-r-' ), and adj.
Beeper. XI eat un brallleur* St. Fr., HU50MUR.
BRABCHAlLLBS ( brfirjaj ), n. f* pi*
Branches* V& brtUer ees branchaillea* St. Fr*, BRABGHAGE*
BRALIHEH ( b'Y'G v. tr*
To bleach clothes In the sun. J#al brallnl mm llnge* St*
FT., BLABCH1R*
B & um ( adj.
Hen tally deficient* II est braque. St. Fr., TQQDB*
BRAffilR ( bra-/ce- ), v. reflex.
To seat oneself stubbornly* XI a* est braquf ear Xa chaise*
BRtelS ( n* f.
Eggplant* Les bremes~ll sent parses 1 ctilre. Those eggplants 
are ready to be cooked* 8t. Fr*, AUBSSRQXHE*
BBXCOLE ( 6 r i ^ 3 l ) f n. f.
A pair of suspenders* 8a brlcole est vieille* St* Fr., BRETELLE8*
BRIGAHD { ), n. m* and adj.
Unruly child* mischievous. XI est un enfant brigand* St. Fr*, EBFAST HBCHABT.
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BRIGABDER { Int.
To bo noisy while playing games (said of children). too 
oof onto omt brigandd teute la journde.
BRIH ( h r & ) $ *. o«
Hot used 0 0  & mosquito b«dr« Mon hrin est dlcbirl* St* Pr*« HOUSTIQOAIHE.
SRQ&XSS ( >6 T-o n. ^
Sales-tax token* C*eet asses embttant see bro»ines~ll« It 
is troublesome enough to handle these tokens.
B h 8 lg t (  Jb-^ylo\p n *  n .
Gnat- J»ai un brdlot dona I'osll* St* Fr*t 18GUUHBB0B.
8t* Pr.* , * fireshipj burnt brandy*
BOC^UUJft ( 6 y j e j e ) ,  *. tr.
To punish by beating. II eat ton jour* a bftchailler see enfant*.
B&CHER ( b y  5 ^  )f v- tr*to whip. Jo lfai bien bGchd. St* Fr*# FGBBTTE&.
Bttauam ( b y  s n* ft*
Woodcutter. Le bGcheuer s*est coupfi le pled* St* Fr.f BUCHERQB.
BBGGX ( 6 o g i ) f n. au
Buggy. L9 onto a mraqul a*Seraser dan* non buggy* St* Fr*# 
SORTS DB fOlT&HK tJGSKB 1 UH CHEVAL.
BULLDOZE ( buJ.d$tx. } ,  V . t r *
Invariable* need as a verb meaning to bully* Qultte-le pa* 
to bulldose* Do not let bln bully you*
BUS ( 6 ^  ), a* m*
Omnibus* bus. II est vemi en villa sur le bus* St* Fr.* GWHXBOS.
m i *  ( 6 y t & ) ,  n. a*
Household goods| collective noun used only in singular* Tout 
son butin e brGlG* St. Fr., ItOBIIJKR.
BUTTE ( 6 y T  >* n. f.
BUTTS OS PATATES, pile of potatoes covered with dirt; method 
used to ptore them for the winter. (Ja c* ast la butte de 
patates a Rameau* This is Rameau9 s pile of potatoes*
QA ( 5 3  )f pron.
X. Personal pronoun used Instead of II* for persons* <Ja e*«st 
bite coaune tout. She (or he) Is eery silly. St. Fr., XL*
2. Danonetr&ties pronoun* This, that. <Ja c*est pour ami) 
os 0*091 pour tot. This Is mine; that is yours* St. Fr.,CSCIj CELA.
S. §A QDB { 5 d M i , S d K ^ ) # pron. Thai which,
what* C*est qa qui so passe* That Is what is going on. St. 
Fr., C*EST CB QOI SB PASSE* C*est os quo je dlsals. That is
what I was saying. St. Fr., C*ES? CB QUE JE DX8AXB.
4. FAIT ( S 3 +  c  ), adv* So, thus. XX est pas venu,
qa fait Je l*ai Icrit. Ho did not come, so X wrote to him*
St. Fr., ALOES.
CABAS ACS ( ), n. f.
Hegro quarters on Louisiana plantations. Quelles cab&nagesT 
What negro quartersi St. Fr*, . camp.
CABABB ( n* f .
Old house. 0*081 boa pour une c&bane. That Is a H  that is 
necessary for an old house. St. Fr., VIEILLE MAXSQ23* St. Fr.,
. hat, shed, cabin.
CABA8BB ( / C a b a n e  ), v. reflex.
To shut oneself up* Tons les soirs les negres so cabanent
dans lours malsons* St* Fr*, . to live in a cabin*
CAB&CHE ( / C d H
Hoad* II a fTappd sa cabeche. St* Fr., WstE*
CABOSSURB ( ATO h o s y  -r )f a. f.
Dent. II y a une cabossure dans la oastrole* There is a dent 
in the saucepan.
CABBX ( ATa b-f'iL. ) f n. m. and f*
Goat, regardless of age or sex* St. Fr*, BQUC j CHBVRE. St. Fr*
GABRI, kid, young goat*
CACA ( /tdfcd), ▼. int.
To go to stool (in child* s vocabulary) * Bile a eaca dans le 
lit. St* Fr., FAIRE CACA.
CACHB-CACHE ( A : e j / t a £  ), a* f.
Wilson* s Snipe; called CaCHB-CaCHR because it remains still 
when apprehensive of danger. II a tirl deux oache^caches.St. Fr*, BfCASSZBB,
CADIES ( K  a  ^  3 ^  )  » B .Cajun. Il est un eadlen* St* Fr*, ACADIBB.
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CAFf ( }f a. a*
Place where alcoholic drinks are sold. Coffee le not served 
there* Tu peux en trouver au cafl ehe» de Rousselle. Tea 
©an find some at de Roussells*e cafl.
CAGOT ( ^ g u , ) ( AdJ.
Languid, sickly. L*enfant est cages*
GAfiOSBTTE ( )f a. f.
Head. XI a frappl s& cagoetette.
CAXLL1 ( / c a j  ), adj.
Marked with black and white spots. One vacbe c&ille.
GAXLLSTTS { *«3j etr )f f.
Bane given to a spotted cow. Caillette eat crlvle. Calllette 
died*
CALKR ( ACd-Xe, ), v. tr. and int.
1. To drink. XX a call un verre de via. He drank a glace 
of vine. St. Fr., BQIRE*
2. To sink, le bateau a call. The boat sank. St* Fr.f COOLER MIS.
CALBIBOUK ( fCal&bH'-r' ), B. *.
Fake, the bank* Ca 0*081 dee calemboure . That ie the bunk.
St. Fr., FARCEj TRQItPEBXE. St. Fr., . pan*
CALXMAgQB ( fee n. n.
1. Pebble* Le parterre eat plain de caliaaqons* St. Fr.,CAXLLOU.
2# Snail. Le puite eat plain de caliwaqon*. The veil ie full 
of snails* St* Fr., COLIMA^OH.
OA-mISHK ( Ke-yyy,e^)f conj. *
nevertheless* Venes ca-nlme. St. Fr., QCASJMHSME.
CAMISOLE ( / c e W ^ J l ) ,  n. f.
Bight-gown* IKa eaaisole est rose. St* Fr., CHEMISS DE H0XT.
CAMP ( a. a*
The word CAMP is used on Louisiana plantations referring to 
the group of houses occupied by workers. Le camp de n&gres*
Hegro quarters.
CAB ( K3'*'), n. a.Can. Ta jeter le can dans le bayou* St. Fr*, BOlTE SB FEE BLAHC.
CAB tr*
To can. XI v* can des llguaes*
CABALS ( /t3>vdl ), n. su pi.
Canals* The plural does not change fora. St* FT., CABA0X, n. a. pi.
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CANBQQK ( K f r f l S  S' ), n. m.
Drawers. Mss oaneqons sont dAchlr&s. My drawers are tern*
St. Fr., CALEBS*
CASGREEE ( /C^g^e°>v)f a. f#
Gangrene. La caagrgne a pris dans sa j&mbe* Gangrene set inhis leg. St. Fr., GANGHfcHE*
CABORBHER ( K&g  r e ^ e  ), v# int.
To become gangrenous. Sa jaabe a cangren<* St. Fr., GAHG1KSBR,
CA3IQ0E ( K o r ^ t f c ), n. f*
Flaying marble. Allens jouer aux caniquee. St. Fr*, BILLS,
GASES FAROUCHE ( /cgn.-faru, j ), n. f.
Bamboo. Jo l'ai fouettA avec une petite eanne farouche. St#FT*, BAMBOO, a. m«
CAP ( K &  p  ), a, m.
Percussion cap (of fire arms). J*ai aehetA dee caps pour men 
platelet. St. Fr., CAPSULE.
CAPABLE ( K e p v B J L ), adj.
Able. Je suis pas capable de fairs ce travail. St. Fr.,
 , capable. St. Fr., JS SB PUIS FAIRS CB TRAVAIL.
CAP-CAP ( /tdp/tdp ), n. m.
1. at^MA oceulata, a kind of beetle. Jtal un oap~e&p dans 1 Oreille. 
I have a bug in my ear.
2. Term used to belittle someone. XI est rlen qu«un petit cap** 
cap. He Is only an insignificant person.
CAPICHOB ( f t a p ^ ^ S  ) ,  n. m.
Cep, especially one pointed at the 'top. Regard.! ce eaptchon.
St. Fr., CAPUCHOH, hoed.
CAPIYA09S SOURIS ( s )f n# mm
The man at the head of the Mardi Gras processions. Le capltalne 
sourls a kiss la Dorothea. The Mardl Gras king kissed his 
queen.
CAPOT ( /Cdfo ), n. m.
A sleeved coat of any weight or length) a great coat. Mon 
capot est dAchlrA. My coat is tom.
CAPOTES ( K G  pot*. )f v> tr.
To upset. Elle a capotA la chaise. St. Fr., BEKVERSER.
CARCAILLEB ( /car/ta j e  ), v. ittt.
To act foolishly* ArrBte carcalller. St. Fr., FAXSE L*IMBECILE.
£X
CAM** ( fca - r n K  ), n. a.
A wooden collar, usually shaped like a triangle which prevents 
an animal from breaking through a fence* J*ai mis dee careens 
A tons mes hfttee* St* Fr#, CARCAN, iron collarj pillory, 
necklace*
CARGQL ( /Cer/cyl )f n* m*
Calculation* Ccest pas un bon carcul* St* Fr., CALCUL,
CARGULER ( rcernyXt, )# v. int. and tr*
1* To refleet* II carcule sur tout <ja qul se^passe* He reflects
on everything that happens* St* Fr., HEFLECHIE.
E. To calculate* Tu as mal careull qa* ton calculated that
incorrectly. St* Fr*, CALOULER, COMPTER, NOMBRER.
CARSRC&D ( *  a* m*
Buasard* lies earencros mangent de la charogae* St* Fr.,
BOSS, n. f*
CASQUES ( /(avgi!. ), v. int.
To squat. IX *.t cargul Bur X* ahaiee. St. ft., S'iCCBOUPIRj 
SS BLQTTIR.
CAHJU3K ( K  d i m a t  n. m*
Hubbub, disturbance* Le moade du Coteau fait trop de carnage* 
the people from (brand Coteau carry on too much disturbance*
St* Fr*, VAC ARMS, TAPAGE.
CARREAOZ { PC a )$ a*
Patches § small patches of cloth used in making patch quilts.
Dee carreaux de quilt. Quilt scraps* St* Fr*, PETITS MGRCEAOX 
D’feOFFES.
CARTON (Kaitr?jK9TtTllt a. *u
Cardboard* Une boita A carton* St* Fr*, CAHTC®.
CASSE ( ACas ), n» m.
Cap* Mete ton casse* Put on your cap* St* Fr#, CASQUKTTE.
CAS8ER ( /C<3 S  ), v. tr* and int.
1. CASSSR A LA CHODSSS, to be undermined financially* XI est casaA
a la chousse. He has lost everything* St* Fr*, PAlRE FAILLITE.
2. CASSSR. A LA MAILLE, to ruin financially*
g, CAS62R LA FAILLE, to break up 0 0 0 * 0  friendship* Frank et
Shirley ont cassE la pallle. Frank and Shirley broke up their
friendship*
4 * CASSIR LA PIPE, to die# Elle a caeed la pipe. St* Fr*, SOORIR*
0. CAUSER UBS PIASTRE, to make change for a dollar. Ie veux 
casser une piastre* St. Fr., CHABGBR UNE PIECE ©0 UN BILLET 
POUR LA kOBBAXS PLUS PETITS.
CASSSR ( /<<a s e- ), v. reflex*
SE CASSER SB DEUX, to strive hard* II e'eet eased en deux
pour le faire plaisir. He tried hard to please him*
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cabse-tStb ( a:es-£ertr )f D. m.
Hatchet* Use® le oasse~tite* St* Fr*, HACHETTE*
CASTRGLB ( K e  s t  ~r z X  )# n, f.
Saucepan, steepen* Laver la castrole. St# Fr*» 0ASSER8LS*
CATAFLASSR ( al & t a  7 > 1 *5 )# m. »*
DOCKER US CATAPLASSB, to slam someone. St* Fr*, CATAPLASMS,
poultice*
CATlfcHISSK ( « a f e i i s  ), n. *.
Instruction by question end answer on religious subjects*
Pen St son enfant a lv&ge pour apprendre le catSoblsse* St* Fr*, CATfGEISEE.
CATHOLIQDE ( Aiafol4L<c)# *3 3 *
Well, healthy* Jean est pas trop catholique aujourd’hui*
CATIB ( * a  t C  )f a. f.
Doll* C’est isa eptin 9 a. that is my doll* St* Fr*, POUPEE.
CAVALXADS ( /6a t'alj arf), a. f.
A body of horses or mules in movement* C'est une o&vali&de
tu entends* That Is a body of horses that you hear* St# Fr*,CA VALERIE.
*>• “* *v~Hawthorn* Allons monter dans le cenellier* St* Fr#, AUBEPI8 E.
CKRBE ( SBrn, )f n. m.
Feeding coop for small chickens. Les ponies mangent dans le 
ceme.
csai ( jgr>vi )
CEBSX AHIttAL! Cursed animalI
CERVEAU ( 5 aEV'vo )f n* a.
Soetrll. II a une grains mats dans son cervetm. St* Fr.,
KARISE* St* Fr., . brain, mind.
CETTBmLULX ( s e t  l a  i d  ), pron*
That one, feminine. Cette-*la--liL est une bonne fille* That on e 
is a good girl* St* Fr., CKTJ«K~LA.
CVEZ ( 5 t ), prep*
At the home of. II est c*es Pearl* St* Fr*, CHE2.
CHAC ( 1 Ja/C ), adj.
Drunk. XI eet chac. St# Fr*, IVRK.
CHACA$A ( ), s. a,
Shock absorbers* Les chaca^as de men char sent cassis*
m
GHACAILLBRIB ( J a » C d t r l  ), b * f*
Drinking bout* XI est «ur une ohaeaillerie.
CHAMAILLS ( J d >w a j }f a>
Fuse* XXs out su use grande ohamaille. Si. Fr., CHA&AIXiLRRXR*
CauttXQUOB ( j E r i r v y
Bustard* XX est un champignon. St* Fr*, RETARD*
CHA** ( 5  CCS ), n. f.
Chance, la a raffle* For church fairs articles are raffled 
at fire coots per chance* Hence costs the expressions*
FLACER LES CHARGES; FRENDRS DES CHANCES. St. Fr., RISE.
CaiSI QAKUK ( ), a. f.
Bln la the air, or an Invisible chorus accompanied by a weird 
vision* The imaginative people of the Fdcanniere and Folate 
Claire section of St. Landry often relate of heavenly visions 
accompanied by invisible choruses which usually occur at night 
in sower while they are seated on their porches*
Le chant garlie a l&issA un bouquet tomber sur ma garlie. The 
invisible chorus dropped a bouquet on ay perch*
CHAOUI ( ^ a w L ) ,  n. a.
Raccoon. Je a9ai attrapR un chaeul. St* Fr., RATGB*
CHAFBA0 ( ^ atf o ), n* a*
A formation of dark-colored crusts on the scalps of babies#
this is caused from Seborrhea* Bon petit a un chapeau* St*
Fr*, CHOOTBS DE LA tSTE. St. Fr., ____, hat*
CHAR ( Jd v )# B. a.
1* Automobile. C*est mon char dans le%fassd* St* Fr., AUTOMOBILE. 
2* Train* J*ai pour attraper le char a midi. St* Fr., TRAIN.
5* CHAR ELBCTRIQUE, street ear* J9ai peur des chars SXectriques* 
St. Fr., THAHRAX.4* CHAR 1 FREIGHT, freight train. Le hobo a descendu du char s 
freight.
CHARADE ( Sava<l ), n. f.
Chat. C*4tait une charade amicable* St. FT., CAUSERIE.
St* Fr., . charade.
CHARDOB ( \* 'r<LTtY , J o d l ^  ), n# »,
Thistle. Regardes les char dons. St. Fr., CHARDOH.
CHAHEUR ( S a r  ot1r ), n. m.
Talker. Un grand chareur. St. Fr., FARLEUK.
CHARIVARI ( S 8  ̂  ^  ), a. m*
Noisy celebration on the occasion of a marriage In which one of 
the contracting parties has been previously married and the 
other has not. Quand tu vas marier vieux Dave on va te donner 
un charivari.
C B A B U a m  ( S a r l & t e  j# ^  iat.
To jabber* XX amfene m e  femme qmi aim© charlanter dee bitlsea. 
St. Fr., JABCXER*
CHARRSR ( J a r e  )„ T. ***,
To chatter. XX a eharrd tout© Xa matinee. St. Fr., MVAIBKR.
CHAKBIKH { J  d T j e  ) ,  v .  t r .
To carry. lie o&t eharril dee pommes c*ob a m  toate Xa j<mrn&© 
They have carried (by head) apples to their hows© all day.
S t .  F r .,  PORTER,
CHXbSIS ( ^a.^1 ), B, a.
a Window. XX y a on chassis dans ma chamfers. St. Fr*, FEHiTBE.
CHATI ( Ja)j interj.
Seat. Tern nsed to drive cats away. Chat* je te dial
CHiTKAO ( J a f c  ) p n. u.
Sain elomd* 0 n gros ohSteau noir.
GSltXHS ( S ati,^ )
Rama given to cows of auburn eolor. Ch&tine donna du bon lait. St. Fr., CalXAlH.
CHAOPXItRfK ( J o d - j S ^ e  >, a. f.
Tha contents of a cooking vassal. J'ai mangS una chaudi&r#* 
de laitue. St* Fr., CilAUDJREE.
GasSAUJBDX ( Je^aul^ ) 9 adj.
Elegant* ©•est ehenalleux.
G3ERABT, aJUITB ( ^ «• ~r«■ , ), adj.
tee RjgH priced* Ce marchand est ehfir&nt.
CHfsSKR ( J e  s e ), v. tr. and int.
To dry* Vas fairs chdeeer le linge. St. Fr*, SECHEft*
CHBSSKBBSSE ( S e v r e s  ),n. f. .
Drought. La chesseresae a tod le male. St. Fr., SECHERESSB.
GHftlT ( S e t l  )> ^5 . a. and f.Delicate. Un fc*b6  chatit. St. Fr., CHETIF.
CHEFAL ( J-fal. ), n. B.
Saw—horae. Mats la planehe zur la chaval at mSsur* 1&. St. Fr TKBTE4D.
CHCTAL DE DIABLB ( ^  -f S. 1  d . b  ) ,  n . m.
Praying Mantid, devil horse* L© cheval de diabl© ©at dans won 
lit.
ch ib aib q o e ( S ^ b e - y v  t.
Crowd* Tout© la chibaigae eat arrivde- St* Fr. # FOCIS#
CHXCmE ( S )# Xatejpj.
Ward used to call calve©* Chlcaire* Chicaire* Chicelrel
CHlmJ&SST ( 3 i &  «L &  ), n. *.
Squiteh, quitch grass* Le clog eat plain do chtea**dent0 »
OHWJBRB < ^ i. m - t f  ^
SXRE EH CHXMERE, to be ill-humored. 11 eat an cbim&re*
CHMWK ( JiK.),8. f,
Subtle insult* Elle lui & donnl une bonne chtque* She Insulted 
his well*
c h iq u k r  { S ^  ^  e  ) ,  v . t r .
CHIQUER DU VXBUX LINQK, to grumble incessantly* XI est tdi** 
jours a chlquer du view linge*
CHIST { 3 is ), adj. a. «ad f.
Stingy* Bile est chist comae son pore. St* T r * 9 CHXGHJB.
CHISrf ( Jijte ), a. r.
Avarice» II a tellement la chlstA 11 pue* St. Fr.* AVARICE,
CILUSt { Silt) t, int.
CTU.KR SUB L'ESltauC, to wheoae. Je l'entends oilier mtt 
l'eatooec. I hoar hi* wheeelng. St. Fr., SlFFLER is RESFIRANT.
CHOC ( t35Kj, a. «.
Blackbird. Le elos d* aafa *st plain do ehooo. St. Fr.,
XEIItf.
CHQUKHOBHB ( J  u.b*A. 1.U-V- ), n. f.
Prickly beat* LY enfant a das chouboulures *
CHQBl CBOUI ( 3 w-5 ), inter j.
Cry used to chase chickens away* Ghoul Chou!
CHOU CBUS ( Jltgrai), a.
Pokeweed. Faire de Ignore avec du Chou gras*
CH0U7IQ0E ( j w - f 1 *- ), B. a.
Bowfln (fiah). J'ai attrapl juste un ohouptque.
CH0USS2 ( 5 W’S )» B* *•Used idiomatically in connection with CAS&EB* CASSER A 1*4 
CHOOSSE, dead hroke* Fr. slang* FAUCHfi, broke.
CHRICHBQUIHK ( K.r K'i>v' ), n. f.
Santa Claus* Xa Chrichequine a passi* St* Fr.* bE PETIT WQ&L*
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CIQARITTE ( slga.vlt), B, f,
Cigaret. Bonnea-mei une cigarltte. St* Fr., CIQAKETTE*
CXMXTUU ( S i w . i t u r ) ,  a .  a .
Cemetery* Aliens dene le cimitiere. St* T r * , GIMSTX1BR&*
GIRGCLER ( le ), v. int.
to circulate. La pint a circuit auteur de la table. The
dish was passed around the table.
CIR1 KR ( S i Y i e ) ,  n. ».
Humming bird* le drier eet dans le fleure. St. Fr.» 0IS1A®UttOUCHSj COLIBRI.
CLAIOH ( K l e j  ̂  ), n. a.
Cate* Grichc ear le elayon. Climb upon the gate.
CLQCHER ( K l o j l  v. tr. and int.
1* To blister, la brftlure a clochl sa main.
S. To cluck* Xcoutez; les dindes eloclient. listen} the 
turkeys are clucking.
CLOS ( K l o  )# n. m.
Field. Clos de mats. Cornfield, les nbgres sont dans le 
clos de meTs.
CQCHGHftERlE ( K, oj 3* d  t m L )f n,
Filth, obscenity. II parle rlen qua des cochonneries* He 
talks only of filth.
COCODUIDE ( ICorco ct0'vu)# n.
Freckle* II a des cocodiados dans s& figure* St* Fr*, 
R0CS8EUR.
COCGBRIL ( K,OK.ocl-ri)f a-
Crocodile, le cocodrll I 1 a mordu. St. Fr., CBQGOBILB.
COCOMBRE ( /tOAttrvu ^  n# m-
Cucumber. JT*ai fait une aalade de eocombree. St. Fr., COM*. 
COMBRB*
COFLOSQUS ( )f p. p.
Failed. Infinitive Is not used. II a coflonqu® a l*icole.
St. Fr., BCHOUER.
COHDOH ( K o X t d , * t*), n - a .
Corridor. Son chapeau est dans le coll dor* St. Fr., CORRIDOR.
COLLASTER ( ^  0  1  ̂ t e  ), ▼. tr.
To make eticky. Le candl a oollantd see mains. The candy made 
his hands sticky* Gt. T r * , COLLA^T, sticky.
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COIiECTER ( /toleifte ^
To collect (debts). Vs collecter les dottee. St. Fr.# KSU GOOVRER.
CQ34SSB ( /col^s )f f#
Big person* Only feminine form need* Hue gross© colosse.
A very fat woman*
COUAXSR ( /CoZt-aje ), v. Int.
To wrestle* Ils aiaent coltayer. St* Fr., WITTER,
COMBIB* ( /t S' M jT ) ,  Adv.
Bear many, how mutch. Combien c*est? How mush Is it?
COUBOUILLE ( tC S ' tx A s j )f a. f*
Batter forming between toesj fltoe-*cheeee.B Sea pieds sent 
plains de comboullle*
COMBE ( conj.
Used instead of QUB* Je chant* aussi blen contme Ini. X sing 
as well as be. St. Fr., QOE,
COMMENT ( K adv.
CCBIBBBT $A SB FAIT? Why? St. Fr., POOHQUGX, Comment qa se 
fait 1 1  a parti?
OCHBODS ( K f.
Privy. Fas dans la commode. St. Fr., CABINET 0IA|MCE,
COBWJBIER ( /co-rwiuj e ), v, int.
To receive communion. Jfai communid ce matin.
co m m o n (
Communion. J*ai fait ma premiere communion.
COMPBEOABIuE ( /t S'/>'’••=> a i ̂
Comprehensible * II est pas coraprenable. He cannot be under** 
stood. St. Fr., CQMFRkHBHS1BLE»
COBFHBW0RE ( / C J ' F ^ A y r ) ^  n# f#
Comprehension. Sa compr enure est &tonnante. St* Fr., COM*.
prJhebsiqh.
0 0 »DJA ( AC3>v^ia)( n. m.
Spoil, conjuration. La nlgreos© m*a donnl un cendja. The negress 
cast a spell on me.
COWGftOB { K o y i , d L % v r ? r ) p n, m>
Clove. Aline, je veux une bolt* de conjurors. St. Fr., GLOW DE GIROFLE.
e#
(X a u l'n iS t ( /coTvoij S- ), a. m. and adj.
Learned person! wise. XX est un homrab ccmnaftlant* Si# Fr#, SAVAMT*
CGHSBRVE ( }f n. f.
Sun glasses. Je venx une palre de conservee# St* Fr** .. , ri*proserve| pickle.
c rn n c x ( n. a.
Convict. Les convicts ont &chapp6 l St# Fr*, FQ&jAT#
CQQ9XS ( hto ro &  ) a„ m#
COQOIH DBj COQclsE fl®# large* Un coquim de ret de bole# Sue 
coquina de naisoa.
OOHCQKUOE ( /tar/oobj-aj ), B. m.
Bucking*
CGRCOBXER ( K v i r r o o b j f i , )f v* int.
To buck. Le chevel a corcobi^*
GQH8 ZGSS ( /C3r>vij n. f.
Mantelpiece* filets le verre cur la comlche* St# Fr*, CHMBRA^LB
m  Gsmnls.
CORBECT5B ( /to^eAC^e )f V; tr.
To correct* Je l'ai ddja correct!. St# Fr., COKRIGER.
gStEAO MATS { Arot-o m o l l  ), a. ».
Corn-cob* Va ehercher des cSte&ux mats* St* Fr., BALLR*
009ABTS ( /C )# f.
A leather whip with a lead~filled handle. II a cassl la couart#
sur le dos de la vache.
COOARTEH ( ), v. tr.
To lash. Ils l*ont ccuartS. St. Fr*, CINGLBR*
OQOCHg-COCCHE ( K  u, ̂  *- ), n. m.
Sweetened corn meal mush cooked dry. Le coUOhe-couche ee mange 
an dAjeuner. St# Fr., CQGS-CO0S*
COOKTTE ( )t n. f.
Braided tuft of hair. Bile porta sea cheveux en couatte. She 
wears her hair in braids* St* Fr., TRE8 SE* St* I'r., , ,, * feather-bed.
COOILLOB, -BE ( K . u - ’j S ' , /taj 3 ^ - ) , adj. and n. n. and f.
Foolish, almpl., alUy. Elle est coulllonne. II est couillera.
St. Tv*, BBTE*
COOILLOSHJ31 ( / t U s j S ' n . e  yp Tm lnt.
G0UILL09BER AVBC# to have an affair with. Elle a coulllonnA 
avec son marl* To tamper with# II a eoulllonn! avee mon auto*
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COOLER ( fcW/le ) v. int.
FAIRS SA GHEtJLE COOLER, to make one1 a month wator. St. Fr., 
FAIRS WMIR L*KA0 X U  BOOCHK.
CQDLEBRER ( fC tclotre ) v. tr.
To color. Aliens eouieurer most livre. St, Fr*, C0X0RER.
CGQFACHER (/Ct cfQ-Je }, v. tr.
To ent to pieces. Ils ont tout coupach£ ma robe, St. Fr,#HACHSB.
GOOPAXLLER ( /tS u*/>a * e. )f v. ̂
To slash. Xlg l*ont tout coupaill£. They cut him to pieces*
St, ?Sp,f GOOPEH*
COOPER ( r c u * f &  ) y m ^
1. C0OPER SES DSSTS, to be teething, L*enfant est aprea couper 
see dente. St, Fr*, FAXES SES BESTS,
E, CCKJPER LES GAGES, to cut the wages, to reduce the salary.
Xls out coup5 mas gages,
CQORXR HARD! OKAS { f t lLTx.y ' 'marct*
See HAHDX GRAS,
C0BR3AXL&ER < / C u r s a j e  ) f v , in t .
OCHIBSAlLLER AVEC, to pursue, to run after, XI coursaiHe ave© 
les femmes* He runs around with women.
COURSER ( /to^se. tr.
To pursue* Elle course les hommes* She runs after men*
GO0SXH ( K  t e x t  n. a,
PREMIER COUSIE# first cousin. Eon premier cousin et ma premiere 
cousin© vienaent domain, St* Fr.# 0QUSIB GERMAXE,
CODVERf ( /Culver )f n. B.
Cover# of a book. Le convert du livre. St, Fr.# C00MRTUBE,
CRAOL ( ^ra/t), adj. g
Graay# demented. XI eat crack. He is or nay. St. Fr* # TOQUE.
CRAMPS ( )# n. f.
Staple. Attache le fil avec la crampe. Sail the wire with the 
staple• St* Fr.# CRAMPQI1 BE FEE, St. Fr,# * cramp of pain*
CHAP ADD ( fCTO.po ), n. a.
Excretion from the nose. Viens# Toot# lalsse Mom Star les 
crapaude dans ton nee* Come# Toot# let Mother clean your nose*
CRAQUER ( /trance )# v. tr*
CRAQOSR m z ALLUMEm# to a trike a match. St. Fr.# FROTTER USE 
AU4JWBTTE* St* Fr*# T.ri..i:.* v. int., to snap# crackle# pop.
C W O T  ( /t Tct/G^-t )f n* f*
Soda cracker, IX mange des ernquettea. St, fr., BXSCtJIT $E0* 
St. Fr., , , » iron on which tailors turn button holes* acua
(on malted butter}.
CREATURE { /creaty r), a. f.
Young woman. 0no belle creature* a beautiful woman. flood only 
in reference to women.
CRfeUE ( K r t j l  )f a.
French language. 1 1  parle creole.
cs£m t ( « t m c  ),
To die. Mon oncle a erSvd la semaiae pass&e. St, Fr., MOURXK, 
St. Fr., GRfV&l, to die, is applied only to animals.
CRIER (AJrit ), t. ut.
To call someone. J*ai erid apres Jean. X called John. St.
FT., APPELEB. St. Fr., . to cry out, to squall.
CEXQOmS ( /c-^ ), n. f.
Cricket. La oriquette est dans le foyer. St. Fr., GBXLLQM.
CRISTERE ( n. m.
Enema. Je l*al donnd un crietere. St. Fr., CLYSTtSRE*
CBQCHE ( }, adj.
Crooked. II eat croche comme tout. He la beat in half.
CEQCHIR ( /trojir ), ▼. tr.
To bend# II a erochl men fpingle. St. Fr*, f&$Y£R.
CEQI3Q8 ( t c v w a i L . y  ) f n#
Partition, lu deasua du croiaon. Ebove the partition. St. Fr. 
CLOISOH.
CBOQDIGSOLE ( Acr :> i-jia JL )f B. a.
Doughnut. Bo m  a fait des craqulgnoXa*.
CB00CB5T0S ( f t r i t j t ?  ), n. a.
Tip Mid of . leaf of brs&d. J'aime Xa crouohoton* St. Fr.» 
csoStos. 8m  CBOUSTOfl.
CB08ST08 ( « i ‘u.si) )( n. m.
Tip end of a leaf of bread. See CBQUCHETOSI.
CBOWBAK ( K -r o b a . i r - )f n. m.
Crowbar. Jfal arr&chf le clou avec le crowbar. St. Fr*, FIEJX#D£~CH&7BE.
CtJITE ( K u r i t  ), n. f.
Thick syrup, the last drawn In the sugar house before the syrup 
crystallises. La suite eat bonne.
( S y l a  )# demoneitrative prom
that one, masculine. Cfest ett«&lu It Is that one* St* Fr* CEUJI-U.
pjRCOLmQH ( S y T/cy XasjD'}, n, f m
Circulation. La qureulatioa dtt snag. St. Fr., CIRCULATXOS*
CXPRE ( 3if>re ), n, a#
Cypress tree. 0n gro© cypre. St. Pr., CtPBBS ( 5  ■* /^e* y
c x m s  ( ^  n. a ,
Bed Cedar. C'est un Jolt petit cyprfes. St. Fr., CEDRE.
BAGO ( <sl ^ o  )# la.
DAGOTTE { c£e,$ dTT ), a, f,, Italian.
I»e dago et Xa dagette soot ra&l&dee. The Italian couple is iSX*
BALLS ( c£o-£), a. £•
Gutter (of a roof)* Pa dalle a tombl. the guitar foil* St* Fr., CHSHMO.
BAM { eta: ), prop*
Among. I a pas personae dans vous autre3  qui a un allumette?
Is there anyone among you who has a match. St* Fr., FARMI*.
St. Fr., . in, within.
DABSER ( d d r r e , ), ▼. int.
FAIRS PASSER, to give trouble. Cot enfant »fa fait danser bento 
Xa unit. This child kept me up all night* St. Fr*, , . 
to invite to dance.
OSUMJBZB ( c£e ba rK.a ) ,  v .  in t .
To descend, to come out of a boat, car, train, etc* IX a d&» 
barquS a Sunset. He got off the train in Sunset. St. Fr*, 
DESCIBBBS. St, Fr., . to disembark, to land, to unship.
pfalRRKR ( <ie-6are ), v. tr.
To unlock, to unlock something under lock and key. XX vent pas 
d£barrer la porte. St. Fr., OtfVRIR UMB 8EHR0RE FMSfiB X Off.
St. Fr., * to unbar, to undo the bars of.
B&EBSHH ( c L e j 6 & m &  ), v. tr.
To wipe off, to clean. Va d&bsrner 1*enfant.
bfelTER ( < L * , h i L t ^  ), v. tr.
To dismember, to carve meat. D&biter la b&te. St. Fr*,FECSR; 0ECOBPER.
D&O0QUBR ( < £ & b  u , K e } 9 v. reflex.
To get over a pouting spell. Elle a1 eat d£bouqu5e• St. Fr*,
■ to emerge from a channel or a passage *
nfiCHHOB ( C^e J  w - r  ), tt. ai.
Pace* Ce chevul va le d^chemin. This horse is pacing. St* Fr.,
a m b l e ,
nfcomcw ( d v  / c o r e s j  r  )# B, f.
A great member* IX I1 a donnS une d&ccction de coups de biton*
Ee gave him a good beating* 3t. Fr., . decoction.
cgCfflfflOOILtER ( i>ocj v v. tr.
So cloan. XX a dScocbouilll I1office. St. 7r.» DBOHASSKE.
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DfcoarasR ( d e w t e .  ), v . tr.
To glv© up as hopeless. L© ddcteur l*a d£eompt<!* The doctor 
has do hope for hie recovery* St* Fr.* . to deduct •
D&&ULEUBEK ( y^xoXoev-e, v. Int.
To fade* && robe a d£couleur£. St. Fr., D$TEXDDRE.
BfCQUVER ( <£e teu-ve ) tr.
DfisotnnsE UNE POULE, to atop a hen from Continuing to alt.
SfeOXOER ( (^eAco/cse ), v. Int.
To strike on the head. Je X’al d^coxeS. St. Fr.t FRAFPER.
BKFICUSUER ( )f v. reflex.
To take off one1* good clothes. Va t© d&ficeler. St. Fr.,
. to untie.
[&FK&HIR ( / e / r e j i . ) ,  T. tr.
To clear (lend) far cultivation. Allans dSfrSohir la terre. fit. Fr., BEFRICHER.
DfimlCHlSSUEHT ( ( ( e f T t J U ^ a ) ,  B. «.
A piece of land cleared for cultivation. <Ja c’ost un d&«* 
fpAchisentent. St. Fr., DEFBICIIJESJENT.
D&BOCTBR ( c L e - f - r i K - t e ) , v. tr.
To break to pieces. II a dSfroct^ la chaise en merce&ux.
St. Fr., BRISER*
D&OBT ( «6 ef r  ), acLj * bu and f.
SefUsct, deceased, late. Le &5funt Pierre* St. Fr., OEFURX,
d s u s t e .
DfcAXRi ( adj.
Untidy. One pereonne dSgainS©* St. Fr., DJSSitlHE (colloq.)*
Dfi&AlSILLl ( ^ e d e > v i j e  ), ad1 .
Untidy. S t* dIoAnI. St. Fr., ER DfeOSURE.
IlfoELER ( < £ e t e X e  n, f.
D&zELER DE COUPS DE bXTQR, severe beating. Je lfal donn$ une
d£geler de coups de b&ton. St. Fr., dJgELSR, to than.
Dfcafea ( ), v. tr.
To rob} to take something from someone for the purpose of 
giving it to someone else. II a d£grey6  Pierre nour ©greyer 
Patti. He robbed P©ter to pay Paul. St. Fr., UeGREER, to unrig.
DfcHGR# ( cL i o r- ) $
Outside. Va jotter dehors* St. Fr., DEHORS ( JL*  ̂  )#
u
DKJ0I8TKR ( ) $ Y# tr.
To die Joint, XX a dljeintl *e* dotgte.
dSjUGOER ( cLv ^vutoe, ), Y# int.
To got off the roost* l*es poulee sent ddjuqule*. St* FT#,
m s c m im  m  jbchoir*
B&AISSI ( t L & l v s e .  ) $ adj*
?©JF D&AISSf, & diiroroed sen, or one separated from his wife*
Le veuf d&Laissd s*est marid avec la veuve d&Lalssda.
B&tARBBR ( < 6 e » u  a r t  )$ ▼. tr«
To untie, to unfasten* Djharrer les scullers. St* Fr., B&* 
soukr.
D&KJBBB ( d e  W  i «,e- ), T. tr.
To take out of a nest* Va ddniquer la paule* 3 t* Fr* f Bf»
MXCHER*
SBRTXSTK ( c L & t ^ s  ), a, a.
Dentist, flt. l£, « 0 t B  (
pgPAKLKB ( ^ a r U  ), Y. Int.
To be delirious* XI eat si malade qu’il ddparle, St* Fr.,AVOIR US DELIRE.
q&pesbbs ( c t ^ ) 9 T# int.
bCfes&RB SOB, to rely on. On pent dlpendre sbr lui* St. Fr*, 
COMPTER SOB*
DfpOXTRAlLLZR < < L e , p o t v  aje), v. tr.
To bare the breast* Je I'al dlpoitrailld.
DfrSf ( cJL*p°)f n* a*1. Ballway station* Rencontre~»oi au dd$5t. St. Fr** GABS.
£• Abscess. XI a un dSpSt dans le dos* St. Fr.# ABC8 S*
DfPOS ( )f prep.
Since. Ddpus et quand* Since when?
dIhOBSR ( ^e r o ^ e  )f Y. tr.
dCbobsb LE fiUXS, to shuok corn. Barlow eat apres ddrober Is
aaXs. St. Fr., DfiPOUILLER L«fPI DE SES ROBES, St. Fr.,  .. *
to steal, to peel*
DERRICK { ), n. *.
Derrick* Le derrlok a tombt* St* Fr., ORBS*
D&AMAIR ( )f B„ f 0
Inconvenience, unhandiness. Tu s'as mis k la dlsiuaaln* St. Fr., QBI S'EST FAS 1 LA MAXS*
( cte.xol& )f refle*.
To burst into tMrs. Quand elle I 1 a vu, elle s*a ddsolie.
St* F*., FQHORK SH LARSES*
( iat.
To dry up« La plants a dessdehi* St. Fri»,
DSTAmI ( Adj.
Injured or worn out condition of plated metal* tee fowrchottes 
eu argent scat dltamfes. St. Fr., EXAMER, to plate.
DfXAQDSR ( ^ e ^ a /c e  ) f ▼* t r .
To unlatch* 1 1  a ddtaqu! la porta*
DfzOORKR ( <6 e t a r e ) f v# tr.
To remove. Ddtoure la plants. Remove the dirt from around the 
plant.
DIABOOL ( 4  *a.A«*X), *. B.
Devil* J9ai vu un diaboul* St* Fr., DIABLE.
DIBECTI08 (^i7'£^5j ̂ } # b * f.
DireetleB* Lis lee direction® aur la beuteiiXe. St. Fr., 
ISSTHOCTIOH* St. Fr., . directing, direction.
DI8 CQRPTE ( ^tx.ff/^3-r )f B. f.
Discount. II a 9 a donn! une diecompte. St. Fr., SSOOMFTE, a. a.
DISCOUNTER ( 3  /o 3 “te. )f tr.
To discount* XI a dlscoupt! cinq pour cent. St. Fr*, B&» 
COMPTER*
D1SP0TER ( v. tr.
To scold, to reprimand* Je l*al blen dieputS* St. Fr., GROSSER#
D0XGH08 ( tAr& j y )( n#
Finger-stall* Fals-moi un dolgnon. St* Fr*, D0XGXX8R*
DOIfi ( di (a/~q 7 *  ̂| v. tr.
To esc, to be Indebted to. Je vas le doir deux piastres.
St. FT*, DEVOIR.
DOSSER ( )f T. tr.
DOSSER OS GAFOT, to refuse to marry. XI I9a mand! sa main male 
elle I9 a donn! on oapot. He ashed for her hand in matrimony 
but she turned him doen.
( cLo^ofrZs )# Um f t
La DarothSe is the women at the head of carnival processions 
in rural districts % she is coupled off with *le capltaine 
Souris. * Les enfant® out gallop! 1 la barrlfcre pour voir la 
Dorothde et le Capltaizia Souris. The children ran to the fence 
to see the carnival king and queen.
BO
d o rd re  (  donry-r )9 n#
Jewelry, Jewel. Cfest des belles dorurea $&. those ere fine 
jewels. 3t, Fr., BXJ0O, St. Fr., . ... gliding.
DOTCME8 T ( )t adj.
Slew. XI est doucement* He Is slow. St. Fr., LENT} TAKDIF,
DOOXUB ( >, *. f#
Beating, whipping. Je wee te fowtre une douille. St. Fr.,
baCLEE* St. Fr., .. socket.
BOOTABLE ( * L u , l  * 6 jL ), adj.
Doubtful, uncertain. Je sule doutable de lui. St. Fr., BOO#. TSOI,
mOjLlliB ( 3 ), a.
Bret, Ces drigailles sont lei encore,
OSSM ( n. «*
Drtsef a cylindrical reservoir for water, gasoline, etc. Sets* 
le dans le drum. St. Fr., RESERVOIR*
DOLL ( d o * - )f adj.
Dull. Lea affaires eont dull. Business la dull. St. Fr.,CAI*E; FLAT} 8880XE8X.
* ( ^  ) » per s. proa*
She. Sometimes used la piace of EUdB. a eexmeit parlor. She 
knows haw to talk. St. Fr*# SWS* See A*
&OaRIFFLAQB ( -e 6  ootx. f  !•*), ». f.
The state of having one's hair in disorder. Quelle SbronrlffXagal 
Such disorderly hair I
fooURIFFLE ( e/6 u,rxfZe.)| adj.
(Of the hair) disheveled# la disorder. tea eheveux dbourifnJa* 
St. Fr., RBOUBIFFS*
ICALE ( e>/caX )# *u f.
Scale# of fish. Lae Seales da polsson* St. Fr.# ECAILLE*
St. Fr»# . . ... shell, ball of frulta and seeds.
f c i u y M H  ( 6 Aia I j J"»ve, }, v .  tr.
To atrip one of one's best piece of clothes. Je vets t 9 Seale* 
Conner.
fCABSB ( e.toa.y'fC ), n. B.
Carding machine. St. Fr.# CABDS.
fiCABBB ( e/tarie. ), ▼. tr.
To card. Veu»»tu n'dearder du eoton. St. Fr.# CABDER,
( « I a f )» .. t. ,Splinter. St. Fr.# fCHAKDS.
fcaUPW® ( fcjape. ), ▼. tr.
To drop, to lot fill. J'ai Icbapp4 l'asaietta. St. Fr.,
XiAXSSBE TOSHER* St. Fr.# . to slip oat# to fall from.
£cHARLOTB ( c \ a r  l a t  \ a# f,
Bhallot, oaehalot. St. Fr., StmiOTK.
*CLAT ( & rc la .  ) t n. a.
Kindling. Jfai coup! des delate*
fcOPZAS ( e / c o ^ o  )f n# m#
Chip# shaving# sliver. Va ranasser des leopeawu St. Fr.#
COPEAS.
fcORCHK ( e/eonr^ ) g n9 f.
Bark# peel. Une dcorehe d 1 orange. St. Fr.# ECORCS.
fcORE ( eAS ̂ ) f
Edge of . itrMB) bank. La. (tons du bayou. St. Fr«, (Naut.) ACCdBBj RIVA0E.
ss
ft» £ n 8S E  ( e « r e v i . 3  ) f tt,
Crawfish. IX a vu un gros AcrAriose* St. Fr., £GRiVX$3£ ■( e/CT-evx.^ ), n* f*
fOOOTE (
Saw* J*ai eoupA la bftche avee I’Agouine. St. Fr., 3CXE*
fofUFIOBXH ( ), ▼. tr.
To aoratoh. J*sA SgrafignI m  figure. St. fr., fiGRiflGBEB.
feuUFIOWBE ( €. gTa-f *■■*<*•'■), n. f.
Saratch. St. Fr., KJRATIQ80SB.
foBAIRKOBS ), a. f.
Machine for shellifcg corn. St. Fr., 1C08388SS*
jsmsBlB ( egrariir), r . tr.
To enlarge, to lengthen, a. a house. J’ai fait Igrandlr aa Miaou. St. Fr., ABKAHDIR.
filBXMITTXR («.g>rT.>wx te)# T. int.
Jo fall into crumbs. Le g&te&u a tout IgrlmXttA. St. Fr., w X 8 fT8 &,
HH-H1  ( e. "K. a ) , inter j ♦
Alas. Eh~faa4 les affaires sent plus les mAmes! Also! Conditions 
hate changed. St* Fr*, H&AS*
EI8  ( t  )f JLndef • art. a.
A, anj variant of 0*. Sin b&ton. St. Fr*, IMU
£188 ( t>^)f indef* art* f*} numeral adj.
A, an, one. KIBE FILLS. See £18. St* Fr., OSS.
f u i  ( e  l e t  ) ,  n. ■.
Monent. J'ai rest! un Alan. I remained for a moment. St. Fr.,
MOKSSTo St. Fr., . start, spring, daah, flight.
fhEVATEOR ( e U v ' a t o e r  ), b . a«
SXevator. St. Fr., ASCENSJSOR. St* Fr., * a muscle which
eervee to raiee a part of the body) an instrument used to raise 
ships.
fu iK S o I ( e l  £ £  ^  ) ,  n. m. and f .  and adj.
Tall and long-legged) a tall and long-legged person. Kin homue 
AlinguA.
feOBGER ( •c.'io "jLe* )f v# tr. and reflex.
to stretch cut. XI s*a Along! our le sofa. St. Fr., ALU>8 G£R.
St. Fr.,  r. (Haut.) to sheer off, to lay alongside of, toskirt ashore.
SB
BBBAHQOER (  ) ,  V . in t .
TO got Into a boat, carriage, train, etc* XI a ambarqud dans 
I1 auto. St* Fr*, MOHTBR* St* Fr*, . , * to embark, to put on 
chipboard, to take on board*
&ffi£S8 SH ( ), ▼* tr*
To noil, le b*bd e»* embern*. St. Fr*, SK8 KSHBR*
EEBttER (  a t 6 e t e  ) ,  v* t r .
To dupe, to deceive* II l*a emb$t£ dans cette affaire* St* FT*, 
— T, * to bare, to annoy, to rile, to worry*
BffiQOFFEEf < a t 6 u , f * t e .  ), p . P*
Overdressed (in quantity). II eat embeuffetd de ling©. He le 
staffed with clothes* Une chaise embouffetle. A stuffed chair.
EMBOORBER ( i t  b  ou t 6 e ), v. tr. ^
To sink in mud. II embourbe* Bmbourber quefqu*ua, to put mud 
on someone* Erabourber sea scullers, to sink one'e shoes into 
the mud*
— ■■*«»««» ( a n v T f I e  ), r .
To flatter* St* Fr*, FUI7SR.
EKFLATE ( ), n* m. and f* and adj. *
Slow person} awkward* II est smplate* St* Fr*, EMFIATHE, sickly, 
helpleaa person*
EBDOSSEH ( ctdLos*^ ) ,  ▼. t r *
To throw dirt on the plant with plow. J*ai endowed le coton*
I barred on the cotton* St* Fr*, , * to buckle cm, to saddle
oneself with*
), n. ■.
Servant* J*ai trois engages dans ma malson* St* Fr., D0IIESTXQ0E, 
SBtTITE&R.
SBSiQf ( O r g a ^ e .  ), pp.
Engaged* Elle est engagde pour se marier* She is engaged to 
be married* St. Fr., * to pledge, to pawn, to promise*
KBOAQgafm ( €u g a )f n# f,
BAGUB D* ENGAGEMENT, engagement ring* II m*a donnd une bague 
d«engagement* St. Fr., ABhEAU DE FIAN<JAIU*ES*
KBHEOOTEK ( otr^gcte. )f v. r,flex. and tr.
To choke. 11 sva enregotE avec un os* St. Fr., EHGORGER,
EMSAQUER ( S ' j a  A6 e.  ) ,  v* t r .
To put into a sack* T*as enaaqud les oignons? Did you sack
up the onions. St* Fr., EN8 AGHER.
EDTSHTXQR ( j ^  )# a,
Attention. t*a fait eaientlon? aid you pay attention? St* Fr#*ATTENTION.
S8T0DRA0E ( £ r t  U^raj. ), a, f,
Deighborhood. XI oat dAfendu do oh&sser dana Xos entourages.
Xt la forbidden to hunt in the neighborhood. St. Fr., VOI*. 
SXIUGBj EHTQDRS.
fe® ( ttc), adv.
Whore. Sob t*as par tit Where are you going? fit* FT*# Ou.
fFAXLLER ( e p a / t  ), ?• tr* *
To scatter. Spailler les papier a. St. Fr., EPAHPXLLER.
EPXBGLE ( ), a* f.
X. EPINGLE X COUCHS, safety pin* L’enfant a anvalA X*6 plngle 
X oouehe. St. Fr., iFXDOLE DE sORETi.
S* EPI1 QLE X LXNQB, clothes pin* Lea Spingles a llnge sont 
ear Xa ligne. St. Fr*, PIDCB X USQE.
KFIBttLCTTS ( & f > e- g l e t  )f n. f.
Ornamental pin* T'as vu non Aplnglette? St. Fr*, * pricker, 
prlaing-wire.
ST PIS ( e f i  ), adv.
And yet. T'es mal&de et pis tu veux aller au bal. Ton are ill 
and yet you want to go to the ball. St. Fr., ST FUXS.
fPwcH* ( « p z y j  ), a. t.
Pickings, parings. Dee Apluches de patate* St* Fr*, EPLUGHDRE,
fPLUMER ( eply»%e) T. te.
To pick (a fowl}. Eplumer la poule. St. Fr., HiWIER.
irons ( e - p l y r  ), a. f.
Feel, rind, shell. Une Aplure de pomne* St. Fr*, FSUIRE.
trURKR ( e/’/'re Jf ▼. tr.
To stun, to »knock out." Je l*al ApurA d*un aeul coup de polng. 
St. Fr., fiPURBR, to purify, to refine.
SQUAHD ( 0  ^  ), interrog* adv.
When. Bquiuid tu viens? When are you coming? St. Fr*, QUADS.
SrOKCE ( ), b. f.
Vine, bramble* Lea Aroaces a mftre. Blackberry bush. J*ai 
dAchirS mbs bae dans les fironces X mftre«
ESCaBRESX ( e,5 *^a )f adj.
Deplorable* Les affaires sont escabreuses. St. Fr., SCABREUX, rough, rlsquA.
ESCAUN (esA?air )# n#
SIX ESC ALIUS, eeventy-five cants. Harely heard apart from Its 
occurrence to thia phrase* J1*! pay5 qa sis escalina. I paid 
seventy-five cants for that* St* Fr., . , * a Dutch and Flemish
silver coin worth aheut sixpence*
ESCAPtfLAIRE (e 3 le^), m.
Sc^glar, Mon escapulaire a cassi* My scapular broke* St* Fr*,
E3CQCSSS ( es ictts ), n. f.
Shock* J*ai eu un« escoueee. St* Fr., SECOUSSE. St. FT*,
^ r * spring, run* start*
{scan (es/cry), adj.
Crippled* XI est 5scron. St* Fr., ESTRGPlf.
JSSPfeffi ( e s p e ^ e  )f v. tr.
KSP&RER POOR, to wait for. J'esp&re pour Antoine. St. Fr., 
ATTE8D3SJS, St. Fr., * to hope, to hope for*
ESQUELSm ( e 5 ^  X € , t )f n. m.
Skeleton. XI a peur de 1*osquelette. St* Fr., SQUKLETX1.
ESQOIIITER ( e^/c^tre ), tr. and reflex.^
to tire, to wear out. ye m’ai esqulntA a travailler. St* Fr*, FATIGUEK.
felATOX ( esta.ty )f n* f.
Statue. XI a e&saS lr5statue a Mam. St* Fr., 3XAX0E*
ESTOttAC ( e x t o m a j ,  a. f*
ESTOMAC IS ITOX»aTRI# ginger cake. Tons lea samedis mon vieux 
a*achete un eatomac de mul&tre*
ESTROGQT ( e ^ t r o g o  ), n. m.
Smart aleck* XI eat un eatrogot, je ne 1’aime paa*
ESTH0PIER ( e -s~t T o P](^)» v. tr. +To cripple* Present Indicative Active* y'ESTRQPE ( ^  G.iX'V' ;> p J





Tu veux qua le cheval t* eetrope? Do you want the horae to main 
you?
f r a w w  ( e t e - c t x  ) ,  p . p.Extinguished. JUi Stelndu le feu. St. Fr., ETEXBT*
B O H *  ( e t  U/£» 1 ) ,  n . * .
Star* La ciel art plain d* Stellas. St* Fr.t ffOXLS { e t w a l ) ,
S o w  { e t u . ) f  sdT.
Also. XI aa an villa, mot jtout* St* fr., AUSSX.
E83S2 { 0s  ) f proa*
^•y* them* fossa m*ont Sit <?«u They told me that. St. fr., XLS« 
C'est poor eossa. It Is for than. St. Fr.f SSI*
ftOUSQ^ ( adv.
there. Syoosqoa t'es parti? Where are yen going. St. fr*, 00*
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FACTORIS (faittTLj.s. f.
Factory. IX v* & la faotoria toua les Jours. St. Fr., 08I8B, 
F4BBXQQS.
FACTORS ( l a K t y r  ) f Q. f.
See FAGTGRIE. Je X’ai fait Feair da la faoture. X ordered It 
from the factory* St* Fr** . *■ literary* artistic, or ©usteal
CQOpOSitiOB.
FAILLE ( f a j ) ,  *d|.
Weak from hunger* lieu  eetomae eat faille* St* F r * ,  FAXBLE*
FAXKE {- f ) # t « tr. and Int.
1. FAXES CaCHSR* Term need to express disbelief of far-fetched 
statement; equivalent to English ,fGo hide yourself*" ?a to 
faire caoher | Lafayette.
£• FAXES DO RXZ. To cultivate rice* Son papa fait du ri*u 
Hie father le a rice planter* St* Fr** CULTXVEa.
S. FAXSS SO SHIS. To produce corn. Cette terre a fait dm beau 
m X b* This land produced a fine corn crop* St* Fr** FHODOXRE*
FAXS-DQDO ( fe,d.odo )„ a.
Country dance* So called after the FAX8  DODO ("go to sleep") 
of children’s speech*
FAIT ( f  e-t )
AS FAIT* ekilfull, talented* C’est un hosame bleu an fait*
St* Fr** ADBOXT* HABILE*
FALBAHA ( ^ a ^ b *  ■na)# s# ft
SHE FAL8 ABA DE MAI SOS, a large house* File rente dans une 
falbana de sal son. See CQQSXH,
KALB ( - f a l  ) ,  n.  t .
Craw of a bird} front part of the neck of animals. Sa fnle est 
pldae* St* Fr.* JABOT.
FAMILLS ( ̂ a>wi: j ), a. f.
fiTBS EX FAHILLEy to be pregnant* Ha viellle eat an faallle*
St* Fr** STKE ENCEI8 TE. St* Fr** EH FAMILLE* at home*
wbfshmche ( f  et l'j j ), n. s.
Fancy decoration. EXX* a dee fanforluohas but tia robe.
St. Fr., FARFRELUCHB, bauble, gimoraok.
FA&AODKBIE ( +  a-ro<ie Tri.)̂  f.
Handsome outfit (of clothes). <Ja c’est une farauderlei That Is 
a beautiful costume*
FARS ( )* n* m.
Staffing, force-meat* Fasse-»oi le fare* Fasa the dressing*St* Fr** FAROE*
FAXIQOfi ( adj.
In the town of Leonville the word FAtZOOf (lAt i g e . ) la 
pronounced ( +at: tiie- ). The same peculiarity appears in 
the infinitive ( -f Q-tiKe. )* jx est trop f&tlqul pear rien
faire. St. IV., FATXGUXR ( -f )„
FEMME (f 3 ^ ) ,  n. f.
Wife. Sa femme est malede. St. IV., * w m  ( f ^  ).
FERHX n#au
Ferry-boat. Ob a traversS en haut le ferry* We crossed over 
oa the ferry. St. Fr., BARQUE THAVERSIERE,
f£Vl ( -f&v )# ft.
1. POTS IBUX BOZRS, black-eyed pea.
£. HSVE GRI8 B, gray pea.
S. FfcFB ROUSE, red pea.
4. FRVB BhAKCHE, white pea.
yftn ( i ^ v i  ), b. ,
The okra pod. GQMBO FEVI, otera gumbo.
FlABLE ( ), a4j.
trustworthy. C’eat tin homiae fiable. St. Fr., DIME 01 C0RFXAROR*
FZCHSR I ̂ A ^  ), ▼. tr.To lead or play (la cards). Fichea 1 1 atout* Flay trunks!
St. Fr., JOUSR L*ATO0T.
7 XFQUT ( fijolv. )f n. m#
fill-e^the-wiap. J*a± vu un flfolet. St. Fr., PRUPGLE?.
FZX* D'ALTQB ( f i 1 d a l t  *  ), n. su
Iron or brass wire. Je mlai piqud avec un fil d’alton.
St. Fr., F H  DE ULXTOR, brass wire.
FILET ( f i l e .  ) ,  n . a.
1. Small draught of whiskey, prendre un filet. St. Fr.,
00UP. St. Fr., . thread of water, stream.
£• Powder prepared from sassafras leaves, used in gumbo.
Du gombo filet. See GOMBO.
Fiarrioa ( + iYvxsj? ), n. f.
End. La finltion est la. Bt. Fr., FXHIS8 A8 E.
FIOaaiE ( -f 3 adj.
Conceited, affectedly fastidious. II eat fioneur. St. Fr., AFFBGTR* PHETKHTIEUX.
TI083 ( f J ̂  ), n. a. pi.
Airs* J© I'aime pas| 11 a trop dee fione. 1 do not like himj 
he puts on air a. St. Fr., SB BOBBER DE8  AIRS.
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FISKA0 (-fix 6  )
Spool. Bn fiseau do fil. St. Fr., BOBIHK.
r u m er ( f i«fc>e. >, v. tr.
H xAMBER LBS TSUI, to stare with curiocity. 3es yeux £talent
apr&s flamber deesus. He was staring at It with curiosity*
FW3GMB < +  1 €"vw, ) a, f.
Phlegm. II a craehS dee flegoes. St* Fr#* FLEOHE { f
lOXJB ( W a  )* a. a. pi*
FOIES BLAHCB, lungs* of animals. XI mange las foies bl&ncs da 
cochon* St. Fr.* POUWGB.
FORTAZBS ( f 3-tC-w )f f.
Famtsnel. II *st blen Jeunej s. fontaine «et pas farad. encore. 
St. Fr., FOBfAHELLE.
FORCE ( f o - r s  ), f.
I FORCE Qm, because| by dint of* k force quHl a tr&vailld
II a riassi* He worked so hard that ha succeeded. St. Fr**
1 FORCE SB (prep* phr.).
FOHiJXBI (f DTTS3 & ) f «u a*
Convict. Las forciena ont dchappd* St* Fr. * FORMAT.
FORDOCHE ( ^ o-rcLo^ )$ f.
Fat woa&n. Garde done eette fordoche! Look at that fat woman!
FORGER ( f )> v. tr.
To forge a signature* XI a forgd un check. St* Fr.* XMXTEROSS SIGBATOKE.
FCTJET ( fwrtt; )f »# *.
Whip. Attrape le feuet. Get the whip*
FOOXMXfK (  - f u r l ) *  ) ,  n .  f .
Foie—oat. Kile sent la foulague. St. Fr., POTOIS. St. Ir., 
FOOINE, a^rten.
F08ZLLABD ( f  u - j ' a r  ) ,  a d j .
Frier. C. c’.st un foulllardl that 1. mi Inquisitive person. 
St. Fr., CKUJI (01 POOILXJt.
FODHLEDB ( f u-^cer B> m>
So. FOUIIiARD. St. Fr., FOUHABUR, excavator, Inve8 tlgator•
FO0 BBISSIOS ( f w . r b i s » i  ), ». m.
Scrubbing. J'ai le rour bis sage k faire.
yOCBBIBSBUR ( f u r  ti-soe-r )# n. a.
One who scrubs. Jean eat la fourbisseur.
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KJURGAIALE { f i * u  f .
Scolding. JT© l*ai foutu ana fourgaille. X scolded him severely*
St, Fr., GROHBER.
FGURQAXUiER ( -?u/rgaje)# v* tr* and int.
To search, to rummage* to ransack* XI a fofurgailld »a maieon 
poor nos let tree. St* Fr., FOUILLEH.
FQOTUMASSSR ( f \ J L t y y * i a $ e , ), v* int.
To pry into. Arrfct© foutumaeser dans mss affaire©. Stop looking 
through my personal belongings. St* Fr*, FOtfB&ER,
FOUTRE ( ), v. reflex.
SE FOUTRB USE BGSSB, to oat excessively* ltd c*es Mam}
et^Je a*ai feu to une boss© do g&toau. St* Fr*, MASGEE BEAU*.
FGUTR* ( f urt-v )f n. *.
Good only In a negative construction*
FAS DOWSER US FOOTLE, not to give anything! not to give a continental* 
PAS FAL6 XB US FCRJTRE, to be worth nothing*
PAS DIKE US FCXJTRE, to say nothing* St* Fr *, . continental,
damn, penny*
FQUTBEMSST ( f votT* Trv̂ dr )#
Certainly} indeed. Used with a negative* XI va foutrement pas 
faire $a* St* Fr., ASSUR&BRT.
fOUfU ( ), adj.
Beyond hope} done for* le doeteur a dit qu*ll Italt foutu*
Th© doctor said fee was beyond hope of recovery* St. Fr*,
PERDU.
PRAGUE ( -ftak, )# adj.
Mentally deranged (used in the feminine only)* X*a femme eat 
fraque.
FREXT ( ) ,  a d j .
Cold. J’ai freit. I am cold* St. Fr*, FR01D*
FRIPER ( 4-ri. ̂ e. )» v. tr. +
To eat greedily* XI a fripS la pools* St* Fr., DEVORER,
St. Fr., * to get ruapledj to wear out.
FB088£~ramE ( f )t n, D.
Toy made by stringing a button On a piece of string or by
stringing a piece of wood on a string. When turned, it makes
a buzzing sound. XI a cased men fronne-fronne. He broke my 
button-endHBtaring toy*
fBOUSR (-p-r 3- A e  ), v. tr.
... BOOiiAUiBH St. Fr., . . to alln*, to blamo.
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FftQUBIR ( f T t t b i t  t *  t r *  I tt t*
To scrub the floor. SlXe froabitbou© lee jours. She scrubs 
9vmrjr day* Bile froubit le pl&ncher * She scrub© the floor. 
St. F*., FOtTRBXfi, tofurbish*
w m mi < +
Ant. la cuisine eat plelrte de Grenada* St. Fr., FOUBMI,
FBOmilt ( +-roi: w a x  )t t« m*
Washboard, le fVotioAr eet dans la bailie* The washboard is 
in the tub. St* Fr., KJUKXHE 1 LAVKR. St* Fr.,  ̂̂ rubbing 
doth, ©erubblng Israeli.
raw** < h a j T  ),«.»•f>c«. T* fvigur. «st mle. St. Fr., FEHJHB { f
book* da! la vache wlent# St* Fr.* REGARDE*
OALASCE ( g a l a s  )# m# *#
Porch owing, Jo woudrala avoir une galance comma 9 0 * St, Fr*, 
SAUMfOXH*.
)v f» tr* owl Int. and reflex* 
to owing, Les enfant* wont aprfes 0 0  galancer dehors* St* Fr** balabckr.
OALteE ( g a U T  ), n* f*
Plane, carpenter's tool* XI a paooS 9 a k la galore* He smoothed 
it off with a plans* St* Fr., RABOT* ®t* FT*, , . * galley*
a i X.fa m  (  g a U - f t  ) ,  t r .
To piano* Palro galArer lo aanche do h&che. To piano off the 
axe handle* St. Fr., RABOTER.
GALERIE ( ga.X<inri.)# n.
Porch. Va our la galorio* St* Fr*, POHTIQOK.
O ALFftEa (  g a l f e - t e .  ) ,  T .  t r .
To do work In a slovenly wanner* XI a galf&tS son envrage*
GALIMATCHA ( a)# Um
Hash (eggs and rlcej or any hodge-podge. On mange da galimatcha
tows lee solrs* St* Fr*, MELANGE. St* Fr., GALXKAXXAS, non­
sense, gibberish*
GAMBLER ( g t b l t  ) ,  T . in t .
To gamble* II est apres gambler* He is gambling* St* Fr*, 
JO0ER.
g a m h l w r ( & e k L
Gambler* XI ressemble on gambleur. St* Fr*, JOBBER*
GAME ( g a i > ^ f  n* m*
Game rooster. J'ai six games* St. Fr*, COQ DE COMBAT*
6 AM* (g, i m ) ,  n* f.
Game. Allows jouer une game* St* Fr*, JEW.
GARAOFXSR ( g  a T * o f  f  e  ) f n* m*
Water or Swamp Locust. On a deux garattflers dans la cour*
St. Fr., CARGBBIJSR, locust tree*
QARQ02I ( g , a ^ s y  ) ,  n* m*
Son* Rencontre* men gar?on* Meet my son* St* Fr*, FILS*
St* Fr*, __ * boy, a male child, servant.
4*
), v» tr* and Ami*
To look, look at, St* Tit*§ BK&ARDKE* 3t* Fr*, rli ....» to keep, 
to preserve, to withhold, to ire tain.
GABGAiiiis ( a* f*
throat* 11 a une grosse garganne* St* Fr*, GORGE, GOSXSR*
QAR8ARI3KR ( j a r g d L t i e ) ,  v* reflex*
to gargle* ¥a to gargariser la gorge* St* Fr*, SB GABGAHXSBE*
GARGOTS ( nr ̂  3 “t ) , n. f4
Mud~cakeo| dirt or mess* Aliens fair® de la gargote* St* Fr*,
. . « cheap eating house.
OASOOTO* ( g f t r g o t ?  ), «. ».
Adam*® apple. Quoad il parle eon gargoton grouill©. When he 
talks his larynx moves. St* Fr., lOSSE 0f££AM»
GAR-MAfiGER ( ^ a ^ - r v t B, i#
Cupboard, le snore est dans le gajvnanger. St* Fr*, GARDE- 
MASGER, larder, pantry.
OABOCHSB I ), ▼. tp.
To throw* Garoohe-moi la pelotte* throw me the ball* St* Fr*,JTSXKR*
CkAR-SOLBIX* ( gOLT ̂ o l t j  )9 g(
Sunboanet. Ote ton gar-aolell dans la maison. St* Fr., BOBSBt*
<U8 ( gat.), a. B.
Gasoline. Men char est plain de gas* St* Fr., PETROUS.
GAflOLIBB (gai.oli>v.)f n* m*
Gasoline. See GAS*
GASPILLARD ( ^ a 5 f x \ ^ ) > a , B<
Spendthrift* II est un gaspillard• St* Fr*, GASFHLS0R*
0ASFILL8 ( ), n. f*
Waste* Qa c'est une gaspill©• St* Fr*, GASPXXJUAGE,
GAOEROB ( &o<Lv i r  ) f a. m.
far* lie eat vidd le gaudron sur le chemln. St. FT., GOUDROS*
GAUDRQBHER ( g o d r 3 ' ^ e , ) > ▼. tr*
To tar, stick up* XI a gaudronnA see mains avec le slrop*
GAV0G8ER ( g  a.^ )f v. tr.
To waste, to squander. Gavogner son argent. St# Fr., GASPIDUSR.
GAVOBER ( g a  \zo>ue), ▼* tr*
To demolish* L*ouragon a gavond la cuisine*
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( d'Y*' )f oxel*
A direction given to & horse to b u m  to the right. Gee mule I
QSSTE ( *est )# a. *.
Trask. Fairs des gestes, to play tricks. St- Fr., TOUR, 
at. Far., FAXKE BE5 GESTES, to gesticulate.
GXGXER
Giasard. J'aine le* gigiere* at. Fr., OfiSIES.
a r m  ( ct j x p s e ) ,  a* ** and f.
Gipsy. Lae gipsies oat panel bier. St. Fr., BGH&IKK-
GLGDGLOGQPS ( g l u - g l u K , )
Gurgling sound. II falsait glouglouque dans le bayou quand on 
I1 a attrap!. St. Fr., GLQGGLOG.
GIIBGBX8 adj.
Term meed to describe a person who lacks energy and courage.
JTe I'alme pae| 11 est trop gniagntn. St. Fr., G8AS6HAN,
GSGGBOTTE ( >i-o >  atr ), n. f.
Humbug. <Ja e'est de la gnognotte. St. Fr., GLAGGB*
), n. f.
Chip. £1 a 6t! une gobe eur le verre.
GOGO m. m.
Butted. Tea gago est dehors• St. Fr., DERBIERE) CROUPE.
St. Fr., . simpleton.
Qoaao ( g ? b c  ), n. ».
Thick tosp la which okra 1. -a Ingredient. Sambo f&vt, alar, 
gumbo. Gombo de crabes, crab gumbo. Combo de hut tree, eyeter 
gumbo. St. Fr., . okra.
G08FLSKD > , * . » .
Flapjaekj fried light bread dough. On mange dee gonfleeusc 
pour dljeuaer*
6O0AIB2 ( ), adj.
LE3 IE0X 000AIRES, blank look) stare- II a lea yeuac geuairee* 
He has a blank look.
Q O B U F U  ( n. a.
Glutton- Bspece de goulipia tu vas tout manger. Glutton, you 
are going to eat everything. St* Fr., GOOHMARD.
GOOSE ( ), tt. and f.
Sweetheart. Song on Olivier plantation near Amaudville*
*Lee aariagouime a mang! me goune 
lie ont quittl juste lee deux orellles.”
Song near Leonville on Speyrer plantations 
**Lee maringaaine a tout mange ma belle)
Et lie ont qultt! juste lee grog ortelle.
C'est pour mol boucher mes demies boaetilles.
Ou ye yailleS Son tit coeur fait maX.* St. Fr., AHOHREUX.
Bl
OOUTTItRE ( gatj'S^
Leak in a roof* JMai une gouttiere dans le grenler* St* Fr*, 
FUITE, St. Fr*, . *. guitor of a roof*
GBAB8 T ( ^ a b o  )f a* *.
Bud of cotton blossom. Las grabote serai plains do boll weevils*
GRABOTBR ( grabote.(, v* tr*
to pick the cotton scraps loft in the bells after the first 
picking* Gh a grabeif le coton hier. We picked cotton 
scraps yesterday*
GBAFXGBEB ( ^ r a f  i|\e. )f v# tr* and lot*
To scratch* Ce chat grafigne. This eat scratches* Grafigner 
le garden* To scratch the boy* St. Fr*, fejRATXGSER,
ORmGHURE a# f.
Scratch* XI a une grafignore prbe du nos* St. Fr*, EGRATXGB0HS*
), n* i*GRAXS BE BEASTf, dimple. Kile a un grain de beautl sur le 
cotl droit de sa bouche. St* Fr., FQSSETTE. St. Fr#, 
eels*
QBAi.an ( ^ ^ ale)f v. tr.
To parch* Aline a grail des pistaches* St# Fr*, FAIRS GRILLRR.
SUIX7 (gradTvi), n# a*
Granite cup* La c\q> k granit est parole. There le a hole in 
the granite cup. St. Fr*, GRABXT.
GftAFPXB (gnrapcT ) , a. «.
Old shoe* XI a ole see grappins pour aller k la mease* St. Fr., 
FIEBX SOULIERS, St# Fr., * grapnel, grappling-iron.
GRASSE ( a s  ) , adj.
8 AU GRASSE, dish water* T*a mis na lavette dans X’eau grass©i 
You put my dish rag into the dish water. St# Fr#, . . * adj. f*, 
fat, fleshy* St. Fr., SAU £>£ VAI8 SELLE, dish water#
GRATGH { ? ), n. m*
A small bit of fat pork cooked until brown and crisp; crackling* 
Lee gratons sont trop sails* The cracklings are too salty*
St. Fr., GRATIS,
GRAVOIRE ( g  T* a VWfiLir ) , a# »-
Gravel. Le chemin de gravoire Itait en has l*eau. The gravel 
road was under water* St. Fr*, GRAFIEB,
GR&GUX ( ), n* f.Coffee pot* La grfegue est sur le stove# St* Fr., CAFBTIRRB#
), ru f.
Pomegranate * too grenades sent snares* St. Fr., GREW ALE (
QRfelASSBR (ftrenase)! ▼, int.
To drlsale. S.. MlMASSKR.
GREaOOILLK ( g u r u u j  )f B. f,
Tre. ftrog. L» granottllle aat sur Xa branch*.
aaSxt
GBXB08XUS ( g ^ i b u ^
ShriTolled-up person. C*est un gribouille fja. St* Fr., ,* Stapleton, blockhead.
GSICH2R t , tr.
To cllab. II a grichfi l*arbr© dans la cour. St* Fr.* GRXRPSR, M08TER.
w n XAPI ( gT'iTja.d.), a .  f.
Piece of flesh. XI m*a St£ une grillade our la jastbe dans la 
bataille* St. Fr., MGRCEAU DE CHAIR. St. Fr*, * broiled 
Ma t .
® ni0® ( )> «• “•Ssutod unpopp.d popcorn saedg. Xls ont tout swngX le tac-
t&cf la scale chose qui reste est lea grillots. They ate all
the popcorn; the only thing left Is the roasted unpopped seeds*
GSIKASSKR ( Int.
To drlzsle. La plule a pas tombdj 11 a aeulement grlm&seS.
St. FT., HRUMASSER.
QRTMILLS ( n. n.
Crumb. La table est pleine de gr 1mllies* St. Fr., MIETTE.
GRIMPER ( )# v. tr.
To beat someone. Si t*arr§tes pas <5a, je was te gr taper.
St. Fr., FILER. St. Fr., . to climb.
GRISCHER ) 9 v. tr.
To gnash the teeth. Quand Je 1* on tend Jurer comae qa $a ate 
fait grineher mes dents. When I hear him morse like that It 
makes me gnash my teeth. St. Fr., GRXBCER LE3 HERTS,
GRIBS ( adj.
Green, Inexperienced. XI est trop grlne pour fairs $&•> St. Fr*, SA85 EXPERIEHCE.
GRIS ( ), n. a.Low class white. See GXQX.
1
k e ), adj.
Equipped; furnished. La malson est bleu grSyCe* St# Fr.,
GRIS-aaXS ( ig-ri, ), n. ®.
An object worn as a protective charm against evil* Edouard 
ports tou jours un grls~grie dans ea poohe. St. Fr*, ^DXJSf#
GRXVS ( ^ t i v  ^  a *
Robin* he elos set plain de grives. St* Fr., K0UG&-GGUG1*
St* Fr.f * thrush*
GRQCERIR ( ftTosti ), a* f*
Grocery store* J*ei aehetS qa a la grocerie. St* Fr*, $J*&*
c e r i b *
catoosaiES ( | T o Sd ^ i ) # B.
Groceries. XI a dljl achetd ses groceries e*es Charlie*
GROS-DOS ( gnrodLo ), a. a.
Rich person* Lea gros-dos disent pas boa jour 1 personae id.
CSS ( ̂ t y  )f q. a,
OrIts* Ota a du gru tons lee satins* St* Fr., GHUA0 )*
aneUHD, -i ( d - y i J X a v  - a T d .  ^  a. ^  tm
Bowler. Qa o*est un gueulard* St. Fr*, (Vulg.) GUMJLARG, *45.
GGEOLS ( - 1 * * 1 .  ) ,  a .  f *
X* Heath or fees of animal or person* Regards eetts gueulel St. FT.# GOEULR.
Z. GBEOLB FXIEf flatterer, Je le eroispas, 11 a la gnetkle 
fine. I do not believe his, he Is a flatterer* St. Fr.,
FXSE GUbULE, epicure, gourmet.
6 G£0 L &  (dxr^l-e ), *« f*
Slouthful. 11 a peris aae guettlde de gateau. St* Fr., (Vulg*)
O0E8XB.
GUEDLSE { d x p X e  ), ▼. int.
to bawl, to squall. ArrSte gueuier. St* Fr*, (Vulg.)
0 OSlffi,
GGJEOUERXE ( ), n. f*
Bawling* La gueulerie efez Oscar commence encore* See BRAIL** 
TJSRUB.
GUIOOI ( ), n* ».
Low class white* II est rien d*autre qu'un guigui.
GSXJ9CHK ( g % <3 ), n. m. and f.
Rascal* Eh! aa guinchel Too rascal, you! St* Fr., COQ0IR*
GUIBGAB ( & &  >, a* a*
Giagham. Je veoat une robe de guingan.
$4
la St* Landry Parish th© H 1© sotmded in the following ward© 
in addition to those included*
Farmer* Lee habitants eont tou© dans le clou. The farmers
are all la the field* St* Fr** CHLTXFATMIR* St* Fr.* ... «
inhabitant, resident* Inmate, occupant*
HACK ( TxsLKs), a.
Hack* Roaler ua hack* to run a hack.
HIL4ILLKR  ̂ h  c 1  a  j ^  w* 1 st*
To do hard annual labor* fa o*est trop halailler pour un blame* 
A white nan should not do such heavy work.
HALL ( 7v;2 ), a. a.
Dane# hall. Allen* au hall & Remain A weir? Let us go to Bo* 
aan1 s dance hall tonight. St* Fr.* BALLS SB BASSE*
HASSBS8  { > 1 ^ 5  ), m. f.
Board extensions of a wagon bed used for carrying amount larger 
then aa average load* On a eu pour metbre le* hausses pour 
eaaener le foln* Be had to put on board extensions to be able 
to carry the hay* St* FT*. PIQUETS Q0*Q» EBFOSCE DABS LE 
CHABTXL DfUS WAGOB POHB FOOVOIR PORTER FLOS BE CHOSBS,
HAST ( >io )
EH HAST ( ^ K o  ), prep* 11 est assis en haut la chaise. He 
la seated upon the chair* St* Fr., SURj HBSSHS.
HERBS 1 LA KICK ( C C ^ b  sl l &  p y s  )  n. f.
Poleon ivy* See yeux a ont bouchSs avec 1 ’ herb© A la puce. His 
eyes are closed by poison ivy*
HERBS COQCIM { & r b  K o * c i? ) 9 n. f.
Cockle bur* La queue du cheval est plain d* her be coquin. The 
horsed tall Is covered with cockle burs* St. Fr*, BARDABR, bur*
hErssr ( '2 x c v .  tr.To beat unmercifully. 1 1  & hersd le negr© A coup de fouet*
He whipped the negro unmercifully* St. Fr*, , * to harrow.
HACKS { )
HAXLLOH ( h a j ?  )  




ttQBTB C >v5t )
KABITAOT ( a b i t  ac ), n. *,
m
esses { o e r  ), ft. f#
1* * C*I HSORE ( ), adv., now, at the present moment*
II ©at la It oft haure. Ha ia there now* St* Fr., & CBTTB UBBt.
2. T#A L’HEURB ( traloc'r* adv.* in a moment, in a little 
while* XI va venlr t*k l*hawre* He will come in a moment.
St. FT.* TOOt 1 L*HEBEI.
HOBO ( ' t i o b o ) 9 n. m.
Hobo, tramp. J*ai vu un hobo dans le moulin k Pap* X saw a 
tramp in papa’a mill* St. Fr., VAGABOND, CHMCNOT.
HOP { * a p ) $ adj.
Mesh) need generally in the expression FAS HOF, not much.
Lea patates aont p&s imp oette ann£e* the potato crop in 
short this year.
HQUBA ( ¥i cuh 3 ) $ inter j.
Cry used to drive cattle away. Houba! Kouba* Houbal
BQBBRA {’fiLLT'a ), n. m.
Confusion, racket. Jt&ime pas aller chea Ham, le* enfants fent 
trep de hourra. St. Fr., TAPAGE, St. Fr., . excl., hurrah.
HBILS 1 FUBOKt ( u i J a p j f T j e  ), n. f.
Castor oil. Pauvre Too too I elle a prls d*hulle k purger ce 
matin. Poor Too too took castor oil this morning. St. Fr., H0ILE BE BICXS.
MBBOFOEMS ( P i e t r o / a m ) ,  a . m.
Oder of stagnant water. <Te sens une odour d 1 hydroforme depute 
hier. X have bees smelling the odor of stagnant water since 
yesterday.
HXDBOFftjm { 'h.i.tTO pi-K, )f *dj.
Dropsical. Cue personne hydropique, a dropsical person.
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* ( )» pers. pron. Srd sing. and pi.
He, they, The i drops before a consonant• 1 courts he rune. 
1 merchant, th«$$r walk. St. Fr*, II, XtS (il).
I k  ( i a )t idles.
There Is, there are. 13* changes to £♦ X a dee polres ear 
l'&rbre. St. Fr., II xA,
XGXTS ( i s  It;), adr.
Here. XI eet iotie. St. Fr*, ICI,
ID fe  ( i d t ) ,  » . t .
1. A bit, a email amount. La belts eat une Ad£e trop petite.
St. Fr*, OS PEO. St. FT., . .* Idea, notion, sketch*
2. Intelligence. XI a pas pitta oL’idfce qu*ua enfant* He has no 
■ore Intelligence than a child* St* Fr., I8 T£LLlGE8 CSe
1*8  A (  X -vca. ) ,  id le s .
There le, there are. See X A. St* Fr*, XL X K» A.
X8 CCHPRESAHLE ( £ K.d'pnro^abZ), adj.
Incomprehensible. XI parle ai vite, 11 eet ineojoprenable» st. f t., xkcoufk& ^ siM e .
XXCXSXLKS ( e - 5 i X . l t  ), v. tr.
To slash, to cut. Je l'ai incisel£ dfun coup de eouteatt*
St. Fr., XHCXSSR. St* Fr., GISHES, to ohleel*
X5H6GATZQ9 ( £" ct y /t as j ? ^  a. f,
Sdaeatioci. X n*a pas recu une bonne Indttoatlon* St* Fr*, &UCATI08.
nom jBiB  l e-<£y*.e ), tr.
To tdaeaU. J'ai. pas ItS iadnqwt. St. Fr., EMfQBKK.
XSG&UOB { e>voe/ -r- ), n. a.
Ungjn** (driver; one who runs a loccmotire or steamboat engine, 
or who nonages a stationary engine* XI est ttn ing&nieur*
St. F r . ,  JUbCAHICIEH.
X8FSBTX0M8SH ( J 3 " n ,e ) ,  v . t r .
To imagine. XI peut inrentionner plus de menterles que per** 
aonne. He can imagine more Ilea than anyone else* St* Fr., 
CQNCEVOIR, X8 VESTEH, IMA6 IHBR.
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JACKS W ) f a. a* pi.
Jacks* Jouer jacks, to play jacks. 
JALGUSERIE { j a l u x y i .  ), a# f* 
Jealousy. £a e’est trop do jaloueeriel 8 t« Fr*, JALOUSIE.
JAMBAUXA (rfr ̂ a l a j a ) ,  n. f.
Any nix^ar© of left-over solid foods. Tous loo aoiro on fait 
do la jaabalaya pour aouper.
JAlffiETO ( ), n. f.
Tripping, etumbling. Danner une jambette, to trip* XI »*a 
donnS une jambette. Ho made me trip. St* Fr* * DOSSER OH CISC 
m  JAEBS.
JAFTER ( J d p t  ), v. lat.
To Dark. Leg ehiena goat aprfes j&pper* St* FT., ABOYSR*
St. Fr. | 1 , . to yelp.
JAHDIH (^a-rcLe"), a. a.
Garden. Fair® jar din, to cultivate a vegetable garden.
St. Fr., CHLTIVER DES LEGUMES.
JOB {Aj'Vb), n. a.
Job. IX a un bon job. He bag a good employment. St. Fr», 
PLACE, position.
JOBE (^o<>), n. f.
Stuaps. Charles a at la Jobe dans avril. Charles had the munps 
in April. St. Fr., OREILLOS*
JOKE n. m.
Jake. II m’a joul un joke. He played a joke on me. St* Fr*, 
JOOEB tm TOOK.
JQBGLER ( ), v. int.
To think seriously. II jongle tout le tetops depda la wort de 
sa fame. St. Fr., PERSKR. St. Fr., * to juggle*
JG8GLBJK ( n . a .
Thiaker. II est trop un Jongleur pour ee fairs prendre. He is 
too ouch of a thinker to get caught. St* Fr., SGSNGEUR, PEHSEHR# 
St. Fr., . Jugglers (fig.) deceiver.
J O B Q B m  ( A^e. ) f  v . i nt .
To roost. Lee ponies sent jouquAea. The chickens have gene to 
rooet. St. Fr., JOCHEK ( ̂  / J e ), to rooet.
J0BQEJOIB ( ^  a, n# m-
Roostj roosting bars in a chicken house. Lee ponies sent aur 
1 © Jouquoir. St. Fr., JUCHOIR ( j w e t  )t
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w o  a. t.Jug* La Jug est brisSe* The Jug la broken. St. Fr*#, SEUCfil*
j u i l l e t { j,'j i j e t  n #
July. II vlent dens Juliet. Ho is coming la July* St. Fr.#
w i l l s * < > y j *  ).
WXB ( ), a. *.
m e *  II est arrirfi dans jttla. He arrived la June. Si. Fr.# JBIS ( j y  <sr )#
J8B3P8S ( cL^Spa, )# ». a. _
Jfeoper# a loose outer jacket. Also pronounced { "S o p &  )* 
Bon jumper est dSchlrS* St. Fr.# SARRAU.
UCE ( l a j  )9 Um
Slip-knot. L© lace a dlmarr#. The slip-knot untied* St* Fr*#
hoeud^coux.ant.
LAGER ( ), T. tr,
To lasso* Alleys lacer la bAte.
LACHER {  ' Z s $ e , )#▼* tr* m d int.
To dismiss work* On a XaehS 1 midi poor la fit© d^gHse. A H  
tenants were dismissed from work at noon on account of the 
church holiday*
UOKAPPE { Z & p a p  ) t f t
A trifling gift presented to a customer by a merchant* 11 
donne lagniapps chess Charley. They give presents to customers 
at Charley*s store*
W T O  ( I  &  ye. ), v* tr. and int.
T® throb. Cf»3 t apres lancer dans mom doigt* There are
palpating palcus in my finger. St* Fr*# EUKCMENT, St* Fr*#
. to fling# to cast# to shoot.
u s c s m  { 1 & w t  )9 n . f .
Sting# of a bee# wasp# etc. F*ai $t! la laneette dans mm 
doigt* St. Fr.# AlGtJILLGS. St. Fr., * lancet.
LABCSIR ( * ^ rS e)* tr. and int.
To fatigue# to tire out. St. Fr.# ,* to let go# to slacken# 
to loosen# to let run (ropes).
la tab X sr ( X a  t&j*  e  )t a#
flanll palaetto abundant in Lower Louisiana. J"*ai plants doux 
lataniera dans le parterre* I planted two small palmettos In 
the garden*
LEGE ( I c f )
A LJsGE# adv.# without a load. XI a parti chargS male 11 est 
revenu h, lege. He left with a load but came back empty-handed * 
St. Fr.# 1 VIDE| BASS CHARGE. St. Fr., * (Baut.) light*
LBS ( Ze ), pars* pron. 3rd plu.# Indirect object*
To or for them. II va lee donner du pain. He is going to give 
them bread. St. Fr.# LEH7H.
LXCHSa ( Ixlje,), v# tr.
To flatter| to lick. II f&ut 1© llcher pour avoir un Job* ton 
must Hatter him in order to get a job. St* Fr*# LECHER.
St. Fr*# * archaic, but used popularly* to lick.
LICHECH ( i i'<Soe''r ), n. o.
Flatterer, $a e’est un licheur de la premiere* oXbsee. He Is 
a first-class flatterer* St. Fr., FLATTEDRf UCHE-OUL.
St* 7r*, , ;T« glutton*
( 2  *7} ), n. t.
Line of business* Ja peux pee fairs qaj qa c*est pas na llgme. 
I cannot do that} that is not ay line of business* St. Fr*, 
MSTXJSU St* Fr.,  * Une* row, path, nay.
( X  x Z a )9 a. «i.
The chinabarry or chinabaH tree and a variety called the 
umbrella china* La cyclone a jell les lilas. The cyclone up* 
rooted the chinaberry trees.
{ ig'cti )f a. i,
Monday* II est venu llndi* He came Monday* St. fr*, L0NDI { Zd&cLx ).
( ^ »* *•Cloth in general, regardless of kind} clothes} clothing* Son 
lingo est sale. Hie clothes are dirty* St* Fr., . linen*
LXS&mSTE ( ze\g */£-), n. f.
Tall, slim person. T’a dSja vu one pareille linguette?
Have you ever seen such a tall, slim person?
USA0E ( l i t a ?  ), a. a.
Bedding. Le lit&ge est sur la g&lerie an solell* The bedding 
is on the porch in the sun* St* Fr., LITJBBXE.
( h # , ) ,  »• *•Log. lie ont halt un log dans la eour* They hauled a log into 
the yard.
M M M t  ( l o l  a l ) ,  s. B.
Milk (in child* s vocabulary) • Cher, tu veux du lolole7 St* FT 
LOLO.
LOQDB ( ), n. a.
Luck. T*a sftr du loque toil Ton surely are lucky. St* Fr.,
CHAMCEj VEZMS.
UBG 8  ( Z ? t S  ), n. m.
8 and«lch* J'ai mangd trols lunches a nidi. X ate three sand*, 
etches at noon* St. Fr., SAKDWIGH.






IIAfiAQUK ( 9 Aia J# a* f*
Hookey, regardless of kind* Le macaque est a art! de s& cage*
St* Fr., . aacacue, a kind of ape with a flat head and a 
short tall.
JIACAQUERIKS ( ), n< f.
Antics, buffoonery. Fair* des oaoaqueries, to play the buffoon* 
St. Fr., SXSQSBXS.
HAGHAGB ( » v d V a j  ), n. m.
I*2®d chewing. Un pareil m&chagel Such loud chewing! St* Fr.,
ft iT im tn a n iB M  w■AUHBIlEBT.
HAGBSPAXZi pe' ), ft. a.
(linger cake* Rose a fait do maehepain pew diner* Rose made 
ginger sake for dinner* St* Fr*, FAIR D’BPICK. St* Fr*, 
MASSSPAIR, a sort of pastry made with almonds*
HACQRBAQK (>na.^^r7iat)# n. a.
Genenldnage* lie vivent an maoomage. They lire in a state of 
concubinage. St. Fr», CQHCUBI8AGE.
MACORMKR (:m,a ac 3 r^e), t. reflex.
To live together as husband and wife without benefit of clergy* 
H e  went se naeorner. They are going to live together illegally 
as husband and wife*
MAIQRRCHIB C ^ e g r a ^  r  ), adj.
Fony, thin. Quel maigreohinl What a puny person* St. Fr., MAIOBE) CHftiy, tUXORICHOS.
m iL L I ( > n e  j '  ) ,  ■ . f .  t
Internode. Une canne a sucre k six mal3J.es* A sugar cane
with six Internodes. St* Fr.,‘KHTBK-J9CM5UD,
BAIS01 SB com ( - M e X 3 c£e^ur)#
Court-house. J*ai M  a la malson de cour ce matin* St* Fr., 
PALAIS SB JUSTICE.
BALFO0TU (>nal-fufy)| adj.
Sickly. 11 est malfoutu* He is aiekly.
HALPATIEBT ( »ve Xp&'S jT ), adj.
In a bad humor. II est malpatient aujottrd’hul* He is In a
bad humor today. St. Fr., RE MAUfAlSB HUBBUB*
MASCHE ( TrvarJ ), Um f.
Lane} a narrow country road or path* Allone marcher dans la 
menche k pdpbre. Let us walk in grandfather*s lane* St* Fr*, 
RUSLLE. St. Fr., sleeve, channel.
m
MAMDBR ( ̂ ru&cLf, ) p int«
to ask* Maude a pap, el tu me erols pas* Ask papa, if you do 
not believe me* St* Fr., 0 EMASDKEH,
HlNQR4YUi8R (">»v(SJ' ^ 3  j'e, tr* and int.
to nibble* to eat very little* XX a seulement mangeaillA. He 
only nibbled. St* Fr** QRIG80TKR.
MASGSUR DE FOULE ( » t  €t f  o e T c t p ^ t y , ». m>
Sparrow hawk* Le m&ngeur de poule est pos< dans Xtarbre*
St. Fr., fiPKRVXSR*
MABGEUE D’QBffFS ( ^ i f r f ro & rc L o e j f ), a# tt.
Tellow chicken snake. On mangeur d* oeufs a rentrl dans le 
cerae. 1  yellow chicken snake got into the feeding coop*
gARItet ( ? n f ), adv.
Sort of, rather. XX est maniere f&chl* He is rather angry*
St* FT*, MM PEG, ASSKZ. St. FT*, . . * a* f., manner, way*
■ASXFXQBS {77vct̂ ti/xfc), adj.
Magnificent. Ca c’est mcnifiquel That is grand I St* Fr*, 
MA6BXFIQUS ( y* * . - f ).
tfABXQASCSS ( )f n. f.
FAIRS DES BABXGiSCES, to sport* Francois et Loulou sent apr&s 
fairs des aaniganoes h BSton-Rcrage. Francis end Loalou are 
sporting in Baton Rouge*
MAHIOC (7w,aj 5/t)f a. f.
Uncooked starch. Le laveuse veut de la manioc* the washwoman 
wants uncooked starch. St. Fr*, « manioc, a tropical plant 
from which eassova and tapioca are prepared*
XABQGS ( t w ^ k . )f n. f*
A spot where a planted seed failed to come up* XI y a un tas 
des manques dans ma piece de male. There are many empty spaces
i n  n y  com patch. St. Fr., BGLAXRCXEj LACDHE. St* Fr*,  -•
want, lack, need*
MA0OXB2 ( ~7vt,aur£wy§ n. f*
Sweetheart, fa e*est ma maouine. That is my girl*
MAQ0ECH30 ( to )# tt# B#
A dish made of young com cut from the cob and smothered with 
onions. Le maquechou ftait bon a midi. The smothered corn 
was good at noon.
MA(£JIG»QB ( ), a# m.
Horse trainer. Le maqulgnon a domptA men cheval. The horse 
trainer broke in my horse. St. Fr., DGMPTEDR DE CHEVA0X.
St. Fr.,  r« hwse-trader.
MARCAILLER (>^xarAiaj'c ), v* tap*
To mark to scribble* £1 & marc&illd eon oahier. He
scribbled over bis tablet* St* Fr*, BARBOUILLER.
MLM^HAILliRR  ̂ ">>taT ^ a j  e- J j  le t*
to walk about* XX a marehalll# touts le Journde* St* Fr. * 
MARCHER, to walk.
marchard #t Bi
Peddler, tit MARCHARD, peddlerj one who carries hie goods with 
his end travels on loot* «Pai aohetd $a aveo le tit aareh&nd*
X bought that free the peddler* St* Fr., PORTS-.BJiLLE| CQLPORTMm.
MARGHKTS ( ), n# f.
Sewing-machine pedal* La march© tt© de la machine k coudre eat 
oassde* The pedal of the sewing machine la broken. St* Fr. $
f£dale.
MARPT-flRAS ( T n a T d x g r a ) # n. u*
1* This term applies not only to the Tuesday before Ash Wednesday 
bat also to the people who dress and mask for the occasion.
Les nardi>grae aurent on bal pour mardl-grae. The maskers will 
have a ball on Shrove Tuesday*
2* Term used to designate a woman with too much make-up. 4$a c’est 
une nardl-gras. What a mardi-gras!
MARIES. v. tr.
To marry. II a maril une fills pauvre. He married a poor 
girl* St. Fr*, fPOUSER. St. Fr., S£ MARIER, to unite In wed* 
look, to marry*
MARIMGO&U ( ̂ u a r ^ u r ^ ) ,  n. a.
Mesquite* Les aarlngoulas a* ont mangd* St. Fr., M0USTXQ0JS.
fca.'rje. i -?^as«a.rij> adj.
Marked with pencil* Le papier est tout maseari. St* Fr»*
barbohxlcJ.
MASSACRES ( > n a s a  Ajre ) 9 v. tr.
To damage. L*ouragon a massaorl la a&lson* The storm damaged 
the house. St. Fr., ERDQMMASEE. St. Fr., , . to massacre*
MASSICOT ( w a s i ^ o  )f B . ».
Ragweed. Les massicots ont prls la cour. The yard Is full of 
ragweed. St. Fr., . yellow oxide of lead.
MATER. ( w s t e  ), ▼. int.
To rear* Mon oheval a mat! et j’al tombf* My horse reared and 
I fell* St. Fr., SB CABRER. St. Fr., * to mast*
MATXM C ,»v&,'£>&' )# m* m.
1 . i  MATXM (dM.dt?' ) this morning. II est venu 1 matin*
St. Fr*, OR MATXM.
2 . 1  CK MATXM ( a ? » ^ a t r  )y this morning. II est venu k ce 
matin*
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KA0VAXSE-LA8GBE 2 *** m. and f.
Gossip. Quelle mauvai&e~lang«e! What a gossiping wom&nl
MAUVAISE~PAY { e j adj.
EB MAUVaIS&JPAX, not paying one*** debts* XI est de mammies* 
pay. He does not pay hie debts,
lfltCHE ( ^ J  ), a. f.Karshes* Xls rent chaseer dans lee mfcohee, they are going to 
hunt in the marshes* St, Fr., MARAX8.
Kfe.tm.KR ( » v e l  a j e  ), T. fr.
To aix9 to single, to confuse. XI a toot mfclalljj lee oar tee*
He mixed up t U  the cards, St. Fr,, MHUHOBR* W U ,
M f l U i U U S  ( n. m,
Mixture, jumble. X y a tellement tm m6Xi-*ra4lange dans ma ehambre 
je pense rlen trouver. Everything is so juaabled up in my room 
that X cannot find a thing, St, Fr,, MELI-JiELQa
MKLOH FRAJÎ AIS ( > n ^ 5 M s e  ), a. ®.
Cantaloups. J#ai aangd du melon frangaia c’e« oouelne Toinette. 
St. Fr*, CAKtftXWF.
KBUQB KHSQSf ( nvl ^ ̂ y ^ e ) ,  a. a,
Huskeelcn, XI a fait une bonne rdool&e de melons zsusqmfa*
He made a good evop of muakmelons. St, Fr,, MJSIiGi MUSCAT.
A m  adv.
FOUR MBtt, earnestly, y*al trav&llld pour nSme, St. Fr., 
ARDBKKBIT. St. Fr., . same.
MftfKRE ( m e w e r ) ,  a. f.
Qrandmether (child’s term). Fleas voir ta mdmfere, blb6* Si*
F r . f  GBiHD’K&RE.
K&UXS8E ^yte^rixe), ▼. tr* and int.
To calumniate, to slander. Ells a m&pri$6 sa bell©—aoeur. She 
slandered her sister-in«*law, Elle pent m6prieer, glle} she 
certainly can make slanderoue remarks. St, Fr,, MiSXRE DR*
St. Fr., * to despise, to scorn,
METTRE (Tnot ), v. tr.
HETTRE PAR TERRS, to take off newly hatched chickens, J’nl mis 
troia cents pouleta par terre. X took three hundred chickens 
out of their nests to place them on the ground*
1KXA8LER ( -m J X-G' ), v. int.
To new. Le chat a miauld touts la nuit. St. Fr., MXaULER,
MICaOOfeOH ( / ^ i j u r e r y
Garfish. Appolinaire a attrapl u» gros michculron dsns le banana 
devant c'ea Madam# Agricole. Appolin&ire caught a large gar*- 
fish in the bayou in front of Un#. Agrioole#a.
MICMACS ( n# n. pi.
Grimaces. C'eet 1 # petit garden qui fait des mlem&es* That 
Is the little boy who is making monkeyshines. St. Fr** SXNG&*.
RIMS. St. Fr.* . Intrigue* foul play.
w s m  a. a.
Middle. Elle est dans le milieu de sa thlse. She Is in the
middle of her thesis. St. Fr.* MILIEU ( ~rrvf i j P ).
MXSZXS ( 7n'1  >^xXJ f n# f m 
Dress (in child's vocabulary). Sfiam&n* Je veux ma mirnine.
St. Fr.* ROBE.
MISS MIME { inter j.
Cell used to call oats. Mine* mine* mine I
MXBOM (t h u h m), n. m.
Cat (la child's vocabulary). T»e vu le aaifcou k Too toot Hare 
yon seen Tootoo's catt St. Fr.* CHAT, MIHET, MlMETTE.
MISOIT ( T n e n y i ) ,  tt, i.
Midnight. XI est vemi a mixsnlt. He came back at midnight.St. Fr.* MIN0XT ( 'yvxxnyx}',
MXsfegR (Tuixefe), v* int.
To have a hard time of it* to suffer inconveniences. XI a 
misSrd pour apprsndre le franqais. He had & herd time in 
learning French.
MOIJftffi ( ̂ >v 3* per#, pro.
Myself. Si tu veux pas slier, je vas slier raoi-m&me. If you 
do not want to go* I shall go myself. St. Fr.* MOX-*St&65E
(  > n  t t r d  » ^ 0 » v  ) ,
MOZXlI ( -«v.r J e  ), n. f.
Half. Kile a fin! la $oltl& de ss th&se. She has finished 
half of her thesis. St. Fr.* MOXTlf ( m ur& tj e ),
m aaoBt ( >x.o'rcty-r ), t .
Bite of a dog* snake* insect* etc. TJn© morsure de puce. A flea bite. St. Fr.* MORSUBE D'UH ANIMAL; FIQGRE D'tJH INSECTS.
MDUILLASSER ( ▼. lapere.
To drlzsle. XI a aOuillassd hier. See G&XMASSER.
MOUILLKB ( J'e )f v. lasers.
To rain. II a aoullll ce soir. St. Fr., FWSUVQXB. St. Fr.* ^  
to wet.
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6Q6I*ER tr* and int.
To grind. Mouler du mats. To grind corn. St. Fr*# M00BEE. 
***• **•* . » to mould, to model, to c&et.
^  ̂  3'^ )t a* a. pi.
Means. II a pee de moyene, 11 eat paurne* He has no means* 
he Is poor.
IKK* ( » o * ) # a . f .
Cnpf nag* Apportez-noi nae nag d’eau. St* Far*, VEBRS.
(»iyr £" ), adj. f.
Ripe (used only la the feminine). La figue eat vsfir. The fig 
is ripe* St. Fr., M&R.
MBSIQOS k B&BXM£ { > n y  ̂  I  /C a  jba6x.?x. } , a* f*




Godmother, Heine Flfi est raorte. St. Fr., M&RRAXBB. See NBMAISJB.
SAHAS (tlc *,£*), m .
Food (in child’s vocabulary). Cher, tu veux da xmimn? Dear*
do you meat something to eat? St, Fr., HAH0ESU St. Fr., ... .
) (childish) sweetmeats, goodie®,
KAVIOTER ( nav^ge,  ), v. int.
To get <m one* s way* to proceed. Eh bien, je crois je was 
n&vigaear# Well, 1 think 1 shall get on ray way, St. Ft.,
ALLEB. St. Fr*, .... to navigate, to row, to sail,
*k08K ( >ie.&-r ), n. a.
FABLER SWOBS, to speak the Hegro~French patois of Louisiana.
II parle negre.
l&AXBE I
Godmother. Ha adnalne eat venue me voir* St* Fr«, MABRAlSB, 
See SAISS.
ItBFES ( x e r f  e. ), v. tr.
To stab. Ils out- nerfS Appolinaire hier aolr. They stabbed 
Appolinaire last night.
W2 0 Q &  I n* a.
Best~egg. J9ai aehetd des nioqttee pour lea nlques. X bought
uest-egga for the nests* St. Fr*, RICHET.
BXQUE (Tiifc), n. a.
Heat. J*ai trouvH un nique d’oieeau* St. Fr., HXD ('w-i),
UQBSB ( h i  ac C ) , v. reflex.
To go to bed. J,ai 6 t& me niquer a bonne heure. 1  went to bed 
early. St. Fr., SE COUCHER. St. Fr., . to nest*
BOGOULOff ( > t ^ o g o  ), n. m.
Knuckle. J*ai un bob© aur le nocolllot. St* Fr., ARTXGUbATXGH 
DES DQiatS.
HOXR (Xwrer ), n. a.
Shoe polish. J’al du noir 1 souller* X have some black shoe 
polish. St. Fr., CUMAE 1 SOULIERS.
HOSCLE ^ ̂  ), n. a*
Uncle. Nonde Charles eat venu me voir# St. Fr*, QHGLE,
HOI AC ( x o j o  ), a. m.
Stone (of fruits). XI aime lee noyaux de pSches* He likes peach stones.
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0BQFS ( oe-P ), n. a. pi.
1 * Eggs. J*ai iflsmg# deux eeafs. t  ate two eggs.
£• OBOFS X la 8 EXGE, floating Island# Laurence fait dee bene oeufe 
X la aeige» Lawrenee makes good floating island deaeert.5. OSCFS CAM 6 AM ( Oê -F K Q m ), hard-boiled egga.
Je m'&i presque tad avec dee oeufs cam earn* St* Fr., ©OT0
OFFBKW ( ^ p. p. used for infinitive.
To offer* J'&i voulu I 1 effort dea perames mala IX lee a pee 
veuluea. I wanted to offer him some apples but he did not 
want any. St* Fr*, QFF&1A,
OFFICE ( o ), a. «*
Office. L’avocat eat dans son of flee# The attorney la in his 
office. St. Fr*, B0REA0. St. Fr., . duty, employment.
QLIVIKR DS LA CHIMB ( eli^jec/dlaji>v)> a. Mm
SweeVeeeated Olive (Oamanthus fragrans Lour). An ornamental
shrub with aaall white flowers, originally imported fitm 
Chime or Japan. J(ai plantd an olivier de la Chine dans le 
parterre. I planted a sweet olive tree in the flower garden*
OBOE ( I n r ) f n. f.
Trough* L'orge eat percse. The trough has a hole in it* St. 
Fr., AJJQK.
OBIGIHAL (Onre.^irvaX ), adj.
Original. XI a effacl le pdchl original. He took away original 
sin. St. Fr., OBIGIHAL (ori^x>val)i,
OS ( DS ), n. m. sing, and plu.
Bone, bones. St. Fr., OS, n. a. slng.t ( 3$ )| plu., ( O  )
are also used in St. Landry Parish.
06TX1EB ( o^fi:>uc. ), v. reflex*
To contend, in an argument. II va ostiner ju©qu*au dernier.
He will contend to the last. St* Fr., 0I6PUTER.
OBAOCABOH (tArour^cr S’ * w<5iTn/at'S' ), n. m.
Bullfrog. Scoutez lee cueonerous dans le bayou* Listen to 
the bullfrogs in the bayou. St. Fr*, CMR06ILLB*<*FACEBA0.
ou t
Yes. Ou6 , je was aller* Yes, X shall go. St# Fr., OCX.
euuuus ( i T a ^ S  ), n. B.
Hurricane, .term. On a eu uo ourog&n hler. St. Fr., QBRAOAH.
OOSQBE ( ), adv.
Where. Oueque tu vas? Where are you going? St. Fr., 0& EST** CE Q0E.
m
OSV&tT ( w. \ / £ t  ) # p# p.* tiered as ta ft& itiv © .
To open* 11 a ease?# d’ ouvaart la  porte. 
the door. S t. F r . ,  CHlFKlS ( t o V T ' t . r
< w r a m  {i^x/Tx-Ye )**.».
Carpenter. C*est l l 0 iw rie r qu*a f a i t  qa. 
th a t. S t. F r . ,  G H M t l E .  S t. F r .,  _
He atteapted t© open
The carpenter made 
^ varhnaa*
PAG ASK n# f.
Pecan, II y  a des bonnes pacanee cfe* Tante Louise. There 
are good pecans at Aunt Louise's*
FACA8IER ( /XLAscfrw.j’e  ), n* *.
Pecan tree* (Hlcorla pecan*) XX e cinq, pacaniera dans m  eour*
He has five pecan trees in |&a yard*
PAGAILLE ( )* n- f*
Paddle need for propelling a pirogue* Sa pagaill© a toabd dans 
l'eau. Hi8 paddle fell into the eater* St* Fr*, PAGAIE 
( p a g e j  >.
r i Q U B L  ( w a j e .  ), ▼. iat.
To poddl.j (fig.) to walk at a rapid gait in a wabbly fashion.
J*ai vu Bernadette apres pagayer dans le chemln. I saw B e r n *  
dette walking hurriedly in the road* St* Fr** .... . ( P e  )*
to paddle*
Ptc£& ( /’a ^ c  ), ». f.
PAfifiS DB BABRXBRS, distance from post to popt of a fence? 
approximately nine feet* La pagde de barrier© a tomb#. The 
section of fence fell.
PJlIB mbdo ( per pe.i'tCy ), n. B.
Bgg toast, French toast* On a toujours da pain perdu pour 
dejeuner dans I'hiver. We always have French toast for break­
fast in winter*
P A U B &  n* a*
Basket* Oh est mem panler d'oeufs? Where is my egg basket?
St. Fr., PAHIBR.
PAPS ( ), n. m.
Abbreviation for Papa* Pape est 11* Papa is here. St. Fr**
PAPA*
PAitf ( ̂ r e  ) , &dj.
Heady? at the point of. XI set pari pour mowrir. He is at the 
point of death. St. » * ,  PREP* St. Fr., u * dressed, adorned? 
(Sant.) ready.
PAEXXL ( ), adj.
PAREIL CQHHS, like, just as. XI par!© poreil eomme toi. He
talks just like you. St. Fr., BK m £ME QtlE.
PAHLSDaiT ( ysarjfe wuflr )f n„ a.
Idle talk, gossip* Ecouiea le pari era© nt de ce mondel Listen 
to the gossip of those people* St. Fr., PAELA&E*
PABOXSBB ( B a r * * ' * . *  ), ». f.
Parian, political division of the State of Louisiana* Je rests
dans le parolees St, Landry. St. Fr., * ecclesiastical division.
PARTASCR ( p e r t d s  ), ** f*
Departure* ES PARTARCE, on the verge of departing. 11 eat 
ms partanc© pour la villa* He Is on the verge of departing 
for the city* St* Fr. , DfiW, St* Fr* ,. , (Want.) readl«»
ness to aall*
PARTIR ( p a ' r t i r ) }  v. int.
To go* Oh tfe© parti? Whore ore you going? St* Fr** All®*
FARTHER ( ^ a d > v a ) f a, a. and f*
Close friend* To foie mieux rlen dire pour Jean# <5 a c*est non 
partner. You had better not say anything about John# he is my 
good friend* St. Fr*, AMI, AMIR. St* Fr., FARTEWAXRE, partner*
FAS {^a.)
In forming the negative, FAS alone is used* HE rarely appears* 
II a pas dvargent* He has no money* St* Fy., HE* **FAS.
Pissfe ( pa.'SG. ), B t.
FAIRS CHS PASSES, to pay a short visit. I*at fait mne paasle 
cfes Rose hierf elle avait lea larmes m x yewx. I paid Rosa 
a short visit yesterdayf she had tears in her eyes*
PARSE FORTE (/>as p W C
Threshold. 1 1  est sur le passe ports. St* Fr., SEUXL.
PASSER ( pause, ), v. tr.
1* To vote) to pass & lav* la legislature a pass# one Xoi. The 
legislators passed a law* St. Fr*, VOTER. St. Fr., . . jr.« to
pass, to go*
E* PASSER IS BAQUET, to slight someone. On lfa Men pasei Is 
baquot. We decidedly slighted him* St* Fr., TRAXTEH SAH3 
ftcARDS*
PATAUffl (ys>at5'I3')f n. m.
Trousers* Mon pa talon est d£ch±r£* My trousers are torn.
St* Fr., PAHTALOH.
PATAfiSA ( p a  t e isa ), n. m* or f*
Perch* La patessa a Achappl. The perch got away. St. Fr*, 
FERGHB*
PATATE ( p a t a t ;  ), n. f.
Potato* LA PATATE AHCLAl&E, Irish potato* Je veux deux livreo 
de patatea angl&iees* I want two pounds of Irish potatoes*
6 t. Fr., POMME DE TERRE.
PATATE ( p a , t a t ) ,  n* f.
Potato. St. Landry Parish le noted for the cultivation of 
sweet potatoes. The following names rafer to the various 
kinds of potatoes cultivated there#
1* FATA?® DOUCE, general name for all sweet potatoes.
2 * PATATE JAUHE, yellow sweet potato*
g# LA XAM BLAHCHE, white sweet potato* St. Fr., PATATE*
?s
PAYATERIR ( p a t a ~ t T ± ) p a.
Storehouse or kiln for sweet potatoes. La p&taterle oat pleine 
do patales douce#. The kiln is full of sweet potatoes*
PATAYRAS ( f a t a t r a  ), n. ra.
Bundle. font le patatraa do papier a tombA sur le planoher* 
the vhole bundle of paper foil upon the floor* St* Fr** LlABSR. 
St. Fr** . crackI slap* bang!
PATTB ( pair ), a * f.
PATTK DE POULK, lady pea* y'ai mangd das patio# de poules hler. 
I ate lady poas yesterday*
PAUBQH ( pc b y  ) ,  n . a .
Jar. Loulou a ausei mang£ un deml~pauben do poiroo bier* St* FT.* BOCAE*! PkACOH.
PAHS { /»«■*& )* v. tr.
1. PAYER US CGRFLIRBHT, to giro a compliment. Quand tu le 
palea doe compliment# 11 travaille mteux. Ho works bettor 
when you compliment him* St. Fr., FAIRE US COMPLXMEKT.
Z. PAYER UBS VISIfE, to pay a visit. J*oi pay# uoe visit# a 
Rose hier. I paid Rosa a visit yesterday. St. Fr** REHURE 
VISITS. St. Fr.* PAYER, to pay for* to pay off.
PKA0"*J8)RXE ( p  o >n/̂ -rtJ ), a* f.
Dandruff. Co aavon bto la peaUHBorte. St* Fr.* DARTRE FAiU- REUSE*
r a m  ( p & ~ t  ) , f.
Ladle* used to serve milk; or to servo water* when water 1# in 
a bucket. La points est oass£e* The ladle Is broken* St. Fr** 
TOUCHE*
FBHSIOCHE ( p&dLri . >5 ) ,  B. f .
Any thing that hangs freely* dangling rag* hanging decorative 
trimmings* etc. Des pendroiohes d*une robe. Hanging de*» 
corations of a dress. St. Fr** PEHDELOQUE*
PEBSIOBRER ( ), v. int.
To board. II est aprfes pensionner ches Cousin# Ninette. He 
is boarding at Cousin Henette*e house. St. Fr.* SE METTRE ER 
PEN8I0S. gt. Fr., . to pension* to grant a pension to*
PfrERE ( p e p e r ) ,  n* m.
Grandfather. Pdpere est venu. Grandfather has come. St. Fr** GRAND*PfcRE.
PEPIE ( p & p i - )* n. f.
pip, a disease of fowls having as a symptom a scale formed on 
the dry tip of the tongue. Lee poulets out la peple* The 
chickens have the pip. St. Fr.* PSPIB.
n
rfQOlU n. m,
Rant (parson) . Regards® done oe pdquin! Do look at that runtf 
St. Fr., 8 AIS.
PETARD ( p & t d r '  ), n. a*
Toy pop*.gun $ a home~wade pop~gua made of bamboo rood to shoot 
chinaberriee. Lao enfante s*A»tt®ent blen pendant la saloon 
do pEtards* The children hare a very good time during pop*, 
gen season. St. Fr., CAKO&SXliRS, pop^gun.
PETIT ( p *  fcx )# adj.
Small. II est petit peer son fige. He Is small for his age.St. Fr., PETIT ( p ^ > t ±  ).
PIASTRE ( f j  a s  )f a, f.
Dollar. J*ai cinq piastres. I have five dollars. St. Fr., DOLLAR.
PICassI ( p j L K ase ), p. p.
SMiMd. S. flgura .at twit, picassia. His faoe le all scarred St. Fr., CICATRISE.
ncBois ( f  o? Kf b  icrcL ), n. m.
Woodpecker. Le plobodLs est loll. The woodpecker Is pretty.
St. Fr., ORIMPEREADj PICVERT.
PZCOCHSR ( AjoJe; f f f c n , o  Je,), T. tr. and Int.
To Mg. Kile pieooh. tout le tenps• St. Fr., GRONDKR SABS CSS8S.
ncocmra ( p i a; «J <» r- ), a, ..
Ota. who naga. le l'alae pas, 11 est un wral picocheur. X do 
not Ilk. hl.| he Is a reel nagger. St. Fr., TAQHIHBBR, TO0R- 
HKBT80S.
FICOT ( p i  ICO ), n. ..
lotch. II a fait un picot en haut ma toupie. He made a notch 
on my top. 8 t* Fr., G0GH8.
FI COTE ( pi .  r c o t r n. t,
Smallpox. PICOTE VQLANTE ©r PICOTE DE P08LE, chicken pox.
Lea enfants et lea ponies oat Is picote. St. Fr., PETITE 
VEBOLE VQLAlTEe
PI60ER01B ( p *  Q O ^ n x r C r n#
Kidney. II a maagl les pigueroins du cochon* He ate the hog 
kidneys. St. Fr., RQG8 QM.
P I u  ( pill ) ,  n♦ f .
A mortar hollowed oat of a section of a black gum or cypress 
log. In thle kind of mortar the Acadians, like the Indians* 
pounded corn with a poetic for the purpose of making hominy* 
Piles lea paeanea dene la pile & Mam. Mash the pecans in
Mother*a mortar. St. Fr., MORTIBR,
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KttB < /=>**), a. f.
Danner one p ile * To give a spanking* St* F r .,
fttHt ( , P ^ e  ), v, t r .
To pack. Ils out pill la terre prbe das fossls. They packed 
the soil near the ditches. St* Fr., FOOLER. si, $y., *
to p a m d f to crush*
F m W  { p x l o  ), tt.
A great number* a pile* tJn pilot de llvrea. A pile of books* 
St* Fr* , TAS,
nun ( ) t n.
1 . PIMENT D O W  ( sweet W p«r. J'ela® du pi. 
■ w t  d M z  deaa une mleda. X like sweet pepper in salads.
*. n u n  EHRAOf ( * r a . 5 e ), red or cayenne pap*
per. Le piaent enragt a brflle aa bouohs. The red pepper has 
horned ay south.
8* PIME1T FORT ( yt red pepper* chill or long
cayenne pepper* Oubllea pas ache ter non piaent fort* Do not 
forget to buy ay red pepper*
4. PXME9T ROUGE ( /?* red pepper* See FXHE8T
FOBT* St. Fr., PIMEHT. °
FIMPOBfiKR ( /?€/> )# T# reflex.
To dross saartly. File se pimponne poor aller am bal* She 
dresses up saartly to go to the dance* St. Fr*, $B KESPGtHSIR.
FXItALZ ) , u . t .
Gulnea-hen. La pintsle a pondu un oeuf. The guinea^hen has 
laid aa egg. St. Fr., PIHTADE.
raOCHE ( Pj a 5  ), a. t .
Hoe. Donne-aol la pioche. Hand me the hoe. St. Fr., HOSE, 
BECBOtXR. St. Fr., ____ , pickaxe, nattock.
FXGCHER { f  J ° S &  ), v. tr. and int.
To hoe. Veux-ta. a'aider A piocher? Will you help me to host 
St. Fr., HOSER. 8t. Fr., * to dig*
FXOCHOTR ( pjoSoer )t a. m.
One who hoes. Le piocheur est endormi dans 1* ombre. The hoer 
Is asleep in the shade. St. Fr., . digger.
PXPfe ( f > X P &  ), a. f.
pipeful of tobacoo. Donnee-moi une plple de t&hac. Give me 
a pipeful of tobacco.
PIQUE AUX DXHDE8 ( p r U K O  t/ £T ), n . f.
Freckle. Loulou . des pique aux diodes. Loulou has freckles. 
St. ?r., TjuCHE DK BOOS8ZOH.
pi m i  ( / U K * ) ,  9 . 9 .
Tipsy. Ella ast un pern piqule* She la a bit intoxicated.St* Fr., IVRE*
PIQUB-PARTGOT ( ^ i / C / P a  rtr«^)# U* ».
Confusion, fight? fyea*-for̂ all* X y a eu un piq|U£~j*artoui hier 
Mir. There was a melde last night* St* Fr*, MELfE*
m s  ( y9 adv.
TA8 T PU® ( t y9 flo much the worse. Tent pire, je
m'inqui&te pea* So much the novae, 1 do not care. St* Fr.. TAUT PIS.
PLACES ( p  ) $ v. reflex.
To become united aa husband and wife outside the bonds of wed- 
look* Jean et Louise sent plac&a. John and Louise are living 
together illegally aa husband and wife, fit* Fr., S'BHXR XL* LXdTBMlNT.
PUtIQBABO { p J & p i v r d ) ,  a . a. and f. and adj.
One who complains) complaining. XI est un plni guard. He la 
a p«rs(n who complains* St* Fr., PLAXGHAHT, «J£»
PIM PS ( ) ,  a . t .
Graphephone record. J'ai achetd one jolle plaque c'ea Diet- 
lieu* X bought a pretty record at Dietlteu's store. St* Fr#, 
DISQPE.
PUU9EB ( ), ▼. tr.
To place awkwardly. XI n*a plaqul dans la chaise dans le coin* 
He set me in the chair in the comer. St. Fr., KSTTHE GAUCHE* 
BEST. St* Fr., * to plate) to veneerj to lay on.
P UIAU ( pla.fe'), a . » .
Lew land near a swamp* Le plataln 0 * 0 2  Jim est en bee l#aau* 
The low land near Jim's place is inundated. St# Fr*, TERBAXH 
BAS*
PLAT-COrf ( a- K  °t e ), B. a.
Side. XI l 1 a donxtd un tap dans le plat-cStd. He hit her on
the side. St* Fr., COTE.
PLEXS ( ), adj.
Many# J’en cennais plain qui vont pas venir* X know many of
them who will not oome. St. FT., BEAUCOOP. St. Fr., :n[___*
full.
PLOT&T ( f > X ~ t o  i  p y & O  kJt.
Rather, eooner. Vlene aujourd'hui plutSt qua domain. Come to* 
day rather than tomorrow. St. Fr., PLUT&T ( jfT-e )*
POIL ( ), n. f*
Hair on a person* Sen corps est plain de polls. His body is 
very hairy. St. Fr., ,ifr , , ( p u r e  2. )*
te
mtsrn t n *  t.
XX a anvail de la poison* Ha swallowed poison* Si* Fr*, POISOM, tt# a.
poissoa ( A w ® 5 ** ), *..»♦
FQXSSOH AKilg, gar fish* JTf ai to un paisson anal. X saw a gar fish. St. Fr., AIGUILLE DB MER.
FQLIPOT { a* »*
Lichen. XI y a beaucoup de pollpets sur le tronc de ltarbre* 
There is a great deal of lichen on the tree trunk. St* Fr*# LICHKS.
WOT ( p  ̂  ), p. p*
Laid, froi the infinitive PQBDBB. La poule a pond tin oeuf *
The hen laid aa egg. St* Fr*, FQOTU.
FQQBBGER ( / > o f c S e  ilt,
To engage is a fiat-*fight« Oharlea et Lloyd cat poquecl k 
l'lcole hier. Charles et Lloyd fought at school yesterday*
PORTRAIT ( /o^-rXT-rc^/»^x/re), a* m.
day picture, painting, print, sketch, cinema, photograph*
Jfai It# au portrait hier solr. X went to the movies last 
night* St* Fr., * a pictorial representation of a person, 
especially the face*
P08TK ( p o~> ̂ e. ), part* adj.
STBS POSTt, to know news of the day* Camille eat bienpostl. 
Camille knows the news of the day. St. Fr*, &TR! AU CQURABT 
23S8 BOUVELLES. St* Fr*, FOSTER, to station, to pat la the 
post*
POSTHilM ( )t n .  a .
Postmaster| nail carrier. Jfai ltd X la poste et le postillion
n*a donnl one lettre. St. Fr.,   * nail carrier (only).
St* Fr., HaXTRE, DIRECTS8 R DE POSTE, postmaster*
POSTURE ( p o i s t y»^), n. f.
Pus* Le bobo fait de la postume. The sore makes pus* St* Fr., 
BATXERE. St. Fr., AFOSTOME, suppuraty tumor.
POD BE BOIS ( p u r t b t A j - a  ), n. a.
Cattle tick, the carrier of the parasite causing Temas fever*
Les vRehes oat des poux de bole* Cattle have ticks*
POODBOa ( p u s d - T 1?  )f Q. a.
Powder puff* Alias a perdu son poudron. Aline lost her puff*
PCXJSSAILLBR ( ), v. tr.
To push. Arrltez pcmssalXler* Stop pushing* St. Fr., FODSSER.
n
FOUTCHOOMS { f> Jutkuj
Splash. Fairs poutahome, to fall into water.
poohm* ( ), B. f.
Pudding. Rose a fait de la pouttna 1 midi. Rose made pudding 
at aeon. St. Fr., POUDISK*.
M U M *  ( p l v v j .  ) f  fn
Prairie. La prairie eat on has l’eau. The prairie le wader water* St* Fr., PRAIRIE ( pv-tf, v" -C ),
PRALIHS (^?rdJ(xn) ft, f„
Candy made of sugar and nutsi coco&mit, pecans, peanuts, etc. 
J'al aaagS de la praline* 1 ate seme pralines. St* Fr*, PRALXHS*
n t e B B t  ( p - r e $ e .  ) , T. *r.
To beg, to importune. 11 ®*a prSehS de venir avee ltd. He 
begged ae to come with him. St. Fr.* SUPPLIER, FRIER, XM~ 
KffiSQISS.
FRE8 QRE ( p 't '& c l 'r d  ), v. tr. and reflex.
To join (or becone joined) together as husband and wife out­
side of legal marriage. lie se eont settlement pria. They 
are only living together.
PROPERS ( f> f  ̂  ), part. adj.
HISS PREPARE, veil dressed. Rose est toujours bien pr£par#e. 
Rose is always well dressed. St. FT., BIEN HABILLE.
PR35S 1 FRfeS ( f ' T ' * *  )# ftdv.
Close together. Les arbres sont trop pr&s a pres. The trees 
are too dose to one another. St. Fr.» RAPPRGCHE L*U8  RE 
L* AUTRE.
F80CHK { p r o §  ), adr.
Almost. J#ai proche flnl. I aa almost through. St* Fr., 
FRB9QUS. St. Fr., * near, neighboring.
FBorasra ), T. tr.
To dean. J*ai propretfi aa maiaon hier. X cleaned my house 
yesterday. St, Fr. , BETTOYER.
POITS ( F H * - ), n.
PUITS D'HUILE, oil well. Les groe doe ont plueioure pults 
d'huile sur lour terre. The rich have several oil wells on 
their property. St* Fr., PUITS 1 PeTROLE,
res ( py j P^y3 >, ad..gore. When used negatively, PLUS becomes ( ? f ) and means 
more* no longer. Elsewhere ( p l y s  ) Is used. JV&i pus 
d 1 argent. I have no more money. Je te parle pus. I no 
longer speak to you* Butt XI set plus ( P^yS) qua content.
He is more than satisfied. St. Fr., PLUS.
Q0ASD M&1E ( /C «  oonJ.
Even though. Jo le feral quand mSme iu veux pas* I ahall do 
that even though you abject. St* Fr** QtXfiM MEME { /*CST>nG>H,}
QDABTIBS ( K. S't j  & ), ». a.
Old, coarse shoe* Generally used In the plural* Regarde mes 
vieux quantiers, hook at my old shoes* St* Fr.* SAV&TE*
QUELQ8 R (Are/O)* adj. 0
Some. Q0ELQ0B CHOSE ( /£€> 0 K , ) P some thing* anything*
St. Fr.* QUELQUS ( /d£ 7/*^ ).
Q5I ( K t ) 9 rel* proa*
Who. QOI contracts to Q0f before a vowel in the same manner 
that Q0 E does. L’homae qu*e joul le piano, the man who played 
the piano. St. Fr.* (01*
QUIKAPA* ( K X n & p & ' ) 9 B. f.
Clique. 8 TRE BARS LA Q0XRAPAM* to belong to the clique. XI 
est dans la quinapaa. St. Fr.* CLIQBB.
QBITTKR ( /Cite- ), v. reflex.
To becone separated. Adam et sa femme ee sent qulttds encore. 
Aden and his wife are separated again.
(001 7 AT ( tf(AT€Lj d. )
What is the matter? Quoi y a avec toi? St. Fr.*
QO'IL I A?
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RABACHRR ( )t v* tr. and tat*
to aumble. II a rablehl quelqu© chose av&nt da partir male 
3**1 rien ©caprls. He ambled something before leaving bat % 
did not understand a single word. St* Fr* * MARM0TTER* St* Fr**
-..* to repeat the same thing over and over-
RABOURBR ( v* tr. and int*
to slow* 7a rabottrer le doe. Go plow the field* St* Fr** LABOURER.
rabooreur ( 'r'€L6u,-roe>vL j# a. *,
Plowman* to raboureur a wolf* the plowman le thirsty* St* Fr*.
labohsebr*
BACATCHA ( r a « a t y a  ), n. *.
Rascal* riff-raff* Ca c'eet un racatcha* that Is a raseal*
St* Fr** EACAILLE*
BACCQMNODAQB ( T4AJ>»voctaj-), a. a.
Heading, repairing* darning. M$mbre a son raccommodage It 
fairs. Grandmother has her sending to do* St* Fr. * BAG*. 
COKHQDAGB ( ? ̂ a^)*
RACCttlMODIR ( -?*&.& rwod$+ r. tr*
To mend* to darn* to patch* Jf’al raccenmodi na robe* 1 mended 
Bp dress* St* Fr., HACCQMMODER.
HAFLKR ( - ^ a ^ 2 e ) ,  T. tar.
To raffle* On a rafflj un billet de vlngt piastres aa basaar*
He raffled a twenty-dollar bill at the fair. St. Fr** MBTTRE 
EH LQTEBIE. St* Fr.* . to sweep off* to carry off*
r u s s r  ( r a x e  ), ▼. tr.
To trace a farrow* 11s out rated les range pour planter les 
graloes. They traced a furrow on the row to plant the seeds*
St. Fr.* TRACER USE RAZE.
BAJKUBIB ( 7 ^ a ^ o e ^ ^ X 7 )# v* int.
To grow young again. Effie a rajeunl. St. Fr., RAJEHMXR
( ^ > i / i r ) (
RALE ( r a l  ), n* f.
Quail. II a tirl deux riles. He shot two quail. St* Fr., CAILLE.
RAMASSAOE ( nTcCryi'SLTS p n , m#
Gathering* collection. On a fait tin ramaseage d*oeufs pour 
la creme* He made a gathering of eggs for the ice cream*St. Fr., CUEILLAOE ( AT O C J ).
RAMASSERXE ( ̂ e L rm c lz rrx ) f n, f.
Gathering* lie out flnl la ramaseerle de ooton* They have 
finished gathering cotton. See RAMASSAOE.
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agttUR ( T'-a^o-Je), v. tr.
to reprimand. Je lf ai ramg»& pour sa. menterie. X reprimanded 
him for lying* St. Fr.* RftRXMABDRR. St. Fr** . to sweep 
(a chimney).
BAS (7°<y ) &t a,
Aflf BAS DBf near. T» was le trouver an ras de la porta. Ion 
will find It near the door. St. Fr. , AtljPRfcS D£f
&4T*TOOXU£ ( - r a t o f a ]  ) t n. t .
Shipping. One donne one ratatouille 1 un enfant qui dcoute 
p&a. A child who doe a not obey gate a whipping. St. Tr**
. coarse stew.
RAT DB BQIS ( bur<3L ) f q, m.
Opossum. XI y a un rat de bole dans X*arbre. There Is an 
epos sue in the tree. St. Fr., SARIGUE.
SA508BJSa ( r a f K e , ) ,  V. tr. and Int.
To rake. Alles ratonner la oour. Go rake the yard. St. Fr*, RATELER.
BA VERT ( n  ) ,  n . a .
Cockroach. Ce ravert »*a fait pour. That roach frightened me.
St. FT.* HLQTTE.
B & O L B  ( 'f&fCOl.t-), n. t.
FAXRE aSCOLTX, to farm. XI fait la r^colte. He farms. St* Fr* , 
CULT1VER. St. Fr., FAXRE LA RECOLTE, to harvest.
rbconsoler ( psolz.}, .. tr.
To console. £a me re console beaucoup. That consoles me very much. St. Fr., CONSOLER*
RKDB0XT3IR ( '/'>* cL-rur-actsiv)t v, tr.
To straighten up again. IX a redroitsi ma bague* He straightened 
my ring. St. Fr., RBDRESSER.
B1QABDAM, -X  ( <x rc £  a"  - a t r  ^  sdj .
PEBSONHE REGAKDABTE, a person who demands immediate gratuity*
II est trop regardant. He la too anxious for immediate gra** 
tuity. St. Fr., . particular* nice, near, savingj looker-on.
RSQOOUffl ( -1 -4  g, a,l€. ) f v. r.flMC.
To eat of one thing to the point of disgust* to sate oneself*
II a mangd tellement des polres 11 s'est regoulA. He ate so 
■any pears he has become satiated with them* St* Fr*, RASU 8AS8IEH JUSQO’AU DEGOOT. St* Fr., . to surfeit, to snub*
BEUnxI ( )/ 1  n . m.
Son r.lniil «st .•■■8. Hi. back Is brok.n DQWUUS.
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asLxaioa ( f.
Religion* C'a pa# pin# de religion qu'un chat. He ha# no more 
religion than a eat. St, JV.# RELIGION.
remarques ( -r-e r ̂  )# m* m.
PASSER DES REMAEQUES# to pass remark# (literal translation from 
the Ingush) | to be critical* Le monde d'lei passe trap de# 
remarquea* the people here are too critical* St. Fr* . FAIBE
DE LA CRITIQUEf FaIBK DBS OBSERVATIONS. St* Fr.# _____# re­
marks*
REHPXRER ( ), w. int.
To get worse# referring to Illness* BUe a rempird 1 quatre 
henres* She got worse at four o'clock* St. Fr*# KMPXRKR.
RSBCHAOSSER ( '+~&S>os^ )* ▼* tr*
(Agri* ten) to plow the earth to a plant; to bar on* On a 
ranchaussd le naXs bier* We barred on the com yesterday.
BBITOQHMKB ( - r e f t  u r n e . ) f T. Pefl»x.
To (o b»ck. B«ntourn»-toi ai 1m v«ux. do baok if you wish.
St. Fr., S'SS RETOtJRIER.
BBmOBt ( T'-S'trfc ), V. int.
To% enter# to go in* II a rentrW dans la maison pour la pre­
miere fois. He entered the house for the first time* St* Fr*# 
ESTHER, st* Fr*# * to reNnter# to some in again*
b& a k m k  ( -*'e/>a.ra3_)t B.
Repairing. FAXRE OB REPARADE# to repail. On a felt an re- 
parage a la maison* We repaired the house* St* Fr*# FAXRE 
DEB REPARATION.
UHHU> ( )f p. p. 0f RfPOHDHK.
Answered. Cost elle qui m*a rApond. It Is she who answered 
me* St. Fr*# BEPOBBO. (See PO»D for POSDU.)
R3BSPXR ( n T M / H V  ), n. a.
Breath. XI a prie son dernier respir h mlnuit. He drew his 
last breath at midnight. St* Fr*# SOUFFLE.
KKSTER ( -^e.5^e, )f T. int.
To lire# to dwell* XI rests dans la oampagne* He lire# in 
the country. St. Fr*# DBMEOREB*
BHPMfcTTftttK ( A y > r v a  t x s  ) f n . a .
Rheumatism. J*ai les rhumatismes a mart force. X haws rheu­
matism very badly. St. Fr.# RHDUATXSEE., 'Tm xyc _ ric RAb ( ^ )
FAXRE DBS BIG RACS, to do something In order to create a good 
impression. II est toujours k fairs dee ric racs* St. Fr*# FAXRE UNE IMPRESSION.
B&OOt (-vey*.^ p.
Resolved* XX eat rlaeut de partir, He le resolved to leave*
St. Fr.* RfcGUJ. (See K>»D for FQ8 DH.)
RULER ( v'l / J e  )f tr*
to grase, to touch lightly, le btton m»a rifll la male* the
stick grased my hand. St. Fr.* FRmLER. St. Fr.* * to
scratch, rub, or file*
RIFE ( -ĥ ip )# f\
Shaving. Harnesses les ripe 8 . Gather the shavings* St. Fr** 
FLASHES. St. Fr., . eerapert chip of rood.
RIPQpfc ( -r±pop*s ), n. a.
Gang, flurry, shower* Ripople de coups de taps, a shower of 
elaps. Je X'ai donnl un ripople de coups de taps* EXXe s(en
vient avec un ripople d’enfants. She is coming with a gang
of children. St. Fr., . slaps, snipes (of wine}*
ROBE ( ), n. f.
ROBE DE M4XS, com shuck. On a donnl dec robes de mate sue 
wuleta. We gave corn shacks to the mules. St* Fr., FARE QHI ENVKUJPPE L»fe»X.
( 'T-orf. a j e  ^  v. int.
To prowl about, to wander around* J*ai r&d&llll touts la jour* 
nfe hier. I wandered around all day yesterday* St. Fr.,
B0 DKR.
nftrUTT.T.BPB ( ee.'T Q> m>
Gad; a man who runs aroupd with women. $a c*est un rddailleur. 
He is a gad# St. Fr., RODEUR.
HOED ( ^ ^  ), n. m.
Racetrack. Le cheval a galopd auteur du rend* The horse ran 
around the racetrack* St. Fr., TERRAIN DE CG0HSB. St. Fr.,
. ring, circle.
rOtX ( n. m. and adj.
Roast; roasted. 11 m*a donnl tin rStl. He gave me a roast.
De la viande rStie. Roasted meat# St* Fr., RuTX*
ROULAILLER ( )# v. int.
To gad about. II aura jamais rian parse qu*il roulaille tout 
le temps. He shall never have anything because he gads about
too much. St. Fr., SOBER. See RQDAILLER*
HOHLAISOB ( r o / I  £-Z_J ^  ^  f.
Sugar cane harvesting; sugar cane grinding season. La roulaison 
a commend hier. Grinding started yesterday.
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HQUFE { ~rOLf> )p a# f,
Baby*s aleak* .T*ai fait ts»e reupe hier* I made a baby'e 
cloak yesterday* St* Fr** KOSPILhH»# Spanish cloak*
BSSSTHs ( \ ft
Seating* BOSStfe && CGSFS DE StSOfl, a ehewer of blow® with a 
eUdc* Jo l*ai donnl une renetle de coupe de btton* St* Fr«* 
VGLEE DK COUPS, a ehoarer of Kims*
EOBASSELLK ( T ' y ^ c t & I  ) ,  f ,
Shred, rag* Dtchlrer la robe an rub&ndellee, to tear the dree# 
late afcred®. St* IV.* BXBAMBKLLE, string, long Hoe*
04
a*c
Scrotum. St. Fr.* BOURSES.
SACAMItfi ( 's gl/'Z ̂ T T i x i e n. f#
Hominy. I* sacaaitd c’eet la soul© chose je agog© pa*.- #The 
only food 1 do not ©at 1© hominy. St* Fr*# MAIS GGBCASSE.
sahib c s a + T  >, n.
Glutton. Co safre a stang# tout non gtteau. This glutton at© 
all ay cake. St. Fr.* GOOR24ABO* Obsolete Fr.» . glutton.
satretI ( v a - f - r ^ - t e .  ) r n. f.
Gluttony, $a o’est la ©&fret&. That 1© gluttony for you.
St. Fr.* G0URMANDISE.
SAIKTS-JIITOUCHE ( 5 ^  >>vl ̂  UJ  ), **. f,
Dsenre hypocrite. J’ai pa© de oonfianc© dan© cetie salute- 
aitouche* X hare no confidence In this prude* St. FT.* SAIHTB-BITGOCHB.
SAEBOTXXilE ( ? * r 6 o t j V r ) 9 ^  f#
Ice-cream freeaer. J’ai eased la earbotiere. X hare broken 
the iee-eream freeaer. St. Fr.* SORBeTIXRE.
SASSACQOA. ( j a s a  /c lcutgl ) p n . m.
Uproar* tuisult. Quelle saesacoual What an uproar I St* Fr** 
TAFA&E; VACAKKS.
SATISFAlT ( y a ^ x s f e  )t .aj.
Convinced. Je suis satis fait 11 a pan fait $a. X am convinced 
that he did not do that* St* Fr.* COfiVAXNGU. St* Fr** ,.. n* 
satisfied* contented* pleased*
SADCfe ( Z o s e .  )f n- ft
Short visit. Fairs one sauole ches Mom. To make a short visit 
at Hama’s.
8AB0&ER ( )f
feRE k SAUGUER, to%be in a groggy condition; to hare a "hang­
over.w XI est apressauguer* He is suffering from a hangover*
SAUTER ( S o t e  ) v. tr.
SA0TER LE BALA1 * to go through a common lav marriage; to marry 
over a broom stick* Madame Toussalnte a saut£ le balal* Ma­
dame Toussainte went through a common lav marriage.
SAUVER ( yov/e. ), r# tr. and int.
To economise, to save. Xn achetant 1 ce magasln 11 sauve beau- 
coup d*argent. By buying at that store he saves much money.
St. Fr.# 2COH0MISER. St. T r * § ■ to preserve* tp save.
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QAVAHK ( SavJn.)( n. f.
Pasture. Les chevnux soat dans la savane. The horaee w e  18 
the pasture. St. SV., PlT®f®.
s a v a t e ( s a x / a t r  )f a, f.
Slipper , bedroom slipper * Ma eav&te oat touts cassia • My 
slipper Is all broken. St* Fr** PANTOUJTiE* St. Fr*. . 
old shoe. ----
SAfOSOTB ( ^  a . v ^ r v e / t  J n# f .
Soap dish. Jffai brief la s&vonette. X broke the soap dish*
St. Fr., BQxTE 1 SAVON. St. Fr., . . so&pb&Xl, shaving soap.
SAVQ8 UEE ( 3 -d. v a# f.
Soapsuds. T*ai fait un tas de savonure dans l4 eau. 1 made 
a lot of soapsuds in the eater. St. Fr., EAU BE SAVON *
SCARP ( )f D. ^
Scarf. Mon searf est bleu. My scarf is blue. St. Fr., KCHARPS,
8 M  < * 3 ? ), n. m.
Pall, bucket. Attrape~aol un seau d’eau. Get me a pall of 
eater. St. Fr., SBAB ( 5 0  ),
SKRAXL ( 'soe'fa.'j )# n. m.
Seise, racket* Arrfte ce s&rail. Stop that noise. St. Fr*,
TAPA&E. St. Fr*, . the palace of the Turkish sultan or 
of a princess) haremj house of debauchery*
SET ( S )# n. m.
Set, collection, series. XI a tout le set de ltvree* He has 
the whole series of volumes* St. Fr., SfelEE) COHECTXOH,
SHED ( $ e<*- ), n. *.
Shed. Hets too char an bas le ahad. Drive your oar under the 
shed. St. Fr., HANGARj REMISE.
SHOP ( S ’ P  ). »• t.Shop* St la shop k Faxon. At Foxonfs shop* St* Fr., BOUTIQUE*
SULtMK ( 5 rLbl^rn, )f n> f.
Squaeh* On a mangf des eiblemes St midi* We ate equash at 
noon* St* Fr*, CGOBfiS,
SXBOtf ( 5  ), adj.
Sticky with syrup* See mains sont toutes slrotfes. Hie hands 
are quite sticky with syrup. St* Fr., C01LANT, sticky.
SIKOTEE ( S i ^ o t e  ) 9 v# iat.
To sob. Pourquoi tu sirotee? Why are you sobbing^ St. Fr., 
SANGLQTER. St. Fr., .* to sip, to tipple.
SB
SXSXT8  ( 5 imperative and p. p.
Sit| sat. (Child* © vocabulary.) This term Is used la the 
present, Imperative, end compound tenses. There is no £B form. 
Slslte sur le pl&neher# cher. Bit on the floor, deer. J*al
eislte our le plancher. X set on the floor. St. Fir.#ASSIU3&-.TOI, imperative$ ASSXS# p. p.
SHART ( 5»uatT )# &dj#
Smart# bright. II est un homme smart. He Is an intelligent 
man. St. Fr.# INTELLIGENT; ADROIT.
SMILK ( n, ^
A little drink of alcoholic liquor; a swig. Louie# tu veux on
tit ©mile? Lou, do you want a little drink? St. Fr.# UN PETITCOUP 1 BOIRR*
SQCO ( SOAiO )f tt. m.
Muocadlne grape. J'alme des aocoe. X like muscadines. St. Fr*# MUSCAQXHS.
SODA ( Soda,), B. m.
Bloerbon&te of soda. SODA BRAS COMMJE <jAf (denoting position 
of arm on trademark) Arm and Hammer Baking Soda. Danne~®ol 
« u  boite de soda brae oomme 9 a. Give me a fee* of Arm and 
Hammer Baking Soda# St. Fr.# BICARBONATE DE SGUBE.
SOIR ( s u r a r  )f B-
1 SOIR ( ^.Tsur^ ’t- )# tonight. Viens a eoir. Come tonight.
St. Fr.# CE SOIR.
SOLKItJJB ( s « l £ 3 e  ) f T . t r .
To sun; to expose to the eun# Falre soleillar le llnge. To
«qd the elothes. St. Fr.# METTRE AU SOLEII*.
SOI OB SCIE ( S ^ c l ^ s x  ) f m.
Sawdust. U  1  da eoa do eoie owe son pied. Ha has sawdust on 
bis foot. St. Fr., BEAH D1 SCIE.
SOMERS ( t7  ) ,  n . f.
Rattlesnake. La seunstte a nanquS me aordre. The rattle snubs M M  boar biting me. St. Fr., SERPENT 1 S0NNETTE3, GROT ALE.
SORTIR ( S i T t i - T  j( ljlt>
SOBTIR DE, to have just. XI sort de partir. He has Just left. 
St. Fr., VEWR DE.
SODCOTILLER ( SUsfcJU.j e  )} v. tr.
To ehake. II a eaucouillA le drap. He ©hook the sheet. St. Fr.# SECOU1 R.
SOUCOUPE ( S ^ P C i A ^ p  ), n. f.
Saucer $ email plate. Roee a eass£ lee eoucoupea. Rose broke the eauoere# St. Fr.# SOUCOUPE ( j )„
SOOFFERT ( 5 r jf
Te suffer, the infinitive is the only form that varies firms 
the St. Fr. SQUFFRIR. II vs souffert. He will suffer.
St. Fr., SODFFHXR. (See OFFBHT, 0UVK8S.)
SO0 L ( S «.), adj.
Dizzy. IX eat aofU. d* avoir trop tournE* JRe is diaay from 
having turned around too much* St® Fr., ETG0RI3I*
SO0LER ( )#▼• tr. and reflex*
To make dizsyj to get dizsy. IX  »*eat softld k force qu'll 
a toumi. He got dizzy from turning around m  much. St# Fr** STOURDIR.
SGULEVER { tr.
To reprimand* Jo lfai aoulevS pour avoir dlt tme aenterle.
I reprimanded him for having lied* St* Fr., REFlilMAEDEK*
St. Fr., * to raise, to lift*
SOOHCHi ( S iam's l a. a.
Eyebrow. II a froncd see sour oils. He froimsd. St. IV*,SOURCIL ( ‘S u lt* s i  ), 
SGBBIS-C&ABYE. ( y ^ r i j o y /  }, a* f.
Bat* La souris~chauve a entrd dans le sails• The hat name 
into the room. St. Fr.# GH&UVE**4&)0RXS.
S W T  A D A IR S  (  -5 ) f  a .  f .
Saddle blanket* JTfal perdu ma sontadalre# I loot my saddle 
blanket. St. Fr,, BOURSE*
S00T1BIHE ( v . tr. end int.
To hold up* §a va soutiendre jusqu’a tu en achates us autre*
It will hold up until you buy a new one. St. Fr«, SOBTRRXR*
SO ( S Y  >, prep.
1* On* Xl est su la table, le tit maudit. The little raeeal 
ie on the table. St. Fr., SHE,
2 . At. Su le moment, a t  the moment. S t . Fr., X.
SUCKERtE ( 3 i )# n. f.
Syrup mill, sugar-houso. J*ai StS k la aucrerie hier* 1 went
to the sugar-house yesterday. St. Fr*, SUCRERIB (jy/tr^rl J
StJFFLER ( s y ' f l e  ) p int.
To w h is tle * Arritess ouffler. Stop whistling. St. Fr., SUTLER*
SUPPORTER ( S /  j# v, tr.
To support financially. Supporter aa mere, to support one1©
mother* St. Fr., ERTFJETENIR. St. Fr., . to support, to bear
s8 b (
Sttrely, cortalaXjr, . S$r, c***et wai* CertMdnly that &* trua*
s t* ! * • *  s t o s s f  *
SOSPKCT (  ^ y * / > * * C } t  ad j*
BsKUJtlag. hard to pliase. J*aime pas travaiilar pour &*3& 
pare* quHl «st trap auspeet* X disXifce aaafttag tm him ha- , 
oaaae ho I0 too assactlag. St* f r . *  EXIOEAHT* St* Fr*# . , .,.> 
araepleioua.
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TAC-TAC ( trcLK.teifQ i n, n. _
Popcorn; popcorn candy. MAIS TAC-.TAC, corn e&ndy, wad® of 
popped corn and molasses. B0ULF m  TAG~TAC, popcorn ball.
St. Fr., ^ ^  ticking, tapping*
TAUUT { t a j  o }f a. ^
Hound. Le iafaut a doh&ppd* the hound ha© run away* St* Fr** CHXEH COtJRABT,
TAX* D*OREILLER ( t<& 1r c£ O nr J e  yg ^  m„
Filler slip. J*ai beeeln d'ua tala d'oreillar* X need a pillow
©lip* St. Fr., TAXE D»OREILLER.
TATI.LKR < ), v. tr*
to thrash, to whip. XI a iaillS ©on tit garden* Ho whipped
his litUe son. St. Fr., FOUBTTER, FgSSEH.
TALL* ( t a l  )f a, f.
Clump of bushesj briars* Fa cooper la tails de pence* Go and 
cut that olui^i of briars. St. Ffc., BOUQUET, MXSSXF. St* Fp*,
* sucker, shoot of a plant from or near the root*
t u  ( t & t c  ), B. B.
Task. II y  a sept gallons d feau dan© le tank. There are ©even 
gallons of water in the tank. St. Fr., BiSJSRVOXE.
TAHT QU'A ( ~ t^ r tOGu )
As for* Tant qu1! $a, tu was l’&ttr&per. As for that, you 
will get it. St. Fr., QUAET A*
TAPAttLAaK ( tapaj'a<.)( n. B.
Uproar. Charley fait trop de t&paillage* Charley make© too 
much of an uproar. St. Fr.f TaFAGB. (See SASSAGCKfA.)
TAPOCHKR ( t t iL p o $ &  ) ,  v. tr.
T* strike, to b.at, to sl*p. XI mfa tapoohl. •*« .track no.
St. Tr., FRAPPEE.
tAQNCB ( t& fe e , ), v. tr.
To latch. Fa taquer la ports. Go latch the door. 8t* Fr*,
rsmm au loqjjet.
TAQ0 ET ( ^ f i i  m.
Latch, a© on a door* Le taquet est c/iss^. The latch 1© broken* 
St. Fr., LOQUET. St. Fr., . (Maut.) ole&tf wedge, peg*
TAS ( ), a* s.
EE TAS, a great deal. XI a on tas d*argent* He ha© very much 
money. St. Fr., BEAUCOTJP, St. Fr., TAS, pile.
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Tata ( irart^ . )
Thank you* in child* 3  vocabulary* Tata, Mamaru Thank you. Mother. St* Fr*, SSEROI.
TSASI ( t  iL'nv )* j|. n(
Team, of Horace or mules. 1 1  cat aprbs atteler son team em
le wagon. He is hitching his tea® to the wagon. St. fr.*ATmASEf PAIRE DE CHEVA0X,
TfoioRAPHIKH ( t v l e,g f- s. f e, ) f yr. tr. and int.
To telegraph. II ro*a tlllgraphil de venir. He telegraphed m  to come. St. Fr.* T&MEl&felfiR ( f-e.-Xegj-rtff jc, }*
Tsaps ( t a r  )t n. a.
AVOIR OH BOH TEMPS, to haw a good time. J*ai m  un bon tempo. 
I had a good time. St. Fr,* S*AM8 8 J8R,
tfitfi ( ), o. a.
feet* breast (child*a term). Bile a mal ame title. Her breast 
hurts. St. Fr.* TETOH, teat, nipple.
thC m  u m m  ( Ate/A>va>na)# n. **
Samoa tea. It ia made of the leaves, the roots, or the seeds
of this shrub and Is given to persona ill of pneumonia.
TX { j t  ±  )
Particle used in interrogative phrases placed next to the verb* 
It has emphatic force. Vous av®a-tl It© l&^bas? Have you ever 
gone there? Have you gone over there?
TIKE® ( K E <L ) , adj.
Lukewarm. II faut prendor catte aEdeoine dan. 1'eau tlfede.
Y o u  nut take this medicine Is lukewarm water. St. Fr.* TXE0E.
TICHW8  ( t i l ?  ), n. a.
Turban, handkerchief or piece of cloth worn about the head by 
women. Bile a un tlgnon sur sa t@te. She le wearing & turban. 
St. Fr., THRBAH* St. Fr., * back hair of women*
n o o s m  ( t x f c c t  ), S. a.
Ticket. J’al achetd deux tiquettes. X bought two tickets.
St. Fr., BILLET. St. T r . , ETIQUETTE, label.
THUILLE ( t i r «  J ), n. f.
Sinewy meat; meat full of tendons* la viand© ©»t pleine de 
tirallies. The meat is full of tendons, 8 t« Fr., TBBB0ISI,
TIBER ( t i r e .  ), r. tr.
To milk* On va tirer la vache. We are going to milk the cow, St. Fr., TRAIBE.
TIT ( t i t ) ,  adj.
Little. XI a deux enfantaj un tit gar<3 on et une tlte fill*.
H. b*s two children, a little boy and a little girl. St. T r . ,
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TOFFf ( * o / e  ), a, ..
Thick syrup. J’ai nangl du toffS. I at® sen® think syrup.St. Ft., 0» SIBOP SpAIS.
V m m  ( * s 6 e - h  lBt-X* TQMBSR EN BDT'PE, to fall to pieces* $*e baril wa tosabor an 
botte*
£. TQMBRR EH BQTTB, to become bankrupt. Les affaires vont 
toraber en bet to* Business will go to reck and ruin® St* Fr** tqmber m  rdxne.
K » E W * \  i r c p e t ) '  n . f .
Flask. La topette eat cassle* The flask Is broken* St* ffov, FLA3QUK.
TQRTILLQH { t  O T  t x J 91 }■,*.*.
Knot of hair torn on back of head by women* jr*al ddmarS son 
tortlllon. I untied her hair* St* Fr*, TIGNGN. St. Fr.* ...* 
headdressj pad for the head*
toio ( troto ^  a. B>
Cake (in child1 a vocabulary)• Maaan, jo r m x du tot©. Mama*
X want some cake. St. Fr*, GATEAU.
touch* ( tvL.$ ), n. f.
Puff of tobacco smoke. IX a pris une touche »mr m&cigaritte*
He took a puff on ay cigarette* St* F r C N F  BOOFMB 0K FGMEE 
m  TABAC.
TOOK DE HSUIS ( t t C T T &  ), n. u.
Wrench of the back* Mon oncle a un tour de reins* %  uncle 
has wrenched his back.
toohrevis ( f u / r n a v i y  ), n. a*
Screwdriver. JTfai bris£ son toumevis. X have broken my screwdriver - St* Fr. f TOURMKVIS ( U,T~ >V V i-S1 j#
TOURTi ( ^M/rtr )f n. f#
Dove. y9ei tul seise tourtes. t  killed sixteen doves* St*
Fr., TOURTEHELLE.
TOUT PARTQOf ( V * ' nr~tu' ) f adv.
Everywhere* II a cherch© tout par tout dans la maison. He 
has searched everywhere In the house * St. Fr ** PiRTOOT®
TRACK ( t r Z K  ), n. a.
Race track; railroad track. Allens an track voir les ehevawm 
Let ue go to the race track and see the horses* St* Fr*,TERRAIN DE COURSES.
trapiqcer ( t  -r<a,f^/t,e. ) t v. lnt.
To p**e frequently, to com* and go. Bernadette fait risn d*autr® 
quo trafiquer. Bernadette dees nothing but come and go* St* Fr., 
ALLER ESP VsaiR. at* Fr.f ,« to traffic, to deal*
n
SBiWQOKJa { t ' r & f xK'oey'), n. a.
Dealer. II est un trafiqueur d'oeufs. He is on egg dealer.
St. Fr., HARCHABD.
ibaIsb ( T ' T f r o  )'
k LA TRAIRE, tn disorder. Lott bSbellee sont & la train©* The 
toys are dmagglng around in disorder* St* Fr.* M  DfiSORDRE*
TRAITEUR, -KOSE ( ^  n. B. and f.
One who effects cures or treats through incantations ; one who 
treats without having any medical knowledge. Cousin© Toinette 
c'eet une traiteus®. St. Fr., CHARLATAN.
TRALfc ( i r a l e ) ,  B. f.
A great quantity* J'ai vu une tralS© d'enfants chea Laurence*
I saw a great many children at Lawrence's* St* Fr.. OEAN0
SOMBRE. Pop* Fr., TAPES*
TRAVAIIAAST, -X ( f  I'a.VdJ ®  - &~t )( n> a. ^  S.
Workaan) working woman. Le travaillant eet aalade. The work-
is ill. St. Fr., 0OVBIE8, -feSE.
TRAVERS {-&TO,V Oe,^)
STBE SB TRAVERS, to be cross. XI est en travers depuis hler* 
He has been cross elnee yesterday. St. Fr*, fiTRE BE MAUVAlSE 
HUMEOR*
TRIBQRD BT BiBQBD ( ~t t* ̂ jbabor )f ^v. loo.
On every side, in all directions* Courir de tribord et btbordo 
To run in every direction* St* Fr*, BAM0 TOUS LES SENS*
St. Fr., (Kant.) TRIBORD, starboard; BABGRD, larboard.
^ (a before a vowel. T*a fait qa? Bid you do 
that? St.~Fr., AS-TU FAIT $A?
TUBE ( t \ Û lXs ), n. m.
Tune, melody, air. Ce petit tune est joli. This little tune 
is pretty* St. FrAIR.
TXPHOIDZ ( ~t n. f.
Typhoid fewer. II * le typhoid*. He has typhoid fewer. St. 
Fr., FIEVRE TYPHOIDE.
m
w m  < o & n ,)
X* Humoral (a* or f*) in * aireofiod pooitioa* Tu wax sm Xlwot 
Son, j*aa oi uaa«* Do you aaat a boote? 0 %  X h&m mm*
8 * Xadaflaita articlo, foainino* Dane fill© eet venue lei 
avoo un A girl eeme here with a boy* St* Fr**08* 088*
VAILLABT ( v a J t  ), a(y%
Healthy. II est vaillant depute qufil a revenu de son voyage*
He Is healthy since he returned from his trip. St* Fr.* VAILhANYj valiant.
v a u s rtih k  ( i / a l & t * K ) t n , , ,
Card sent on St* Valentine’s Hay. J’al rsqu tine valentine*
I received a valentine*
VULLSR ( V C  j ' 6  ), t. int.
To spend the evening, with the object of courting* II veille 
ehes sa belle. He Is courting this evening with his sweet* 
heart. St. Fr*, . to spend the evening! to watoh| to be 
awake.
VKILLERIE ( ^  a. t,
A visit at night with neighbors. XI a fait la velllerle jusqu*A 
ainuit ches Hose* He eat up at Rose's until midnight. St. Fr*, 
VEILLKE, time from supper to bedttmej evening (in company).
VEBTEUH (  V & t  oe r ) ,  *dj.
Boastful. On honme vsnteur, a boastful man. St. Fr*, VABTARB* 
St. Fr.. boaster, braggart.
VHSTR&S ( V  T  e  ) ,  a. f.
Bellyful. Hon cheval e’a donnA une ventrde de foin. My horse 
ate a bellyful of hay. St. Fr., SQOI* (slang). St. Fr*, n 
litter (of animals).
VEBBE X BQUTEttLE ( i / & T '  b t o t e j  ) , n . a .
Pieces of broken glass. Je m*ai coup£ avec dee verres a 
bouteille. I cut myself with broken glass* St* Fr., VEKEB 
1 BOUTEILLE.
VKRBSGLAS8 EB ( V / e r g l a 3 e  ), T. iipwa.
To sleet. C'Atait a verreglasser touts la nuli. It was 
sleeting all night* St. Fr., GRESHLEH.
VIDEE ( V i  ete ), ▼. tor.
To pour. Vider de l’eau dans le verre. To pour water into 
the glass. St. Fr., VERSER. St. Fr., ____, to empty*
VIEILLE ( V J C ^ '  )9 n, f.
With the possessive adjective, wife. fifa vieille eat morte.
Hy wife Is dead. St* Fr., XFOUSE*
VIEUX ( ^ 1 0  ), n. m.
With the possessive adjective, husband. Mon vieux est mort.
Hy husband is dead* St. Fr*, fiPGUX.
TOSOX OARCOH ( V ] ' 0 g d T S  y  ) , * . * *
Zinnia. Oa & plants des vieux garqons rouges* We are going to 
plant erne red zinnias.
VXESQL4CAMS ( \ / W u a  w,)
Grandmother# a term of endearment* VieuaG-Man© # tu veuae j© 
fals <ja? Grandmother# dear# do you want me to do that? St* Fr** GRAND'Ml&RE. f
VIED3UPAPS C v 3 f  )
Grandfather, term of endearment* Vieux-F&pe, tu veux je faie 9 a? 
Dear grandfather# do you want me to do that? St* Fr*# GRAND- PERE.
VIS DE GASSES ( V €r <L *
Sugar cane juice* J*ai bu du bon vin de causes chea Roe©. 1 
drank seme good sugar cane juice at Roe©*©. St* Fr*# VESOU.
TOJWM ( V^j' 9 * 1  ̂ ), B. m.
Violin* Mame veut qua tu joues le violon. Mama wants you to 
play the violin* St. FT*# VX0LQSI*
VXRE-VXSB ( vi-HT vil'f )# &• m*
Larva of the mosquito. II y a dee vire-vires dans lfeau* there 
are mosquito larvae in the water*
( V  I )# p. p, of VIVHE.
Lived* II a vit dix ane pass&. He lived ten years ago*
St. Fr.# VECU*
VIVRE ( r t v r )  v* int.
VIVRB EM DfeOKDRE# to live in adultery. La fille a son encle 
vit en dWsordre. His uncle’s daughter lives in adultery*
St. FT.# VIVRE EE ADULT&RE.
VQLICHE ( V o l i J ) f f,
Weatherboard. La volicha «st fondue. The weatherboard has 
split. 8 t. Fr., TOLXGB.
VOUCHEE ), v. tr.
To weatherboard. J*ai vollohi a* matson. X put weatherboard 
on * 7  house. St. Fr., VOLIGBR.
TOklSSAGK ( n. a.
Vomit. XI a march£ dans Xe vernissage. Ho walked in the vomit. 
St. Fr., V0MI8SEMEBT.
VOkXT (V?»al), n. a.
Vonit. L# ehat a aarchfi dans le vomit. The eat walked in the 
voaiit. St. Fr., VOUSSBUEBT.
VOXAGE .Load, wagonful. J*ai un voyage de bole. St. Fr., CHABRJSTEE.
St. Fr., . . Journey.
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* m m  i u s e r d C U a* m.
larrant. lien offiolers m&%m% pas <1# wasrant psmr eharaher la 
w&ison. fh# offieara did sot haw a aaaroh warrant ia aaansfe
th« &«*»•. st. Fr.f um m $ m  p m m w v s tm , 
m m  *# tr*
fa a*«u woiff $*» Lat ae sea that. St# fr## VOiK*
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XABKEE i . j ' & K t ' ) ,  n. B.
Yankee} Inhabitant of a near thorn state* Ausai bSta qu*un 
Yankee. As stupid as a Yankee.
xkass ( 7  v s t )
YEAST MACAQUE, ParroWmd-Moukey baking powder. Je veux mm 
bolt# de yeast macaque. 1 want one box of Parrot^awd-Monkey 
baking powder *
HS8Q0K ( ad*.
Only* nothing but. 11 a yienque un crayon* He ima but one pen** 
cU. St. Fr., m m  QMU
IUI-3» ( n & J C ) ,  adj.
Spiritless, sluggish, dawdling. II est yin^yln comma tout.
He Is wary phlegmatic. St* Fr., GHAS^CNAH, sloe.
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ZARICQT i ^ a r i K O } 9 ».
Bean* J*ai plants trots range de saricots. t planted three 
rows of beans* St* Fr*, HAHICOf,
zibahus ( x r ' r a / >  ), *aj.
Disgusting. II eat si sale qn*il set ssir&bls* He is so dirty 
as to be disgusting* St* Fr*# DfQOfltANI*
TOSS ( y  7 T  )
AVOIR ZXRKt to have a feeling of rapugnanco, loathing* J*ai
aire de lui. He is repulsive to me* St* Fr*. AVOIR DE I** AVERSIONPOOR.

AHVAUSR v. tr,
*• mallow. ; Anyal* <5 * ja te dis. Swallow that, I tell you. St. Fr., AMUSE.
BAS ( £ d)
M  BA®, prop., off. I»*. oyelona a la maleon on baa le* 
bloques. the cyclone blew thehwaooff th® ptllatfs* '
cbamabbsb ( t  S &  y ^ e - d ^ ) t v. t*.
T*bfg. Va pas d h a & $ u ; DO not go and beg, qov*St* Fir*, KEHDIBR.
CHARGER { S c} l̂JfrCr ), v. ttv And Ini*
To fix * praeej .lboVaM$Ê  Sttatjâ.' 'W- d«tMt. ( Goad la
eatpresaioasi _ GHA^KR.v,' ® ^ :;GHfê ;-î ;.bh&rg«, too anloh; ;GE&feGM
troxs ^ x i & t b b g / e h h r $ S '
I taadean ©ata^'tiAafa^
CHEQUB ( t Sztc ), R. «.
Check# IX a'a deaa$ %m Ohtoae. He gave me a check. St* FT* CHJ3Q0*.
cam cHOG { t j u ^ t j c o  }
C&1X for pigs* Ghd**1 ehoa* uha&l.
corace ( f to n r a s  ), a* f*
Garment stiff ŵ th, perept^tienand ditfi. Ce n&grO, sr eat ̂pas 
chaagf depttla de^ seai^oar aoo liiiga ait.'.usftA vra,ie coi^eol 
This negro has worn tha same cult of clothes for two woelcs} 
it is filthy*
COGRT~BOGILLG» ( SC COT 6 c6 T ̂  ), W  *.
Fish stew. Jfai ^ngt du coTirt̂ bouilXon. 'X ate fish stow* 
St* Fr., * a fish la*
COLOTTE ( K  X 1 )f a* *V
Trousers. Mes culottes sent dSchir£ea. St* Fr* , CUX.OTTS
e s t a w i c  ( e f / a p ^ / c ) ,  B , ■*»
Outburst of anger, frensy. fSEMDRE DBE ESTiUSJPIC, to go into 
fury. Quaad son marl aenirdsofll, silo a pr is: une ©js tempt# • 
Than her husband c&tne Indrunk, she went Into a f̂ enasy.
T *1 L'HEtfRE ( ^3. lo £> T ' ) , *<IV.
A moment ago, la a short time* J^Ai revenu t#& l,heure. X 
returned a moment ago. St.' Fr., TOOT X t*fHKUR&«
OXE ( ̂  W &  ) , &.« a.
Goose. On a mangS un ole a akidl. We ate a goose at noon*
St. Fr., GXK.
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OI3BAO ( -x .u re > z .o  i  *». *.
1. Bird (child's vocabulary). Bfbl, t'as vu l'oisaau?
S. Qood~forH&othlng person* Peases done, une pareille vaillante 
fllle slier wirier un pare11 olaeau. I cannot get over the 
fact that each a alee little girl married such a scamp* St* Fr*# 
VAUKISN, scamp, good-for^nothing* St. Fr., OISEAtl, bird.
OBSKn* ( ), »4 m*
Toe. J*al disc or tells. 1 have tea toes. St. Fr*, QKTEIX,
ftOKDS ( t  J  f  ) ,  a . f.
Tall. Sa queue est coupfie. Its tall is cut.
VA~ET~VI£8 T < «/ ^  ), ». au
Coming and going, il y a toujours sin va~et~vient dans oette 
m&lson. There Is perpetual movement of people coming in and 
going out ©f this house. St. Fr*, ViulT-VIIIST.
ice
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